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Abstract

As software becomes ubiquitous and integrated into our lives, any violation of human

values in software, such as social injustice or privacy breaches, raises public atten-

tion. Media have highlighted a few cases where software with a history of breaching

people’s values struggles to receive users’ acceptance and becomes an object of public

scrutiny. To avoid these circumstances, software practitioners need to consider (i.e. be

attentive to the implication of ) human values during software development.

The abstract and subjective nature of human values makes it di�cult to integrate them

in software. Previous studies on human values in software primarily focused on spe-

ci�c development phases, such as requirements and design phases. This thesis ad-

dresses this gap by conducting three empirical studies and developing a human values

dashboard:

First, an empirical study was conducted to understand if human values are evident in

issue discussions. In software engineering research so far, issue discussions have been

considered an artefact used in the late stages of software development. This empirical

study has proved that human values are present in issue discussions. This study found

20 themes associated with values (or value themes) in the issue discussions studied and

proposed a description for each in the software engineering context.

Second, a set of classi�cation methods were developed to automate the identi�cation

of human values in issue discussions. These methods were developed to address the

obvious time and e�ort challenges when manual approaches are applied to identify and

classify values from large amounts of textual data. The experiments’ results showed

that, among the methods evaluated, Multilayer Perceptron o�ers the best performance

with a Precision score of 0.582, a Recall score of 0.741, an F1 score of 0.650 and an MCC

score of 0.445.

Third, a human values dashboard was developed to support practitioners in the consid-

eration of human values in software development. An exploratory study that collected

data through interviews with software practitioners was conducted to gather potential

bene�ts and requirements for the dashboard. Then, a human values dashboard was de-

veloped using the requirements from the exploratory study. Finally, a feedback study

with software practitioners was conducted to con�rm the dashboard’s usefulness and

to gather feedback for improving it.
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The main contributions of this thesis are:

1. providing empirical evidence that human values are present in issue discussions;

2. �nding value themes and proposing descriptions for them in the software engineer-

ing context;

3. developing and evaluating classi�cation techniques to automate the detection of

values in issue discussions; and

4. developing and evaluating a dashboard as a tool to support the consideration of

human values in software development.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter describes the motivation, research objective, and research questions for

this thesis. The latter sections of this chapter describe the contributions and the outline

of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation

Human values are de�ned in social sciences as ‘what people hold important in their

[lives]’ [1]. These values, such as privacy or universalism, are important to consider in

software development because people feel threatened if their values are compromised

[1]. This consideration is not only for the steps of software development (e.g. from ini-

tial study to evaluation), but also the use of the software. Several recent incidents have

demonstrated people’s awareness of their values and how strongly people react to the

violation of their values in software. For example, recent changes in WhatsApp’s terms

and privacy policy led millions of users to migrate to alternative messaging applica-

tions [2]. One of the reasons was the fear of another privacy breach by WhatsApp’s

parent company, Facebook, which will have access to users’ data after the new policy

begins [2]. In this case, users’ trust in Facebook did not seem to have recovered after

the infamous Cambridge Analytica case in 2015 [3]. Another similar case was demon-

strated in a protest by digital and human rights groups about using facial recognition

systems in justice systems that introduce bias against minorities [4]. The bias causes

minorities more likely to be detected as o�enders and, in turn, increases the fear of

unfair treatment [4].

1
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Software practitioners, such as developers or requirements engineers, need to consider

(i.e. be attentive to the implication of ) human values during software development to

mitigate potential breaches and win over their users. Research in marketing science

suggests that nontechnical factors, such as epistemic values (e.g. curiosity, novelty,

and a desire for knowledge) [5], and costs or attractiveness [6] could in�uence users’

decisions to choose and use an application. For instance, a privacy-aware user would

choose an application that respects users’ privacy. In this case, human values act as

‘criteria or standards’ [1] for users when selecting and using an application. Consid-

ering human values in an application would o�er competitive advantages over the

millions of applications available in the market. These bene�ts and the importance of

human values suggest that supporting their consideration during software develop-

ment is necessary.

1.2 Research Objective and Questions

Challenges need to be addressed to pursue the objective of considering human val-

ues in software development. This thesis focused on the following two challenges.

The �rst challenge was the abstract concept of human values that results in the lack

of understanding and de�nition of human values in software engineering contexts

[7]. For this reason, previous work on values in software [8–12] has chosen to rely

solely on existing human values models from the social sciences (e.g. Schwartz’s val-

ues [1]). Other studies in human-computer interaction (HCI) �elds (e.g. [13, 14]) tend

to consider a speci�c set of values (e.g. values with ethical implications). The second

challenge concerned the consideration of human values in software development life

cycles. Previous studies, such as those on value-based requirements engineering [15],

value-sensitive design [13, 14], and value-sensitive software development [16], mainly

focused on the early phases of software development (e.g. requirements and design).

The later phases of development, such as implementation or release, have received

limited attention. Moreover, current studies have not necessarily provided practical

tools to support wider human values in software development.

More e�orts are needed to understand human values in software engineering contexts

and support their consideration in software development. To this end, this thesis used

software development artefacts as a potential source for identifying and understand-

ing values. Earlier literature has suggested that technological artefacts embody human

values [17]. Studies in software engineering have investigated certain values, such as
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privacy [18, 19], security [20–23], accessibility [24], and energy e�ciency [25, 26] in

software development artefacts, e.g. issues or source code commits. Although these

studies did not identify these concepts as human values, they demonstrated that these

artefacts are a potential source for identifying and understanding values. Because there

is no human values model de�ned speci�cally for software engineering yet, this thesis

chose to start with using the de�nitions and characteristics of human values as de-

scribed in Schwartz works [1, 27, 28] to �nd values in software development artefacts.

Furthermore, to accommodate the possibilities of other values speci�c for software

engineering, the study of values in this thesis is not limited to the values listed in

the Schwartz model, but also values that are considered important by the software

stakeholders. In this way, investigating software development artefacts allows us to

understand human values in software engineering contexts to address the �rst chal-

lenge.

Human Values Dashboard

Software
Practitoners

Values Identifier Views

Software
Development
Artefacts

labelled by

Values-labelled
Artefacts

results in

displayed by

presented to

(back end) (front end)

Figure 1.1: Proposed human values dashboard

For the second challenge, this thesis proposes a human values dashboard as a tool to

address the limited support of considering human values in software development. Ac-

cordingly, this dashboard uses software development artefacts because these artefacts

capture the software development process. Figure 1.1 illustrates how the proposed hu-

man values dashboard works. The dashboard consists of a back end and a front end.

The back end of the dashboard detects and labels values in software development arte-

facts. Then, the dashboard’s front end provides di�erent views of the labelled artefacts

to help software practitioners take values into account during software development.

Because there is a limited understanding of such a dashboard, this thesis �rst inves-

tigated what artefacts would be suitable for it. For instance, these artefacts should be

available in multiple stages of software development, including the latter stages, and
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have human values present (i.e. mentioned or expressed). Then, this thesis investi-

gated how the dashboard could utilise these artefacts and support the consideration of

human values in software development.

Among various software development artefacts, this thesis focused on GitHub Issues.

GitHub is one of the most popular software repositories and is commonly used in soft-

ware engineering research [29]. GitHub Issues is an issue tracking system that allows

discussions (i.e. issue discussions1
) [30] where project stakeholders can communicate

their concerns, problems, and feedback during software development [31, 32]. Issue

discussions as the object of this thesis is di�erent with GitHub Discussions that was

introduced later by GitHub ‘for asking questions or discussing topics outside of speci�c

Issues or Pull Requests’ [33].

Figure 1.2 shows an example of a post in GitHub Issues. An issue starts with a post

with a title and a description from a reporter. GitHub allocates an issue number for

each post. The �rst post is followed by subsequent posts by other contributors or the

reporter. Because of this discussion format, there is virtually no limitation in terms of

what contributors can discuss in an issue. For this reason, previous studies have used

issues to study how software development teams address them [32, 34], manage re-

quirements [35], and make software design decisions [36, 37]. In this case, in an issue

discussion, project contributors may express concerns and feedback, if the values are

lacking in the software, or appreciate the presence of values in the software. Thus,

the presence of human values in an issue discussion becomes an indicator whether

human values are present or lacking in the software. For this thesis, issue discussions

allow for the understanding of human values in software development contexts and

the development of a tool to support software development. This thesis �rst evaluated

issue discussions to understand if human values were present. Then, to reduce the

manual analysis e�orts, a number of classi�cation methods were developed to auto-

mate the detection of values. Next, an exploratory study was conducted to investigate

how the dashboard could support software practitioners in considering human values

during software development. A human values dashboard was then developed based

on participants’ needs in the exploratory study. Finally, an interview study with soft-

ware practitioners was conducted to con�rm the dashboard’s usefulness and gather

feedback for improving the dashboard.

1
This thesis will use the terms ‘issue discussions’ and ‘issues’ interchangeably.
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Figure 1.2: Example of an issue in GitHub

(Boxes in the blue outline indicate the components of a GitHub issue)

Research objective: To understand how human values are present in issue

discussions and how a human values dashboard utilising this presence could

support the consideration of human values in software development.

To realise the objective of this thesis, three high-level research questions, along with

their sub-questions, were de�ned. Table 1.1 presents these research questions and their

corresponding chapters. The following discussion describes these research questions.

RQ1 To what extent are human values present in issue discussions?

Before developing the dashboard, it was necessary to understand how human values

are present (i.e. mentioned or expressed) in issue discussions. The �rst stage of this
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thesis investigated this by conducting an empirical study of three open-source An-

droid applications: Signal Android, K-9 Mail, and Firefox Focus. This study focused

on �nding what values are evident in issues and their prevalence across projects. The

empirical study used the following sub-questions:

RQ1.1 What values are discovered in issue discussions?

RQ1.2 Does the presence of values di�er across projects? If so, how?

RQ2 To what extent can the detection of human values be automated?

Manual analysis of values in issue discussions requires considerable e�ort. Therefore,

automating the human values analysis in issue discussions is essential for the anal-

ysis to be practical for software practitioners. This thesis investigated whether this

analysis could be automated using classi�cation methods. This study evaluated some

well-known classi�cation methods, namely, support vector machines, random forest,

logistic regression, and multi-layer perceptron and assessed which approach o�ers the

best performance. The evaluation also involved three additional experimental param-

eters: the unit of classi�cation, resampling technique, and feature set. The unit of

classi�cation parameter represents the scope of the classi�cation, i.e. the whole issue

or a single post in issues. The resampling technique parameter represents a set of tech-

niques used to handle the imbalanced nature of the dataset obtained from the previous

stage. Meanwhile, the feature set parameter represents the feature extracted from the

dataset for classi�cation. To understand the experimental parameters’ in�uence on

the detection, the sub-questions for this stage were de�ned as follows:

RQ2.1 How does a di�erent unit of classi�cation a�ect the performance of the de-

tection of human values?

RQ2.2 How does the use of resampling techniques a�ect the performance of the

detection of human values?

RQ2.3 How does the use of di�erent feature sets a�ect the performance of the de-

tection of human values?

RQ2.4 To what extent is the performance of detecting human values in�uenced by

the chosen classi�cation methods?

RQ3 How can the automated detection of human values be useful in software

development?

The automated detection of human values requires visualisations and interfaces to be

practical to software practitioners. The proposed human values dashboard aims to
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provide these functionalities. To start, it was necessary to understand whether soft-

ware practitioners consider human values important. It was also essential to gather

insights from practitioners on the potential bene�ts of the dashboard for software de-

velopment, which artefacts they think are suitable for the dashboard, and what they

need from a dashboard to support their software development activities. To obtain

such insights, an exploratory study was conducted with the following sub-questions:

RQ3.1 What are the perceptions of practitioners towards human values in software

development?

RQ3.2 Who will bene�t from and what are the potential bene�ts of a human values

dashboard?

RQ3.3 Are software development artefacts suitable for identifying values for the

dashboard? If so, which artefacts?

RQ3.4 What is needed for a human values dashboard to be helpful in software de-

velopment?

A human values dashboard was developed based on the �ndings in the exploratory

study. This dashboard uses an automated detection method evaluated in RQ2. After

the human values dashboard was created, it was necessary to con�rm whether it is

helpful to practitioners and how they perceive the automated detection results. It was

also necessary to obtain feedback from practitioners to improve the dashboard. To ob-

tain such insights, a feedback study was conducted with the following sub-questions:

RQ3.5 To what extent do practitioners �nd the human values dashboard useful?

RQ3.6 How do practitioners perceive the performance of the automated human

values detection?

1.3 Thesis Contributions

The key contributions of this thesis can be summarised as the following:

1. This thesis presents the design and execution of an empirical study to evaluate the

presence of human values in issue discussions (RQ1). As part of this study, the

thesis also:

• provides criteria to evaluate the presence of human values in issue discussions,
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• provides contextualised software engineering descriptions of human values from

issue discussions, and

• provides a publicly available ground truth for the development of an automated

human values detection system.

2. This thesis presents the evaluation of classi�cation methods to automatically detect

the presence of human values in issue discussions (RQ2).

3. This thesis presents a human values dashboard as a tool to support the integration

of human values in software development (RQ3). As part of the development of

this tool, the thesis also:

• captures software practitioners’ perceptions on human values in software devel-

opment,

• identi�es high-level requirements for the development of a human values dash-

board,

• compiles the dashboard’s potential bene�ts in various software development roles

and phases,

• evaluates the dashboard from the software practitioners’ point of view,

• con�rms that the dashboard could be helpful in software development, and

• obtains feedback for the improvement of the dashboard.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis consists of six chapters. Some of these chapters are derived from publica-

tions. Figure 1.3 shows the overview and organisation of the chapters that present the

research question of this thesis. The thesis is organised as follows:

Chapter 1 describes the motivation, the research questions, the contributions, and the

organisation of this thesis.

Chapter 2 provides the research background and introduces de�nitions for the terms

used in the thesis.

Chapter 3 addresses research question RQ1 by conducting an empirical study to in-

vestigate the presence of human values in issue discussions in three Android appli-

cations. First, it provides criteria for identifying values. Second, it lists the themes
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•

•

•

•

•

Figure 1.3: Thesis overview and organisation

discovered and their descriptions in issue discussions. Third, it presents the preva-

lence of these themes in the applications under study. This chapter is derived from the

publication:

o Arif Nurwidyantoro, Mojtaba Shahin, Michel Chaudron, Waqar Hussain, Rifat Ara Shams,

Harsha Perera, Gillian Oliver, Jon Whittle, Human values in software development artefacts: A

case study on issue discussions in three Android applications, Information and Software Technol-

ogy Journal: Special Issue on Waste and Value in Software Engineering, Vol.141, January 2022.

[Impact Factor(2021): 2.73, SJR rating(2020): Q2]

Chapter 4 addresses research question RQ2 by evaluating a number of classi�cation

methods and considering the parameters for the unit of classi�cation, resampling tech-

niques, feature sets, and classi�cation methods.

Chapter 5 addresses research question RQ3 by developing a human values dashboard

to support the consideration of human values in software development. First, it de-

scribes an exploratory study conducted to gather requirements and how the dashboard

could be helpful in software development. Second, it presents the analysis and imple-

mentation of the dashboard. Third, it describes a study performed to gather feedback

to improve the dashboard. The exploration stage of this chapter is derived from the

publication:
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o Arif Nurwidyantoro, Mojtaba Shahin, Michel Chaudron, Waqar Hussain, Harsha Perera,Rifat

Ara Shams, Jon Whittle, Towards a Human Values Dashboard for Software Development: An Ex-

ploratory Study, Proceedings of the 15th ACM/IEEE International Symposium on Empirical Soft-

ware Engineering and Measurement, October 2021. [Core rating: A, Acceptance Rate: 19.4%
(24/124)]

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and provides potential directions for future works.
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Table 1.1: Overview of the research questions, sub-questions, and their correspond-

ing chapters

Research Questions Sub-Questions Chapter #

RQ1 To what extent are hu-

man values present in issue

discussions?

RQ1.1 What values are discovered in is-

sue discussions?
Chapter 3

RQ1.2 Does the presence of values di�er

across projects? If so, how?

RQ2 To what extent can the

detection of human values be

automated?

RQ2.1 How does a di�erent unit of clas-

si�cation a�ect the performance of the

detection of human values?

Chapter 4

RQ2.2 How does the use of resampling

techniques a�ect the performance of the

detection of human values?

RQ2.3 How does the use of di�erent fea-

ture sets a�ect the performance of the de-

tection of human values?

RQ2.4 To what extent is the performance

of detecting human values in�uenced by

the chosen classi�cation methods?

RQ3 How can the automated

detection of human values be

useful in software develop-

ment?

RQ3.1 What are the perceptions of prac-

titioners towards human values in soft-

ware development?

Chapter 5

RQ3.2 Who will bene�t from and what

are the potential bene�ts of a human val-

ues dashboard?

RQ3.3 Are software development arte-

facts suitable for identifying values for

the dashboard? If so, which artefacts?

RQ3.4 What is needed for a human val-

ues dashboard to be helpful in software

development?

RQ3.5 To what extent do practitioners

�nd the human values dashboard useful?

RQ3.6 How do practitioners perceive the

performance of the automated human

values detection?





Chapter 2

Background

This chapter introduces the theoretical background and previous works related to this

thesis. This chapter is organised as follows: Section 2.1 de�nes the de�nition of human

values and their models in social science. Section 2.2 describes recent studies of human

values in software engineering. Section 2.3 describes earlier studies of human values in

the software development life cycle. Section 2.4 describes previous studies that inves-

tigated human values in software development artefacts. Section 2.5 presents earlier

work on human values detection in both text documents and software development

artefacts. Lastly, Section 2.6 describes studies on dashboards for software development.

2.1 Human Values

Human values have been studied in social science for decades. Cheng and Fleischmann

summarised the de�nition of human values as ‘guiding principles of what people con-

sider important in life’ [38]. In addition to this de�nition, social scientists have also

proposed several characteristics of human values. First, human values are associated

with ‘desirable end states or modes of conduct’ [27, 39]. Second, human values ‘serve

as guiding principles by providing criteria or standards of preference in selecting actions

or policies’ [1, 27, 39–41]. Third, the types of those values (e.g. Figure 2.1) ‘transcend

speci�c situations’ [27, 42] of any ‘individual, group, or society’ [39, 42]. However, the

relative importance and meaning of those values could be di�erent for their holders

[1, 28, 39, 43]. For example, Hanel et al. found that people in Brazil value travelling

as a pleasure, while people in the United Kingdom value it as a freedom [43]. Fourth,

13
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human values are infused with feeling such that a threat or a consideration of human

values could respectively upset or excite the holder of those values [1].

Figure 2.1: The Schwartz models of basic human values [1] taken from [44]

Social science studies have also proposed several human values models. In these mod-

els, the bigger concept of human values is divided into smaller categories. For example,

Rokeach proposed a model called the Rokeach Value Survey that distinguishes termi-

nal values (or ultimate goals such as pleasure, social recognition, or a sense of acom-

plishment) and instrumental values (or standards that guide behaviour such as being

ambitious, courageous, or forgiving) [39]. Another model proposed by Schwartz [1, 45]

not only categorises the values but also structures the relations between the value cat-

egories. In the earlier version of the model, which is also known as Schwartz’s theory

of basic values, human values are categorised into 10 types (i.e. basic values), such as

benevolence, stimulation, and universalism, along with their ‘exemplary speci�c values

that primarily represent each value type’ [27] or value items [1], such as privacy, free-

dom, and equality. In this model, human values are arranged in a circular manner such

that supporting values are adjacent to each other, while values that are con�icting are

diametrically opposite each other [1]. For example, pursuing freedom could introduce

con�ict to the value of respecting tradition. Figure 2.1 shows the Schwartz original

theory of basic values consisting of 10 values (highlighted in black) and each of their
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corresponding value items. In the newer version of the model (Figure 2.2), the de�ni-

tion of values has been re�ned, resulting in 19 basic values arranged similarly. Table 2.1

shows the 19 values in the re�ned Schwartz model along with their de�nition.

Table 2.1: List of 19 values in Schwartz’s Re�ned Theory of Human Values [28]

No. Value Conceptual De�nition

1 Self-direction—thought Freedom to cultivate one’s own ideas and

abilities

2 Self-direction—action Freedom to determine one’s own actions

3 Stimulation Excitement, novelty, and change

4 Hedonism Pleasure and sensuous grati�cation

5 Achievement Success according to social standards

6 Power—dominance Power through exercising control over

people

7 Power—resources Power through control of material and so-

cial resources

8 Face Maintaining one’s public image and avoid-

ing humiliation

9 Security—personal Safety in one’s immediate environment

10 Security—societal Safety and stability in the wider society

11 Tradition Maintaining and preserving cultural, fam-

ily or religious traditions

12 Conformity—rules Compliance with rules, laws, and formal

obligations

13 Conformity—interpersonal Avoidance of upsetting or harming other

people

14 Humility Recognizing one’s insigni�cance in the

larger scheme of things

15 Universalism—nature Preservation of the natural environment

16 Universalism—concern Commitment to equality, justice and pro-

tection for all people

17 Universalism—tolerance Acceptance and understanding of those

who are di�erent from oneself

18 Benevolence—caring Devotion to the welfare of in-group mem-

bers

19 Benevolence—dependability Being a reliable and trustworthy member

of the in-group
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Figure 2.2: The Schwartz’s re�ned model of human values taken from [28]

This thesis used Schwartz’s model as its primary source to illustrate human values.

It used Schwartz’s model for the following reasons: First, Schwartz’s model has been

well studied and universally validated [28]. Second, this model covers most of the

values from the other existing human values models [38]. Third, this model has been

widely used in both social science and other disciplines such as computer science [46],

data mining [47], and software engineering [8].

2.2 Human Values in Software Engineering

Previous work has proposed the consideration of concepts similar to human values

in software engineering. For example, Boehm and Huang have proposed value-based

software engineering [48], which were focused on monetary values, such as software

costs and development budgets [8, 48]. Another work has focused on human-centric

issues in software engineering, such as personality, technical pro�ciency, gender, age,

and culture [49]. Although some of the human-centric issues overlapped with human

values, they were not derived from human values concepts in the social sciences.
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Other recent studies that work on human values have used de�nitions from social sci-

ence. These studies include proposing frameworks or techniques to integrate human

values in software. For example, Thew and Sutcli�e proposed value-based require-

ments engineering as a method to analyse values, motivations, and emotions during

requirements engineering [15]. This method proposed taxonomies that are derived

from social sciences. Furthermore, this method also provides a list of scenarios, ques-

tions, and process advice to be implemented during requirements elicitation. Perera

et al. proposed a framework to consider and evaluate values during software devel-

opment called Continuous Value Assessment (CVA). This framework also considers

values from social sciences for their values brainstorming and evaluation steps [11].

Another technique was proposed by Winter et al. called Values Q-Sort. This technique

used Schwartz values as a basis to investigate the values of software practitioners [50].

Unlike these works that proposes new frameworks or techniques, Hussain et al. in one

of their �ndings suggested modifying existing techniques in software development

to incorporate values (e.g. ‘values stories’ instead of user stories). Their work also

adopted values as de�ned in social sciences.

The de�nitions of human values from social sciences were also used in recent studies

to analyse their presence in software engineering. For example, Perera et al. used the

Schwartz model to analyse values in software engineering publications [10]. Similarly,

Shams et al. adopted Schwartz values in the analysis of user reviews in mobile appli-

cations [12]. Studies in the �eld of human-computer interaction (HCI), such as Value

Sensitive Design (VSD) [14, 52], have also adopted de�nitions of human values from

social science, with an emphasis on those that have ethical implications.

Although those recent works used human values from social sciences, Mougouei et al.

[7] argued that these de�nitions of human values need to be contextualised for soft-

ware engineering to be practical. To address this gap, this thesis attempted to propose

contextualised software engineering de�nitions for some of those human values found

in software development artefacts. Some values, such as privacy and security, arguably

have a corresponding concept in non-functional requirements (NFRs). In software de-

velopment, NFRs are associated with quality properties that can in�uence the degree

of satisfaction of a software [53–55]. Regarding this, there is a disagreement in the

software engineering community on whether human values and NFRs are distinct.

One could argue that human values are types of NFRs. Alternatively, it could be ar-

gued that human values are distinct from NFRs but can bene�t from utilising existing

NFRs frameworks. This rationale comes from the argument that ‘human values are
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associated with the moral concerns of users instead of using system perspective in NFRs’

[55]. This thesis supports the argument that human values can be described in a much

broader sense than NFRs. However, ultimately, most human values (e.g. the Schwartz

model) have not been considered explicitly in the software engineering literature [10].

2.3 Human Values in the Software Development Life

Cycle

There are recent studies in software engineering that have attempted to integrate val-

ues into software development. Some studies have focused on the consideration of

human values in the early phases of software development, such as the requirements

phase (e.g. value-based requirements engineering [15], continual values assessment

[11]) or design phase (e.g. value-sensitive design (VSD) [14, 52]). The frameworks

presented in these studies involve capturing users’ values and evaluating the implica-

tions of those values during the development of an application. Unlike these previous

studies, other works have attempted to introduce the consideration of human values

into the software development life cycle. For instance, a framework called values-�rst

software engineering was proposed to gather users’ feedback on human values us-

ing prototyping [8]. Another recent study identi�ed intervention points and proposed

modi�cations to an agile software development framework to incorporate values in

software development techniques [51]. The methods or frameworks proposed in these

studies attempted to support human values in software development. However, these

works either focused on early software development phases or did not necessarily have

the tool support for integrating human values in software development. This thesis

attempts to address this gap by proposing a tool to support considering human values

in the latter stages of software development.

2.4 HumanValues in SoftwareDevelopmentArtefacts

Earlier literature suggested that technological artefacts embody human values [17]. In

software engineering, this idea has been supported by previous works that investigated

human values in software development artefacts. These studies mostly considered

human values that are well known in software engineering, such as security, privacy,
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and energy e�ciency. For example, some studies investigated the notion of security in

source code [22, 23] and issue discussions [20, 56]. Privacy has received much attention

in previous studies investigating source code and con�guration �le artefacts [18, 19,

24, 57, 58], and project documentation [59]. Other studies have used source codes

[26] and their commits [25] to understand and support energy e�ciency in software

development. Although related, these prior studies do not speci�cally discuss these

concepts as human values. However, because the studies show that the concepts are

found in the artefacts, they support the idea of investigating software artefacts (e.g.

issue discussions) for human values.

2.5 Automated Human Values Detection

This section �rst describes earlier works on automated detection of human values in

text documents, and then presents previous studies on automated detection of human

values in software development artefacts.

Text documents – Earlier studies attempted to detect human values in text docu-

ments, such as net neutrality debate [60, 61] and nuclear power debate documents

[62, 63]. These studies demonstrated the need for incremental e�orts to improve the

performance of the detection. A series of studies have been done to automate the

detection of values in net neutrality debate documents. Initially, Ishita et al. used k-

nearest neighbour method for a multilabel classi�cation of values, resulting in an F1

score of 0.48 as their top performer [60]. Following this, several classi�cation methods

were used to improve the performance of the detection, namely support vector ma-

chine (SVM) [64, 65], naive bayes [65], latent value model (LVM) [61], and simulated

annealing [66, 67]. These studies implemented a multilabel classi�cation of values as a

series of binary classi�cations for each value. The best performance was an average F1

score of 0.74 for the simulated annealing approach [67]. Another study attempted to

automate the detection of human values in nuclear power debate documents written

in the Japanese language. These studies started with a study that reported a varied

performance of precision (0.05 to 0.38) and recall (0.10 to 0.34) for the detection of

speci�c values [62]. A follow-up study reported that a deep learning–based method,

namely fastText, could reach an F1 score of 0.85 in larger datasets [63].
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Software artefacts – Earlier studies on the detection of human values in software

artefacts primarily focused on speci�c concepts that are well known in software en-

gineering, such as security (e.g. [20, 56, 58, 68–72]), privacy (e.g.[19, 57, 58, 68]), or

energy e�ciency (e.g. [25, 73]). These studies used a variety of approaches to detect

these concepts. Some of the studies used a keyword-based approach by specifying

terms related to the values that they wanted to detect (e.g. security [56] or energy e�-

ciency [25]). Some others extracted topics related to speci�c values in the artefacts by

using topic modelling approaches [20, 58, 70]. Other studies investigated source code

artefacts using static analysis to detect violations of security [57] or privacy [19]. Ma-

chine learning approaches, such as naive bayes, logistic regression, and deep learning

have also been used to detect these speci�c values in natural language-based arte-

facts ([69, 71, 72]), such as issue discussions or requirements documents. Some of the

works, especially those that used the keyword-based ([25, 56]) and topic modelling

approaches ([20, 58, 70]), did not report the performance of their approach. Others re-

ported a high performance of their approach. For instance, in [71], the convolutional

neural network was used to detect security in issue discussions and requirements with

an accuracy of 0.96. Another study reported the best F1 score of 0.90 in identifying se-

curity discussions in microservices systems [69]. Even though these studies did not

speci�cally discuss these concepts as human values, they demonstrated the possibility

to automatically identify human values in software development artefacts.

Besides those previous studies that focused on some speci�c concepts related to hu-

man values, a recent work by Li et al. has considered broader human values by focus-

ing on their violation in Android applications [74]. This work developed rule-based

approaches to detect software defects that corresponded to the violation of values in

Android APIs. The approaches proposed in this work resulted in an average accuracy

of 0.93 and an average recall of 0.84 across all APIs (i.e. animation, media, mtp, nfc,

telephony, and hardware) and all values (i.e. hedonism, self-direction, universalism,

security, and conformity)

2.6 Dashboards for Software Development

Dashboards are generally used in organisations to monitor progress [75] and support

decision-making [76]. In software development, recent studies have demonstrated the

use of a dashboard to make decisions [77, 78] and promote awareness about a software

project to the development team [79, 80]. To support decision-making, earlier works
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incorporated software quality indicators. For example, López et al. provided indica-

tors, such as code quality and non-blocking codes, to support decision-makers in agile

software development [81]. Similarly, Thiruvathukal et al. developed a dashboard that

presents the size, issue density, issue spoilage, and productivity of a software devel-

opment project [82]. Other dashboard studies focused on increasing the awareness of

the development team. For instance, Leite et al. proposed a dashboard to make devel-

opers aware of unusual events in repositories [83]. Another study used a dashboard to

visualise concerns in the context of software evolution [84]. In practise, software de-

velopment teams generally used dashboards to monitor the development activities of

a project [85–88]. However, these earlier studies focused mainly on technical aspects

of software development. This thesis bridges this gap by proposing a human values

dashboard for software development. Similar to previous work, the proposed value

dashboard uses artefacts available in software repositories (e.g. [85–88]) and provides

indicators to support software development activities (e.g. [82, 89]). However, unlike

previous studies, the dashboard discussed in this thesis o�ers di�erent indicators (i.e.

human values perspective) in software development.





Chapter 3

Investigating Human Values in Issue
Discussions

Although human values have been extensively investigated in the human-computer in-

teraction �eld, little e�ort has been made to study and consider human values in soft-

ware development. GitHub Issues is a potential artefact to investigate the presence

of human values in the latter stages of software development. In this artefact, users

and developers share and communicate their concerns for the software. This chapter

presents a qualitative study to investigate to what extent human values are present in

issue discussions (RQ1). To this end, an empirical study was conducted to analyse the

issue discussions of three Android applications, namely Signal, K-9 Mail, and Firefox

Focus. This study identi�ed 20 value themes and proposed descriptions for each theme

in software engineering contexts. Moreover, this study found that the functionalities

and statement of values could contribute to the presence of values discussion in an ap-

plication. The �ndings suggest that human values are indeed present in issues for which

automated tools can be developed.

3.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 1, studies in marketing sciences have suggested that socio-

technical factors, such as human values, in an application could in�uence users’ de-

cisions to install and use an application [5, 6]. This consideration of human values

could o�er software practitioners competitive advantages in the crowded application

markets. However, considering human values in software development is not a trivial

23
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e�ort. The understanding of human values in software engineering contexts is still

limited [7]. Furthermore, previous studies (see, e.g.,[13–15]) have mainly focused on

the early stages of the development phases. Therefore, more e�orts are needed to

support human values in the later stages of software development, especially in the

implementation or release phases.

The study described in this chapter addressed this gap by analysing human values in is-

sue discussions. This approach was chosen over observational or ethnographic studies

for several reasons. First, data on issue discussions are largely available and capture

the software development process from the beginning to the latest. Meanwhile, ob-

servational or ethnographic studies need to be performed repeatedly to cover a large

portion of the software development process. Second, observational or ethnographic

studies have the potential to introduce some biases. These studies require voluntary

participation, which does not necessarily represent all practitioners [90, 91]. In ad-

dition to that, these studies also have the potential for the Hawthorne e�ect, which

occurs when participants behave di�erently because they are observed [91, 92]. Fur-

thermore, these studies can involve direct questions to participants that can lead to

response bias, a case in which participants may not respond accurately [90]. On the

other hand, analysis of issue discussions involves participants in more realistic condi-

tions (i.e. contributors who are involved in the discussions are those who are genuinely

attracted to the issues). Additionally, the issues provide realistic discussions without

the assumptions that the discussions will be analysed.

Issue discussions were chosen because they could be generated in any phase, espe-

cially during the implementation and release phases. Additionally, a discussion of an

issue (i.e. issue discussion) captures concerns, problems, and feedback from a project’s

stakeholders during software development [30–32]. Figure 3.1 shows how a user of an

open-source application expressed his or her opinion of inclusiveness being present

in the application as an issue report. Contributors of the application could respond to

the report indicating their consideration of the suggestion. This example supports the

idea that it is possible to discover human values in issue discussions.

Other software development artefacts may also potential as a source for discovering

human values. For example, codes of conduct in open source projects provide the

standard behaviour (e.g. friendly or inclusiveness) in software development activities

[93]. However, this study focused on issue discussions as it facilitates the dynamic

contributions of project stakeholders throughout the software development process.
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Moreover, codes of conduct is a guideline of intent and not necessarily followed by the

development team.

Figure 3.1: An example of human values identi�ed in an issue discussion

Issue discussions can be found in modern software repository platforms. This study

considered issue discussions from GitHub (i.e. GitHub Issues) among other platforms

for several reasons. First, GitHub is one of the most popular repository platforms and is

widely used in software development research [29]. Second, the issues functionalities

in GitHub not only allow for discussion about application development but are also

equipped with task management [94] and can be cross-referenced with other artefacts

[95]. These features make GitHub Issues capture most software development activities.

This chapter describes the methods used to �nd human values in issue discussions

(RQ1) and presents and discusses the results. The empirical study described in this

chapter resulted in the following contributions:

1. This study identi�ed 20 themes related to human values (i.e. value themes) in the

issue discussions of three messaging applications and provided their mapping onto

Schwartz’s values.

2. This study provided contextualised software engineering descriptions for each of

the 20 discovered value themes.

3. This study provided a dataset of 1,097 annotated issues that consisted of 5,615 posts.

This dataset is publicly available [96] to be used by others to replicate, validate, or

extend.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 discusses the research

questions and the methodology of the study. Section 3.3 presents the results of the

study. Section 3.4 discusses the results. The threats to the validity of this study are

presented in Section 3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes this chapter with a pointer to

the next stage of this research.
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3.2 Methodology

This empirical study aimed to address the �rst research question: to what extent are

human values present in issue discussions? This thesis focused on the issue discussions

artefact because it captures activities in the later stages of software development, such

as the implementation phase [36, 97, 98] and the release phase [32, 70]. This artefact

also provides users’ perceptions on an application because it is generated by both the

applications’ users and contributors [99, 100]. Because human values are broad (see

Figure 2.1), it is also necessary to understand which human values are present in is-

sue discussions. Additionally, each application has di�erent goals and functionalities.

Thus, the presence of human values could be di�erent from one application to another.

Therefore, to address to what extent human values are present in issue discussions, this

study de�ned the following sub-research questions:

RQ1.1 What values are discovered in issue discussions?

RQ1.2 Does the presence of values di�er across projects? If so, how?

Data 
Collection

GitHub 
Repositories

Issues 
Dataset

Pilot Analysis Discussion

Pilot Study

Validation, Adjustment, 
& Mapping

Values Discovery RQ1.2 Analysis

Analysis 
Criteria
Initial set
of values

Main Study

Issues Sampling & Allocation

Issues Sampling

Labelled
Issues

1

2

3
RQ1.1 Analysis

Figure 3.2: Methodology to answer RQ1

Figure 3.2 presents the methodology of this empirical study. The empirical study con-

sisted of three phases: the data collection, pilot study, and main study. The data col-

lection phase involved downloading issue discussions from each project’s repository.

In the pilot study, a smaller set of issue discussions was analysed to develop criteria

for discovering the presence of values. The main study used these criteria to analyse

the presence of human values. The following subsections describe each phase in more

detail.
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3.2.1 Data Collection

The case study investigated open-source Android projects for the following reasons:

�rst, open-source projects’ repositories are publicly available, allowing anyone inter-

ested (including users) to contribute to the projects [101]. The availability of the repos-

itories also allowed for the collection of their artefacts for the case study. Second, the

Android operating system is popular and has almost 73% of the market share of mobile

operating systems worldwide (as of August 2021) [102].

This study used applications available in the Google Play Store, an o�cial Android

application store. The Google Play Store categorises its applications into several cat-

egories, such as Art and Design, Beauty, or Business. This study purposively consid-

ered applications under the Communication category. The Communication category

includes applications that allow users to communicate or connect. This decision was

made because applications in the Communication category tend to be used frequently

and require more permissions than those in other categories [103, 104]. Consequently,

a discrepancy in the behaviour of the applications (e.g. a breach of personal informa-

tion) would encourage users to express their concerns. This increases the chance of

�nding human values being discussed.

To select the applications for the case study, the following criteria were developed:

• The application has a substantial number of downloads (e.g. at least �ve million

downloads).

• The repository of the application has a substantial number of contributors (e.g. at

least 100 contributors).

• The repository of the application has a substantial number of issue discussions (e.g.

at least 2,000 issues).

• The application has a statement of supporting human values (e.g. privacy or free-

dom) on its homepage.

The �rst three criteria ensured the applications had adequate users, contributors, and

issue discussions. The last criterion increased the chance of �nding human values dur-

ing analysis. Applying these criteria to review the applications under the Communi-

cation category resulted in the three applications listed in Table 3.1. These three appli-

cations, namely Signal Private Messenger, K-9 Mail, and Firefox Focus, serve di�erent

purposes, namely instant messenger, email client, and web browser, respectively. All

three applications have a statement of supporting privacy, with additional statements
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that could be potentially considered as values (e.g. freedom, togetherness, ease of use,

and e�ciency). Analysing these three applications allowed for comparisons of the hu-

man values presence across the projects. The �rst two applications were used in the

pilot study due to their similar functionalities. The main study included the third appli-

cation to understand whether the di�erent functionalities of an application in�uence

the presence of values.

Table 3.1: Applications that met this study’s criteria

Application Type # Downloads # Contributors # Issues Values
Statement

Signal Private

Messenger

Instant

messaging

50 millions 248 6,899 privacy, freedom,

togetherness

K-9 Mail Email

client

5 millions 232 2,499 privacy,

ease of use

Firefox Focus Web

browser

5 millions 112 2,530 privacy,

e�ciency

These three projects are described as follows:

1. Signal Private Messenger (or Signal) is a privacy-oriented messenger application

supported by a non-pro�t organisation: the Signal Foundation. This application is

determined to provide a private messaging to its users. Since its �rst public beta

release in 2010 [105], this application has evolved from providing only encrypted

SMS (this application is formerly known as TextSecure) to an integrated private

communication application, which supports voice and video calls on top of the text

messaging function. In 2015, Signal phased out support for encrypted SMS [106]

in favour of data-based communication and support for PC and iOS. As of 1 Octo-

ber 2020, this application has been downloaded more than 10 million times in the

Google Play Store. The website of Signal displayed a statement of privacy, freedom,

and togetherness [107]. Figure 3.3a shows the welcome message of the application

having a privacy statement.

2. K-9 Mail (or K-9) is an email application supporting PGP/MIME for private com-

munication [108]. K-9 intends to provide seamless interaction for users to send and

receive encrypted emails [109]. As of 1 October 2020, this application has been

downloaded more than �ve million times from the Google Play Store. The website

of K-9 displayed a statement of privacy and ease of use [110]. Figure 3.3b shows the

welcome message of the application.
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3. Firefox Focus (or Focus) is a dedicated privacy browser application provided by

Mozilla. This browser has functionalities, such as blocking advertisements and on-

line trackers, that result in better performance while maintaining the privacy and

security of its users [111]. As of 1 October 2020, this application had been down-

loaded more than �ve million times from the Google Play Store. The website of

Focus contains a statement of privacy and e�ciency [112]. Figure 3.3c shows the

onboarding page of the application showing a statement of privacy.

(a) Signal (b) K-9 (c) Focus

Figure 3.3: Screenshots of the applications

Scripts were developed to collect issue discussions from each project’s repository.

These scripts utilised the github3.py library to access GitHub’s public API (applica-

tion programming interface). The collected dataset included 11,928 issues consisting

of 62,526 posts from the Signal, K9, and Focus repositories. Table 3.2 shows the num-

ber of collected issues and their corresponding number of posts. These three projects

were used in both the pilot study and the main study.

3.2.2 Pilot Study

The pilot study was carried out to inform two key study design decisions: (i) identi-

fying the criteria to determine whether human values were present and (ii) exploring

the possibilities to discover themes speci�c to software engineering that may not have
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Table 3.2: The number of issues and posts collected

Project Repository URL # Issues # Posts

Signal https://github.com/signalapp/Signal-Android 6,899 39,580

K-9 https://github.com/k9mail/k-9 2,499 11,663

Focus https://github.com/mozilla-mobile/focus-android 2,530 11,283

Total 11,928 62,526

been covered in the Schwartz model. An exploration of themes speci�c to software en-

gineering was necessary because, to the best of our knowledge, there is no statement

in prior works that Schwartz’s model (or other values models) are exhaustive for soft-

ware engineering �elds. However, it is necessary to use the concepts and de�nitions of

human values from Schwartz’s theory to ensure a similar understanding between the

analysts involved. Figure 3.4 shows how the analysis in the pilot study was related to

Schwartz’s theory. Initially, Schwartz’s theory was used to understand human values.

Then, the study re�ected the de�nitions for the values analysis with Schwartz’s values

concepts and de�nitions.

Legend

Process

Concept

Relationship

Figure 3.4: The relation between the pilot analysis and Schwartz’s theory

3.2.2.1 Pilot Process

The pilot study consisted of three steps: issues sampling and allocation, pilot analysis,

and discussions, described as follows:

Issues sampling and allocation: The pilot study focused on Signal and K-9, as they

have similar functionalities. The pilot study investigated 30 randomly selected issues

that contained 20 posts each from these two projects. In total, 600 posts were used for

the pilot study. This number of issues and posts was chosen following the analysts’

https://github.com/signalapp/Signal-Android
https://github.com/k9mail/k-9
https://github.com/mozilla-mobile/focus-android
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availability to perform the study. The pilot study involved six analysts (two females,

four males) ranging from PhD students to an associate professor. All analysts had a

reasonable understanding of human values before the study started. All except one

had a software engineering background. Because values are subjective concepts [113],

there was a risk that the analysts would interpret human values and their de�nitions

di�erently. This risk was mitigated by asking the analysts to read seminal papers

critically (e.g. [1, 28]) to ensure they had a similar understanding of the concept of

human values. The analysts were then divided into �ve pairs, in which a primary

analyst (i.e. the present author) was paired with the �ve other analysts (i.e. secondary

analysts). The decision to have a primary analyst was made to overcome the limited

availability of the other analysts.

Pilot analysis: Each secondary analyst was asked to analyse six issues independently.

In parallel, the primary analyst analysed all 30 issues. The analysis was conducted

independently by each analyst. The analysts were instructed to �nd whether a concept

that could be related to human values was mentioned or expressed in issue discussions.

The analysis followed the open coding approach to allow themes to emerge from the

issue discussions (i.e. emerging themes). The analysts were allowed to propose any

theme as a value without strictly following Schwartz’s model. For such cases, the

analysts were required to describe their emerging values based on the phrases they

found in the issue discussions. There was no limitation on the number of values the

analysts could �nd in a discussion. The analysts were given two weeks to �nish their

pilot analysis.

Discussions: Once the analysis process �nished, the primary analyst held a meet-

ing with each of the secondary analysts. These meetings mainly aimed to understand

(i) the process and criteria employed by the analysts to discover values and (ii) the

discovered themes and their descriptions to develop an initial set of emerging values.

Afterwards, the primary analyst discussed the insights collected from these individ-

ual meetings to �nalise the de�nitions for the values analysis in the main study (see

Section 3.2.2.2).

3.2.2.2 Pilot Results

The pilot study uncovered two perspectives on human values analysis. The �rst per-

spective concerned the (social) interaction between contributors (i.e. contributor-to-

contributor). For instance, a contributor was grateful to another contributor who guided
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them to solve an issue: ‘Thanks for all the e�ort!’. The second perspective concerned

how the application supported or violated users’ values (i.e. application-to-user). This

analysis perspective could come from developers or end users of the application. For

example, a user expressed their anger when a malfunction of the app cost him/her

(i.e. wealth value): ‘This app is heavy on my data-bill’. In another example, developers

expressed their concerns about a possible privacy breach in the application: ‘It’s bad

enough that [the app] uses phone numbers plus SMS for signup as opposed to usernames

plus proof-of-work’. Although the contributor-to-contributor perspective was also in-

teresting, the analysts agreed to focus on the application-to-user perspective for the

main study.

The pilot study led to the following observations: �rst, all analysts were comfortable

using terms from Schwartz’s models for some themes related to Schwartz’s values. Sec-

ond, when all themes were compared, some proposed themes had similar descriptions

but were labelled with di�erent terms by the analysts. Those terms were calibrated

using the descriptions and examples provided by the analysts. A consensus name was

then reached for those similar terms. Table 3.3 shows the themes discovered by the

analysts, the mapping between the potentially similar themes, and the proposed name

for each value. For example, there was the term ‘convenience’ from a secondary ana-

lyst (SA4), which was later re�ned into two di�erent terms: usability and e�ciency.

Discussions revealed that for some cases, ‘convenience’ referred to how easy the app

was for users, whereas in another case, it referred to how quickly users could perform

tasks in the app. This list of themes served as an initial set of value themes for the

main study.

The third observation concerned how to determine whether a theme could be consid-

ered as human values. Some emerging themes, such as e�ciency and accessibility, were

relevant to software engineering concepts (e.g. NFRs) but could not be easily linked to

Schwartz’s values. To address this, de�nitions were developed during the discussion as

the criteria for identifying human values. The discussion suggested referring a theme

as a value theme by the following de�nitions:

De�nition 3.1 (Value Theme). A theme that emerges from issue discussions can be

considered a value theme if it captures a response of dismay or appreciation by a con-

tributor towards the app.

This de�nition comes from a characteristic of human values: ‘when values are activated,

they become infused with feeling such that people feel aroused when their values are
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Table 3.3: The mapping of values discovered in the pilot study

PA: Primary Analyst; SA#: Secondary Analyst

PA SA1 SA2 SA3 SA4 SA5 Proposed
Accordance - - Conformity-

Rules

- - Conformity

Pleasure - - Pleasure - Pleasure Pleasure

- - - Universalism-

Tolerance

- - Inclusiveness

Freedom Freedom - - Freedom - Freedom

- - - - - Independence Independence

Financial - - - - Wealth Wealth

Privacy Privacy - - - Privacy Privacy

Security Security - Security Security Security Security

Secrecy - - - - - Secrecy

Trust - - - - - Trust

- - - - - Accuracy Correctness

Compatibility - - - - - Compatibility

Financial - Sustainability - - - Longevity

E�ciency - - - Convenience Intelligent E�ciency

Usability Usability - Usability Convenience - Usability

Accessibility - - Universalism-

Concern

- - Accessibility

Transparency Transparency Transparency - - - Transparency

- - - Humility - - Humility

- - - - - Health Health

threatened’ [1]. This de�nition is also related to previous literature that proposed,

‘emotion is a source for values importance’ [114]. As an example for De�nition 3.1, a

contributor reported that ‘... a mobile search (without server) using a single word query

on 200 email[s] takes more than a minute and k9 freezes and screen goes black, ...

[This] is extremely annoying’. In this example, the contributor valued e�ciency such

that the slow search annoyed him/her. Although the concept of e�ciency is related to

NFRs (see Section 3.4.4), this study included it, as it satis�ed the value theme de�nition.

Subsequently, to determine whether a value theme was considered present in issue

discussions, the following de�nition was developed:

De�nition 3.2 (Value Theme Presence). A value theme is present when a theme from

De�nition 3.1 is discovered in issue discussions.

For example, a contributor posted their opinion: ‘I dislike this because it is reliant

on additional apps and resources’. Based on De�nition 3.2, a value theme is present

in this phrase because the value theme of independence can be found in the phrase.

At this point, some of the value themes from the pilot study had a similar concept in

Schwartz’s model. Some others were closely related to software engineering. To il-

lustrate the extent to which value themes could be related to human values, the main
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study proposed mapping these themes to Schwartz’s values. The two de�nitions devel-

oped in this pilot were later used in the main study as criteria to identify the presence

of human values in issue discussions.

3.2.3 Main Study

The main study analysed issue discussions for values using the de�nitions developed

in the pilot study. It also used themes found during the pilot study as an initial set

of value themes (see Table 3.3) but still allowed new value themes to emerge from

the issues. The main study included the third application, Focus, which has di�erent

functionalities from Signal and K-9. This inclusion was designed to enable the under-

standing of whether the functionalities of an application in�uence the value themes

discovered.

The main study consisted of three phases. The �rst phase sampled issues from the

three applications to be analysed. The second phase involved an analysis of issue dis-

cussions to address what values were discovered (RQ1.1). The third phase investigated

the presence of human values in di�erent applications (RQ1.2). The following subsec-

tions explain the details of each phase.

3.2.3.1 Issues Sampling

This step involved randomly sampled Signal, K-9, and Focus issues that had been col-

lected from each application’s repository (Table 3.2). This step resulted in 1,097 issues

consisting of 5,615 posts from the three projects to obtain a signi�cant number of sam-

ples. This number of issues corresponded to a sample that gave a 95% con�dence level

with a 5% margin of error. Table 3.4 shows the number of issues and posts from each

project for the main study.

3.2.3.2 Analysis for RQ1.1

To answer RQ1.1 (i.e. what values are discovered in issue discussions), a qualitative anal-

ysis was conducted using open coding with constant comparisons. Using the constant

comparison method, newly found themes were constantly compared with previously

found themes [115]. The technique was used to re�ne the descriptions and ensure
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Project # Sampled Issues # Sampled Posts

Signal 364 2,233

K-9 333 1,541

Focus 400 1,841

Total 1,097 5,615

Table 3.4: The number of issues for the main study

the consistency of the value themes. The �ndings of the pilot study suggested that a

value theme could be closely related to software engineering (see Section 3.2.2.2). To

illustrate the extent to which these themes were related to human values, the themes

in the empirical analysis were mapped to Schwartz’s re�ned value model. Figure 3.5

shows the relation between Schwartz’s values and the results of the main study.

Figure 3.5: The relation between the main study and Schwartz’s values

During the qualitative analysis, there was a limitation in terms of the availability of the

analysts. To overcome this, the analysis process was divided into two phases: values

discovery followed by validation and adjustment. The primary analyst conducted the

values discovery phase in the pilot study. Then, three validators were employed to
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validate a subset of the primary analyst’s results in the following phase. The details of

each phase are as follows.

Discovery of values: The primary analyst analysed the sampled issue discussions for

value themes. The primary analyst was allowed to propose any value themes without

strictly referring to the initial set of themes from the pilot study. The analyst for-

mulated a description from the �ndings in the issue discussions for each value theme

found. The main study did not limit the number of value themes discovered in an issue

discussion. Although the primary analyst needed to consider an issue as a whole unit,

the analyst also indicated in which post within the issue human values were found. It

took approximately two months for the primary analyst to complete this phase.

Validation, adjustment, and mapping of values: Once the values discovery phase

was �nished, a validation was conducted on the analysis results. The validation in-

volved three validators. The validators ranged from research fellows to a professor.

All of them had backgrounds in software engineering. Two of the validators were in-

volved in the pilot study. A new validator was introduced to address possible bias in

the validation due to previous involvement in the pilot study. Before the validation,

the new validator was also asked to study literature on human values.

To obtain a signi�cant sample for the validation, a random sample of the issues anal-

ysed in the previous step was selected using a con�dence level of 95% with a 5% margin

of error resulting in 349 issues consisting of 1,976 posts. The �rst, second and third

validators were allocated 150, 100, and 99 issues, respectively. This allocation scheme

was based on the availability of each validator. The validators were asked to review

each assigned issue. They had to indicate whether they agreed or disagreed with the

primary analyst’s analysis and provide reasons. The validators required two weeks to

complete the validation.

At the end of the validation process, the primary analyst met with each validator. Be-

fore the meeting, the agreement between the validators and the analyst was 72% with

a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.47 (i.e. moderate agreement). After the meeting, the agreement

reached 89% with a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.78 (i.e. substantial agreement). The primary

sources of disagreement were as follows:

• Re�nements to the de�nitions of the emerging values. The validators proposed several

re�nements to the description of emerging values based on their �ndings. For exam-

ple, a validator found a conversation in issue discussions indicating that users still
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needed help from a contributor to con�gure the app if they changed their phone. A

validator was then proposed to broaden the description of independence by adding

relying on someone else to cover the issue. The analyst and the validators agreed on

these re�nements.

• Di�erent inference process in the analysis. A validator proposed to include themes

relevant to human values that did not directly �t the de�nition of value theme pres-

ence (De�nition 3.2), i.e. that required some steps of inference. For example, a

user reported that in Android Auto, Signal displayed only the latest message from

a contact, not including all previous messages as in regular Android phones. The

validator inferred that a value theme of helpful was present in this issue based on

the validator’s reasoning that displaying all messages from a contact is more helpful

to a user. The analyst and the validators could not agree to resolve this di�erence.

For this case, the analysis of the primary analyst was chosen.

Once the validation was completed, the primary analyst updated the �nal labelling

for 349 issues. The primary analyst then reviewed the remaining 748 issues and made

adjustments based on the insights from the validation phase. It took approximately

three weeks for the primary analyst to adjust the dataset.

After the adjustment, the analysis continued with proposing potential mapping be-

tween value themes discovered and Schwartz’s Values. For this purpose, the primary

analyst reviewed each value theme, its description, and its �ndings on the issues and

mapped it to the list of values of the Schwartz model [28]. The primary analyst then

discussed the mapping results with two validators, who were also involved in the pre-

vious validation process. The discussions resulted in two categories of value themes

based on whether the themes could be directly mapped to Schwartz values, namely

human value themes and system value themes (see Figure 3.5).

Table 3.5 shows some examples of the analysis of values in issues discussions and their

mapping process to human value themes and system value themes. As an example of

the process for the human value themes, on the left side of Table 3.5, a user shows con-

cern for inclusiveness to support users with di�erent cultural backgrounds. This inclu-

siveness theme was mapped to universalism–concern because it is directly aligned

with the idea of equality for all users regardless of their origin. On the other hand,

system value themes required additional interpretation or assumption to be mapped

to Schwartz values. For example, on the right side of Table 3.5, some contributors

complained that the application could not work on their speci�c devices. These issues
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Table 3.5: Examples of Value Analysis in Issue Discussions and their Mapping Process

to Human and System Value Theme

Human Value Theme System Value Theme

Issue Excerpt Issue Excerpt

‘Please implement the rtl [Right to Left]
layout for ... language like Persian, Ara-
bic, etc. This is needed for the general
UI of the app and also header and body
sections of the emails.’

‘Moreover, often the audio call quality
degrades for some seconds. It always
happens. Veri�ed on 5 Android phones
so far.’

ø ø

Code Code

Supporting diverse languages Not working on some phones

ø ø

Value Theme (Description) Value Theme (Description)

Inclusiveness (the software should

support foreign languages)

Compatibility (the software should

supports user devices)

ø ø

Mapping Process Mapping Process (interpretation)

Supporting users equally, regardless

of their languages
Assuming devices as material re-
sources, supporting them enables
users to use the software

ø ø

Schwartz’s Values (Description) Schwartz’s Values (Description)

Universalism—concern

(Commitment to equality, justice and

protection for all people)

Power—resources

(Power through control of material
and social resources)

were coded as compatibility because, although they are more technical, users consider

them important enough to raise issues. As it is more technical, it is hard to directly

map this theme to the Schwartz values. However, because the theme of compatibil-

ity was mainly related to devices, the analysis assumed that these devices could be

considered as materials or resources. Thus, the compatibility theme was assigned in-

directly to power—resources, because supporting users’ devices allows users to use

the software.
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3.2.3.3 Analysis for RQ1.2

The analysis for RQ1.2 used the aggregated values annotation on the issue level from

RQ1.1. To answer the �rst part of RQ1.2, that is, does the presence of values di�er across

projects, a quantitative analysis was carried out to obtain the number of issues where

values were present in each project. Because each project had a di�erent number of

analysed issues (see Table 3.4), the analysis used the percentage of issues where values

were present in each project instead of the number of issues.

To answer RQ1.2, the analysis �rst identi�ed and compared the values that were more

prevalent in each project. Afterwards, the analysis compared the presence of values

across projects. To this end, the analysis identi�ed which values had a substantial

di�erence in presence between projects. This was followed by a qualitative analysis

to comprehend the nature of their corresponding issue discussions and whether they

were di�erent between projects.

3.3 Results

This section describes the results of both the qualitative and quantitative analyses in

the main study. The section �rst presents the value themes discovered and, then, de-

scribes the number of value themes found across projects. Finally, the presence of

human values based on the proposed mapping is presented to illustrate the relation

between value themes and human values.

3.3.1 Value Themes Discovered (RQ1.1)

The analysis of three applications (Signal, K-9, and Focus) discovered 20 value themes.

Fifteen of the themes were the same as the value themes identi�ed in the pilot study.

The remaining �ve themes emerged in the main study. The mapping of these 20 themes

to Schwartz’s values resulted in 10 of them could be mapped directly to Schwartz’s

values (i.e. human value themes). Meanwhile, the other 10 themes were technical and

required an extra step of inference to Schwartz’s values or could not be easily mapped

(see Section 3.2.2.2). These themes were referred to as system value themes, as they

were important for users when using the application (or system-human interaction).

These two themes are explained in the next subsections.
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3.3.1.1 Human Value Themes

Ten discovered themes could be mapped to Schwartz’s values. Table 3.6 presents these

themes, their description, and their mapping to Schwartz’s re�ned theory of basic val-

ues [28]. The description of each theme was conceptualised from the issue discussion

and represented how its corresponding human value could be manifested in software

development. Conformity was about how an application follows rules, regulations,

guidelines, or standard practices. For example, a Signal user complained about the dis-

played text that did not align with the Android design guidelines. This theme could be

mapped to conformity—rules in Schwartz’s model. Pleasure promoted the enjoyment

of using the application. For instance, a contributor believed that emojis in Signal were

amusing: ‘I do not see what you are complaining about, it [emojis] is a fun feature’. Plea-

sure has a similar concept to Hedonism in Schwartz’s values. Dignity, which could

be mapped to face, was about maintaining respect and honour of the users while us-

ing the application. For example, a user reported ‘I have been in a huge �ght with the

Vodafone customer service, called them at least ten times, have ruined their shop over

here in Germany, write multiple heavy complaints to them and was really upset - until

my girlfriend noticed that this Issue appeared since we have been using [the application]’.

Inclusiveness ensured people with diverse backgrounds could use the application. This

theme could be mapped to universalism—concern. Inclusiveness in an application

could manifest itself as user interface translation or other region-speci�c settings such

as a right-to-left layout to support the Arabic language. Sense of belonging was about

how users could connect and interact with their peers through the application. Los-

ing these abilities could make users anxious or uncertain about their social circles. In

this way, this theme could be mapped to security—personal as this Schwartz value is

related to users’ social circles as their immediate environment. As an example of this

theme, a Signal user complained ‘I have been invited to a group of friends, and I have

not received invite or messages’.

The themes freedom and independence could both be mapped to self-direction—action,

but they were somewhat di�erent. Freedom is about providing options for users.

The following post, ‘people are being forced to register with TextSecure [Signal] Mes-

sage Server based in the USA’, demonstrated that a lack of options becomes a threat

to freedom. However, independence emphasises not being in�uenced by or depen-

dent on any third parties. As an example, a contributor of K-9 disliked the idea to

add third-party spam �ltering because ‘it is reliant on additional apps and resources’.

The value theme of wealth could be mapped to power—resources. It related to the
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Table 3.6: Human value themes discovered in issue discussions

(*): mapping result of the value theme to Schwartz’s re�ned theory of basic values [28]

No. Value Theme Human Value* Description

1 Conformity Conformity—rules Follow rules, regulations, guidelines, or

standard practices during the application

development

2 Pleasure Hedonism Promote enjoyment and satisfaction

while using the application

3 Dignity Face Maintain the honour and respect for

users

4 Inclusiveness Universalism—concern Facilitate di�erent origins, languages,

cultures, and level of knowledge in the

application

5 Sense of

belonging

Security—personal Connection and interaction between

users

6 Freedom Self-Direction—action Options for user preferences

7 Independence Self-Direction—action Little or no reliance on any third parties

in the use of an application

8 Wealth Power—resources Monetary costs of using the application

9 Privacy Self-Direction—action Protection of personal information

10 Security Security—personal Protection against threats and attacks

from foreign entities

monetary cost needed to use an application. For instance, a user was found to have

complained about the way K-9 fetching emails could be ‘heavy on [his/her] data bill’.

The last theme in this category, privacy, could be mapped to self-direction—action.

Privacy, which is about protecting personal information, has also become the centre

of attention in software development lately. For example, K-9’s contributors discussed

the possibility of supporting network proxy to enhance users’ privacy. Security was

concerned with protecting users against threats or attacks from foreign entities. This

security description is more technical and slightly more narrow than a similar concept

in Schwartz’s theory that de�nes security as ‘avoiding danger and feeling cared about’

(i.e. personal security) and ‘social order and government stability’ (i.e. societal secu-

rity) [28]. In this case, the security theme found in the analysis was more suitable to

be mapped to security—personal.

Based on the mapping of these human value themes to Schwartz’s re�ned model [28]

in Table 3.6, 7 out of 19 values were discovered. Two of the seven values, namely
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security—personal and self-direction—action, corresponded to more than one dis-

covered theme. Security—personal corresponded with security and sense of belong-

ing. Meanwhile, self-direction—action was found to correspond with freedom, inde-

pendence, and privacy. The remaining human values corresponded with one discov-

ered theme each.

3.3.1.2 System Value Themes

Users valued 10 themes, that required an extra inference to be mapped to Schwartz’s

values. This study placed them into a di�erent category and referred to them as system

value themes. This name was chosen for the 10 themes because they were considered

important by the contributors to be present in the system. Table 3.7 presents the system

value themes discovered, along with their descriptions.

Table 3.7: System value themes discovered in issue discussions

No. Value Theme Description

1 Trust Compelling users that an application is harmless

2 Correctness The application provides expected information and

behaviour

3 Compatibility Supports a range of user devices and systems

4 Portability Migratable to other devices

5 Reliability Fewer occurrences of application failures

6 E�ciency Less time and e�ort when conducting tasks in an ap-

plication

7 Energy Preservation Less use of power or energy

8 Usability Ease of use of the application

9 Accessibility Ease of access in regards to information or function-

alities in the application, especially for users with

special needs

10 Longevity Prolonged availability of the application in the future

Trust indicated how an application convinces users that it is harmless. For instance,

contributors of K-9 raised their concern in the following post: ‘if one does not trust

K-9 to behave, there is no hope’. Correctness, compatibility, portability, reliability, and

e�ciency were related to the quality attributes of software [53]. The analysis found

evidence that these themes could a�ect users. Correctness aligned information or be-

haviour of the app with users’ expectations. For instance, Signal’s users reported that
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pressing their own message showed the recipient’s number instead of their number.

Compatibility related to the support of an app in various devices and internal systems.

For example, some users of K-9 reported application crashes after they updated their

systems. Portability allowed users to migrate their data and con�gurations in the app

from one device to another. For instance, the following comment in a Signal discus-

sion re�ected a case where users could not change their device to use the application:

‘Currently there is no way to change the phone without losing existing data’. Reliability

concerned the stability of the app during use. For example, a lack of reliability encour-

aged a user to report, ‘Unfortunately, that is all I have... :/ I tested a bit, and it seems

to crash at random positions. Not the same post every time, not the same type of post’.

E�ciency could be associated with the time and e�ort needed to perform tasks in the

app. For example, a user of Signal pointed out how the low performance of the app

could discourage users: ‘... group chat isn’t even that fast, and this is discouraging my

friends a lot’. Energy preservation was similar to e�ciency but related to energy usage.

The analysis separated energy preservation because many discussions demonstrated

users’ concerns about how the app drained their devices’ power. For instance, a K-9

user reported how the application was ‘eating’ his battery when there was no network

connection.

Accessibility and usability both related to how easily users could use the application.

The di�erence was that accessibility was related to accessing information and features,

especially for disabled users. The lack of accessibility support in the app made a K-9

user mention, ‘It probably also makes the app much harder or even impossible to use

with accessibility services’. Meanwhile, usability was concerned with the ease of use of

the app. For instance, a K-9 user complained that the ‘mail view should remember the

scrolled position ... This is a tiny usability thing, but I think I would make a big di�erence’.

Lastly, longevity ensured the future development and use of the app. For example, a

contributor reminded the forum, ‘Be aware, that 95% of other users will have lost their

backups because you removed support for external SD cards.’

As explained above, these system value themes could not be easily mapped to values

in Schwartz’s model. Nevertheless, based on the empirical �ndings, an attempt was

conducted to map these themes to Schwartz’s values. This mapping illustrated the pos-

sibilities of mapping technical themes to human values. Table 3.8 shows the proposed

mapping between the system value themes and Schwartz’s values. The theme of trust

could be loosely mapped to conformity—interpersonal with the similar objective
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Table 3.8: The mapping between system value themes and human values in the con-

text of the three projects

No. Value Theme Human Values

1 Trust Conformity—interpersonal

2 Correctness –

3 Compatibility Power—resources

4 Portability Self-Direction—action, Power—resources

5 Reliability –

6 E�ciency Power—resources

7 Energy Preservation Power—resources

8 Usability Benevolence—caring

9 Accessibility Benevolence—caring, Universalism—concern

10 Longevity Security—personal

of avoiding harm to others. The compatibility theme could be mapped to power—

resources in terms of how devices (i.e. resources) were supported by the application.

The portability theme could be mapped to self-direction—action in terms of how

the application should allow users to migrate to other devices. Portability could also

be mapped to power—resources in terms of its relation with devices as the resource.

The themes of e�ciency and energy preservation could both be mapped to power—

resources. Both themes were related to resources management, namely time and

energy. The themes of usability and accessibility could be mapped to benevolence—

caring because they were about supporting users in using the application. Addi-

tionally, accessibility could also be mapped to universalism—concern because this

theme also aimed to support users with special needs. Longevity could be mapped to

security—personal because it was related to the assurance to users that the applica-

tion would be available in the future. Any suitable mapping from Schwartz’s values

was not found for the correctness and reliability themes. This mapping between sys-

tem value themes and human values was limited to the context of the three case study

projects.
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The analysis discovered 20 value themes in issue discussions and described each

of them. The themes could be broadly classi�ed into two groups:

(a) Ten value themes that have a corresponding concept in Schwartz’s re�ned

theory of basic values: conformity, pleasure, dignity, inclusiveness, sense of

belonging, freedom, independence, wealth, privacy, and security

(b) Ten other value themes that could not be directly mapped to Schwartz’s val-

ues: trust, correctness, compatibility, portability, reliability, e�ciency, energy

preservation, usability, accessibility, and longevity

The analysis also found 7 out of 19 values from Schwartz’s re�ned model

corresponded to the discovered human value themes, namely self-direction—

action, security—personal, hedonism, universalism—concern, power—resources,

conformity—rules, and face.

3.3.2 ThePresence andVariance ofValuesAcross Projects (RQ1.2)

This subsection describes the comparison of the presence of human values across

projects. First, it describes a comparison of the presence of the value themes in all

projects. Second, based on the mapping of the value themes to the human values (Ta-

ble 3.6), a comparison of the presence of human values across these three projects is

presented.

3.3.2.1 Value Themes Across Projects

Figure 3.6 shows the prevalence of value themes in the three projects. As shown in

Figure 3.6a, value themes were present in 33% of the sampled issues constructed from

all three projects. Breaking it down to each project, Signal had the most issues where

value themes were present: 163 out of 364 issues, or 45% (Figure 3.6b). It was followed

by K-9, where 31% of issues (102 out of 333 issues) contained value themes (Figure 3.6c).

The project with the least presence of value themes was Focus with 25%, or 102 out of

400 issues (Figure 3.6d).

Table 3.9 shows the presence of value themes in each project. For human value themes,

in Signal, the top three most prevalent themes were privacy, security, and freedom.

Aside from these three themes, the remaining human value themes were relatively

higher than they were in other projects. The top three most prevalent human value
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367 issues
(33%)

730 issues
(67%)

Theme(s) discovered Theme(s) not discovered

(a) All three projects

163 issues 
(45%)

201 issues
(55%)

Theme(s) discovered Theme(s) not discovered

(b) Signal

102 issues
(31%)

231 issues
(69%)

Theme(s) discovered Theme(s) not discovered

(c) K-9

102 issues
(25%)

298 issues
(75%)

Theme(s) discovered Theme(s) not discovered

(d) Focus

Figure 3.6: The presence of values in issue discussions

themes in K-9 were similar to those in Signal. Meanwhile, Focus had similar top three

most prevalent themes to Signal and K-9; however, inclusiveness was more prevalent

than security. The theme of Sense of belonging was not present in K-9. This theme,

along with dignity, were not present in Focus at all.

For system value themes, Table 3.9 shows that in Signal, the top three most prevalent

themes were usability, e�ciency, and correctness. The top three most prevalent system

value themes in K-9 were similar to the themes in Signal, except for energy preservation,

which was more prevalent than correctness. Longevity was not found in K-9. Focus

also had similar prevalent system value themes to the other two projects, except for

accessibility, which was more prevalent after usability and e�ciency. Unlike the other

two projects, the theme of portability was not found in Focus.
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Table 3.9: Percentage of number of issues where value themes are present

Asterisk (*) denotes top three most prevalent themes of each category in each project

Category Value Theme Signal K-9 Focus

Human Value Theme

Conformity 2.20 0.90 2.00

Pleasure 3.57 0.30 0.25

Dignity 1.37 0.90 0

Inclusiveness 2.75 1.20 *3.00
Sense of belonging 3.30 0 0

Freedom *6.32 *2.40 *4.00
Independence 2.47 1.20 2.25

Wealth 2.47 0.60 0.50

Privacy *9.07 *2.10 *8.75
Security *4.95 *6.61 2.25

System Value Theme

Trust 1.37 0.30 1.00

Correctness *2.20 0.90 0.50

Compatibility 1.37 0.90 0.25

Portability 1.10 0.30 0

Reliability 0.27 0.30 0.50

E�ciency *7.42 *5.11 *3.75
Energy Preservation 1.65 *2.10 0.75

Usability *13.19 *11.71 *8.75
Accessibility 1.10 0.60 *1.75
Longevity 1.10 0 0.25

Figure 3.7 makes it clear that the presence of privacy in Signal and Focus was substan-

tially higher than it was in K-9. The �ndings showed that Signal and Focus contrib-

utors gave more attention to privacy-related functionalities provided by the applica-

tions, such as private messaging in Signal or private browsing in Focus. For example,

a contributor of Focus remarked how an implemented functionality might not be ap-

propriate: ‘... something that feels less appropriate for a privacy-centred app’. This

�nding was aligned with the strong statements of privacy from both Signal and Focus.

In addition to privacy, Figure 3.7 shows that pleasure also had a substantially higher

presence in Signal than in K-9 and Focus. The analysis found that users of Signal

caused this, as they demanded the application be enjoyable to use. Regarding this,

many requests were found that related to the application’s look and feel (e.g. themes

and colours) and support for individual expressions (e.g. multimedia and emojis). For

instance, a Signal user suggested having the functionality to colour incoming messages

based on their authors for the following reason: ‘People love to customise their stu�, and

many are [quite] emotional regarding colours’.
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Figure 3.7: Percentage (%) of number of issues where values are present in the projects

Sense of belonging was only discovered in Signal. The analysis indicated that all dis-

cussions about this value came from the messaging functionality, especially group

messaging, which became personal to users. For example, a user expressed his/her

dissatisfaction: ‘I am just dismayed at the e�ort I put into pushing my whole family &

all my friends to use it [Signal] & now I cannot keep it working’.

Similar to sense of belonging, some themes were also not discovered in K-9 (e.g. longevity)
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or Focus (e.g. dignity, portability, and secrecy). However, the presence of these themes

was low (below 2%) in the other projects. The remaining themes’ presence was not

substantially di�erent (less than 2% di�erence) across the three projects.

3.3.2.2 Human Values Across Projects

The presence of seven values from Schwartz’s re�ned model based on the mapping of

the human value themes is shown in Table 3.10. This table did not include the illustra-

tion of the mapping between the system value themes and human values in Table 3.8.

self-direction—action was prevalent in both Signal and Focus. The analysis found

that the discussions on the issues of Signal and Focus were mainly about privacy and

freedom-related functionalities provided in both applications. Meanwhile, the most

prevalent value present in K-9 was security—personal. This �nding was in line with

the focus of K-9 as a secure mail client application.

Table 3.10: Percentage of human values occurrence

No. Human Value Signal K-9 Focus

1 Self-Direction—action 14.56 4.20 11.00

2 Security—personal 7.97 6.61 2.25

3 Hedonism 3.57 0.30 0.25

4 Universalism—concern 2.75 1.20 3.00

5 Power—resources 2.47 0.60 0.50

6 Conformity—rules 2.20 0.90 2.00

7 Face 1.37 0.90 0.00

The presence of other values in Signal was relatively high (more than 1%). Mean-

while, the values that were present in more than 1% of K-9 issues were security—

personal, self-direction—action, and universalism—concern. In Focus, values that

were present in more than 1% of the issues were self-direction—action, universalism—

concern, security—personal, and conformity—rules. The value of face was not found in

Focus because Focus is more general and less personal (e.g. not used to communicate

with other people).
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The analysis showed that almost one-third of the studied issues in the Signal,

K-9, and Focus applications included discussions where value themes could be

found. The common prevalent human value themes across projects were pri-

vacy and freedom, while the common prevalent system value themes were us-

ability and e�ciency. However, the value themes of privacy, pleasure, and sense

of belonging were not evenly present across these apps, which could likely be

attributed to the apps’ values statements and functionalities. Based on the map-

ping of human value themes to a human value model, self-direction—action and

security—personal were found to be the most prevalent values in the three ap-

plications.

3.4 Discussion

This section highlights and discusses the �ndings from the issue discussions. This sec-

tion also discusses the possibility of developing human values de�nitions for software

engineering and highlights the need to develop an automated detection tool.

3.4.1 Human Values are Present in Issue Discussions

The presence of values in design artefacts has been theorised in general. The results of

this study contribute empirical evidence that human values are indeed found in soft-

ware development repositories and demonstrate which values can be found in issue

discussions. The pilot study identi�ed two distinctive perspectives of value themes

from issue discussions: contributor-to-contributor and app-to user (see Section 3.2.2.2).

This study focused on the application-to-user perspective by analysing project contrib-

utors’ concerns and opinions as found in issue discussions. This perspective allowed

for understanding of how and to what extent project contributors are concerned about

human values while developing software applications. Using this approach, the study

discovered 20 value themes and formulated their descriptions based on a qualitative

analysis of 5,615 posts from three projects. The examples found in the issue discussions

for the themes were similar to the concept of value instantiation [43, 114, 116]. Value

instantiation is de�ned as ‘the representation of values in speci�c situations, issues, or

behaviours’ [43, 114]. In this case, the discussion of issues provided a representation

of human values in software engineering contexts.
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Among the 20 value themes, 10 of them could be mapped to 7 out of 19 values from

Schwartz’s re�ned model. The other 10 themes were technical, such that mapping

these themes to human values required an extra step of inference. These �ndings

con�rmed the much earlier opinion that technological artefacts could contain human

values [17]. Speci�cally, these �ndings were in line with previous works [18–26] that

discovered values in software development artefacts.

3.4.2 The Prevalence of Human Values in Software Engineering

The re�ned Schwartz’s model [28], the most widely used model in social sciences [1],

includes 19 values. In this study, only 7 of those 19 values were found in the issue dis-

cussions (Table 3.10). This result was in line with previous work [10], which discovered

that 60% of Schwartz’s value items (35 out of 58 value items) were not found in software

engineering publications. This could mean some values are still under-represented in

both research and practice, and thus, further research is needed. For example, further

research could investigate the reasons behind this under-representation (e.g. software

practitioners are unfamiliar with these values). Another line of research could investi-

gate how to support these values in software engineering, e.g. provide a contextualised

software engineering de�nition for the under-represented values.

3.4.3 De�nitions of Human Values in Software Engineering

To the best of our knowledge, there are no human value models developed exclusively

for software engineering. Notable work in the �eld of HCI called value-sensitive design

de�nes a subset of values that have ethical imports [13] that could be somehow trans-

ferred into software engineering. However, the social sciences’ de�nition of human

values is much broader, including ‘what an individual, group or wider society believes

to be important’ [50], such as public image or achievement. The lack of practical de�ni-

tions for the broader human values in the SE context was argued by Mougouei et al. [7]

to be one reason why software engineering practices have not been entirely successful

in integrating human values into the software. Previous works have attempted to ad-

dress this issue using existing models from the social sciences as a starting point. For

example, some previous works chose to use Schwartz’s model [7–10, 12] because of

its extensiveness in comparison with other models. However, these models still need

to be adapted for the SE context. This adaptation is necessary because of the possible
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‘di�erences in the meaning and interpretation of values in di�erent contexts’ [10]. For

instance, the �ndings of security in the software engineering context have a limited

scope within the app, unlike the de�nition of security in Schwartz’s model, which en-

compasses the whole society [1]. This study addressed to the lack of practical human

values de�nitions for software engineering by proposing descriptions of human val-

ues from issue discussions. Although the descriptions can be developed further, these

initial descriptions could empower software practitioners to consider human values in

their software engineering practices. For instance, if some users have concerns regard-

ing the independence of an application, the developers may respond by considering

to what extent they want to use third-party services. Some of the themes, especially

those that are well known in SE, such as e�ciency or usability, may already have been

de�ned in SE. In this case, future work could compare the descriptions from the em-

pirical study with their de�nitions in the SE literature. Moreover, future research is

still necessary to investigate how these de�nitions can help incorporate human values

into software engineering.

3.4.4 Human Values and Non-Functional Requirements

It could be argued that the system value themes (Section 3.3.1.2), such as e�ciency and

usability, are similar to NFRs. The NFRs are usually related to the quality properties,

characteristics, or attributes of software [53–55]. On the relation between NFRs and

human values, Barn [55] mentioned that human values are not referred to in NFRs

studies. Barn concluded that ‘either values are systematically ignored in the practice of

NFRs elicitation or values may not be NFR’ [55]. The de�nition of the presence of human

values (De�nition 3.2) used in this study together with study’s �ndings supported the

argument that human values are similar to NFRs in terms of the concerns a user or a

contributor may have towards an application. However, human values have a much

broader sense, which includes non-technical requirements. In other words, NFRs can

be seen as a subset of human values. In this sense, this thesis agrees with Barn’s

proposal of utilising NFRs frameworks to help integrate values into software [55].

3.4.5 Factors that In�uence the Presence of Values

This empirical study found that 33% of the discussions investigated in the three projects

include at least one value theme. Value themes appeared the most in Signal, followed
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by K-9, and then Focus. The �ndings showed that at least two factors could explain

these di�erences. First, the functionality provided by an application could inspire dis-

cussions about a speci�c value theme. For instance, functionalities such as voice calls

and group chats in Signal could trigger the discussions of pleasure and sense of belong-

ing. This �nding was in line with a previous study [117] that argued that di�erent

categories of applications have di�erent types of NFRs. However, this also means that

the list of discovered value themes may not be exhaustive. There might be other value

themes discussed during software development that this study did not discover but

that are present in other projects that have di�erent functionalities. For instance, this

study did not �nd any themes that corresponded to some values in the Schwartz mod-

els (Figure 2.2), such as stimulation or achievement, which may appear in di�erent

software categories, such as computer games or educational applications [118–120].

Second, the di�erence in the presence of values is the emphasis on speci�c values (i.e.

values statement) supported by an application. The �ndings in this case study showed

that this emphasis on values instigates a higher expectation of the values from the ap-

plication’s users and contributors. For example, it was discovered that Signal and Fo-

cus contributors frequently attempted to raise privacy concerns in the discussions (see

Section 3.3.2.2). These �ndings indicated that an application’s functionalities and val-

ues statements can in�uence the values present in the discussions. This thesis argues

the need for further research to investigate the dedication to values and functionalities

of an application as factors in�uencing the presence of human values.

3.4.6 Towards theDevelopment of anAutomatedDetectionTool

The abundance of software development data on GitHub makes complete manual anal-

ysis of human values infeasible. Previous works [37, 121] have proposed automated

techniques to analyse various aspects of software development from a large amount

of GitHub data. To the best of our knowledge, there is no automated tool to analyse

the presence of value themes, except for themes well known in software engineering,

such as privacy [68], security [20, 21], or energy preservation [25]. This empirical study

was used as the foundation to develop automated human values detection techniques

(Chapter 4). This thesis argues that AI-based approaches (e.g. machine learning ap-

proaches) can be leveraged to detect issue discussions that include human values. Fur-

thermore, such AI-based approaches can identify which human values are present in

issue discussions. For this purpose, the manually analysed discussions from this study
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[96] could be used as a dataset to develop such automated approaches. The criteria

to discover value themes seem to correspond with the relation between human values

and sentiment or emotion. For example, the literature on social sciences believes that

values are infused with feelings [1] and that ‘emotion is a source for values importance’

[114]. For this reason, it is appropriate to suggest using sentiment analysis or the

presence of emotions to identify the presence of a particular value. Future work could

consider utilising sentiment analysis, as demonstrated in previous work [56, 122–124],

to better identify values in discussions.

Automating the discovery of values in issue discussions can help stakeholders on the

development side, such as product owners or developers, gain insight into values that

are important to users. For software practitioners, an automated tool can inform the

value implications that an issue can have. Thus, software practitioners can prioritise

issues based on the values discovered. Applying the tool in the repositories will al-

low product owners to track human values in issues across development phases. This

application enables the monitoring of whether values are discussed su�ciently early

in development. From a software testing perspective, testers can pay more attention

to those issues where values are discussed. These examples show the potential of

analysing issue discussions to support human values in software development.

3.5 Threats to Validity

A threat to the construct validity came from a de�nition of human values that has

not been tested in software engineering. At the same time, there are also no theoretical

considerations to suggest that this de�nition does not transfer to software engineering.

This was mitigated by not limiting the analysts to only considering Schwartz’s basic

values but also to providing descriptions of how the values look in SE. All persons

involved in the analysis had a basic understanding of values theory. Moreover, the

values discovered in both the pilot and main study were validated and discussed to

ensure there was no divergence of de�nitions across the analysts.

A threat to the internal validity came from the analysis process to discover values

and the involvement of a single analyst in the main study. Although this could help

increase the consistency of the �ndings [125], the understanding of values and the

subjectivity of the primary analyst may have a�ected the discovery of values. This is-

sue was mitigated by performing a pilot study using an open coding approach used in
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other similar work [37, 126] involving the primary analyst and �ve other analysts. In

the main study, the primary analyst used the criteria and considered the initial values

from the pilot study. Furthermore, three validators assessed and validated the primary

analyst’s results. Another possible threat to the internal validity may have come

from the use of issue discussions as a single data source , which may have made the

intentions of the issue reporters unclear in the analysis. This threat was mitigated by

analysing the whole thread of the issue as the analysis unit. We argue that the thread

of an issue can provide a su�cient amount of information about contributors’ con-

cerns. The rationale behind this comes from the nature of issue discussions, where

contributors will ask for clari�cation from the reporter. The analysis used the de�ni-

tions developed in the pilot study to �nd the values. This process may present another

threat to internal validity because some issues with values might be excluded. This

threat was mitigated by using the bottom-up approach when performing the thematic

analysis during both the pilot and the main study.

A threat to the external validity arose from the limited number of projects we se-

lected. All projects involved had a substantial number of issues, but we accept that

the results may not be generalisable to other projects. Due to our limitation, we only

analysed a random portion of all issues. We accept the possibility that the results may

have di�ered if all issues were considered. Still, we mitigated this using a statistical

technique used in similar work [127–129] to obtain a signi�cant sample size.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

This chapter describes our investigation to address the �rst research question of this

research study: to what extent are human values present in issue discussions. A case

study of 1,097 issue discussions collected from three Android projects was conducted to

understand human values in software development artefacts. The �ndings showed that

value themes could be found in issue discussions (33% of the inspected issues). 20 value

themes were discovered that included themes directly corresponding to Schwartz’s

values (human value themes) and themes that could not easily be mapped to Schwartz’s

values (system value themes). The human value themes that we found could be mapped

to 7 out of 19 of Schwartz’s values. Additionally, we illustrated a mapping of system

value themes to Schwartz’s re�ned values in the contexts of three applications. Finally,

descriptions for each value theme were proposed to inform and empower software

practitioners to integrate human values in software development.
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The results of this study showed that human values are present in issue discussions.

However, to make the discovery of human values in a large scale feasible, an automated

tool is required. Manually labelled human values issue discussions from this study

could be used as a dataset for the development of such a tool. The next chapter of this

thesis describes the attempt to develop an automated detection tool for human values

in issue discussions (Chapter 4).



Chapter 4

Automating the Detection of Human
Values in Issue Discussions

Investigating human values in issue discussions provide the perspective of values in

software development. However, manual labelling of issues requires considerable ef-

fort. For instance, the analysis of the 1,000 issue discussions presented in Chapter 3 took

two months to complete. Recent studies have suggested the use of automated labelling

approaches to alleviate this problem. However, current studies do not focus on the la-

belling of human values, nor do they consider their labels to be similar to human values.

To this end, this study experimented with four machine learning approaches, namely,

support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), multi-layer perceptron (MLP), and

logistic regression (LR). This study involved several evaluation parameters, such as units

of classi�cation, imbalanced dataset handling (or resampling techniques), and feature

set. The results showed that implementing MLP using an issue-level classi�cation unit

with term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) as the feature and applying

the undersampling technique o�ered the best F1 score (0.650) and Matthew’s correlation

coe�cient (MCC) (0.445) performance. The results also revealed that using the issue-

level dataset provided better performance than using the post-level dataset. Meanwhile,

the e�ects of the use of resampling techniques and the sentiment scores of the issues as

a feature varied depending on each classi�cation method. These results indicated that

human values can be automatically detected in issue discussions.

57
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4.1 Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 3, detecting human values in issue discussions has the po-

tential to support development teams in integrating human values in an application.

However, detecting human values in issues in practice has its own challenges. The

�rst challenge concerns the unrestricted way of writing an issue. The functionali-

ties of GitHub Issues allow project contributors to report issues related to a software

project [94]. Within this functionality, there is virtually no limitation in terms of what

contributors can submit. A post in an issue could be a question, a feature proposal, or

a bug report [130]. This �rst post is then followed up with other comments by con-

tributors to form a discussion (i.e. an issue discussion). In addition, these discussions

used informal language, thereby raising another challenge for analysis.

To address the problems of managing various types of issues, GitHub allows specifying

labels on each issue report [131]. These labels are helpful in providing instant ideas

about the issues to project maintainers, allowing categorisation of issues, and �ltering

for important issues [132]. Regarding the labels, GitHub provides nine default labels,

namely: bug, documentation, duplicate, enhancement, good �rst issue, help wanted, in-

valid, question, and wont�x, for all project repositories [133]. Additionally, GitHub

allows project contributors to de�ne their own labels. Recent studies have found that

the most commonly used labels in open-source projects are enhancement, bug, ques-

tion, feature, documentation, wont�x, and task [132]. Each label is used to indicate how

the issues should be dealt with. For example, the duplicate label denotes that simi-

lar issues have been reported [133] so that an issue with this label will be referred to

the previous similar issue before it was closed. Additionally, some labels, such as bug,

could be considered more critical to be addressed than others (e.g. question or wont�x).

This approach has the potential to be used to indicate the presence of human values

in an issue.

The second challenge of human values analysis comes from the tremendous e�orts re-

quired to analyse and label the issue discussions. For example, analysing ~1,000 issues

took two months (see Section 3.2.3.2). The current labelling mechanism [133] requires

project maintainers to manually read through and determine the appropriate labels

for each issue. Thus, this process is considered labour-intensive, time-consuming, and

error-prone for issue management [130, 131], especially for large projects with numer-

ous issues.
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Previous work proposed some automated approaches to alleviate this manual issue

labelling problem. For example, machine learning techniques were utilised to distin-

guish bugs among other issues with an average F1 score of 0.8 in [131]. Another study

used an e�cient linear model called fastText to determine whether an issue was a bug

report, an enhancement, or a question with an average F1 score of 0.75 [130]. The use

of automated approaches potentially reduces the e�orts needed by the development

team to label the issues.

To address the �rst challenge, the study described in this chapter proposed represent-

ing human values as labels in issue discussions. The human values label can be given

to issues that have human values detected. To address the second challenge, i.e. re-

ducing manual labelling e�orts, a few well-known automated approaches were used to

identify the presence of human values in issues. These approaches could label the is-

sues with human values without manual labelling. Consequently, a development team

would have the information support needed to consider human values during software

development, similar to what they have with other labels [132].

Recent studies have investigated the presence of human values in text documents. For

instance, the k-nearest neighbours approach was used to label sentences for human

values in net neutrality debate documents [60]. Other approaches, such as support

vector machines (SVM) [64], latent value model (LVM) [61], and simulated annealing

[66, 67], were also used to identify values in the same documents. The performance of

human values detection was improved from an F1 score of 0.48 [60] to an F1 score of

0.74 [67]. Although these works did not apply the study in software engineering �elds,

they demonstrated the possibility to use automated approaches to detect the presence

of human values in text documents.

Regarding the detection of human values in software repository artefacts, recent stud-

ies have investigated concepts that are similar to human values that are well known in

software engineering, such as security [20, 22, 23, 56], privacy [18, 19, 24, 57–59, 68],

and energy e�ciency [25, 26]. However, these studies focused on this limited number

of concepts and did not speci�cally address them as human values.

This chapter describes the attempt to investigate the extent to which the detection of

human values in issue discussions could be automated (RQ2). This study used the

dataset and de�nitions from Chapter 3 to evaluate four classi�cation methods to au-

tomate the detection of human values in issue discussions. To this end, the evaluation
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considered four experimental parameters, namely, unit of classi�cation, dataset resam-

pling technique, feature set, and classi�cation method. The main contributions of the

study described in this chapter are as follows:

1. This study evaluated automated classi�cation methods to detect the presence of

human values in issue discussions.

2. This study identi�ed the e�ects of using other experimental parameters (i.e. unit of

classi�cation, dataset resampling technique, and feature set) on the performance of

the detection of human values in issue discussions.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.2 presents the method-

ology used in this chapter. Section 4.3 describes the results of this study. Section 4.4

discusses the results. Threats to validity are discussed in Section 4.5. Finally, Sec-

tion 4.6 concludes the work presented in this chapter.

4.2 Methodology

To answer the second research question of this research, to what extent can the de-

tection of human values be automated, this study formulated the detection of human

values as a classi�cation problem. In other words, the detection of human values was

performed by classifying whether an issue discussion had human values present. To

this end, this study evaluated four well-known classi�cation methods with three ad-

ditional experimental parameters, namely unit of classi�cation, resampling technique,

and feature set.

Because an issue consists of several posts, the classi�cation could be performed on

either the whole issue as a unit or just a single post. Therefore, this study evaluated

both units of classi�cation (i.e. the whole post and a single post) to determine which

one performs better. Furthermore, the dataset from Chapter 3 is imbalanced: human

values are present on 33% of the issues (see Figure 3.6). To overcome this, this study

evaluated two resampling techniques to handle the imbalanced dataset. These tech-

niques work by resampling the minority cases (e.g. issues where human values are not

present) to balance the dataset. The third parameter is related to the features used for

the classi�cation. This study evaluated two well-known features in text classi�cation,

namely, bag of words (BoW) and TF-IDF. In addition to these features, this study also

evaluated whether including sentiment features o�ers better performance. The reason

for using sentiment features came from the previous empirical study that found the
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presence of human values corresponds to the presence of appreciation or dismay to-

wards an application that could be related to sentiment (see Section 3.4.6). Finally, this

study evaluated the performance of four well-known classi�cation methods, namely,

support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), multi-layer perceptron (MLP), and

logistic regression (LR). Section 4.2.4 describes each experimental parameter in more

detail. To guide the experiments performed in this study, the following sub-research

questions were posed:

RQ2.1 How does a di�erent unit of classi�cation a�ect the performance of the de-

tection of human values?

RQ2.2 How does the use of resampling techniques a�ect the performance of the

detection of human values?

RQ2.3 How does the use of di�erent feature sets a�ect the performance of the de-

tection of human values?

RQ2.4 To what extent is the performance of detecting human values in�uenced by

the chosen classi�cation methods?

Figure 4.1: Methodology to answer RQ2

Figure 4.1 presents the methodology for addressing the sub-research questions. This

study used the labelled issues from Chapter 3. In the �rst step, preprocessing was per-

formed on the labelled issues. Then, the classi�cation features were extracted from the

issues’ contents. Afterwards, classi�ers for each classi�cation method were developed

to determine whether human values are present. Finally, this study evaluated the per-

formance of the classi�ers. The following subsections describe each step of this study

in more detail.
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4.2.1 Preprocessing

Before extracting the features, two preprocessing activities were performed, namely

content abstraction and data cleansing. This sub-step performed content abstraction

to ‘abstract content to their types’ [126]. Table 4.1 lists the abstracted content types

and their string abstractions found in the issues. For example, the content abstraction

replaced a mention in issue discussions with a ^mention^ string. This abstraction is

a common step in text classi�cation in a case where the type of the content ‘is more

important than the actual content’ [126]. In this case, the information on whether an

issue has any mention is more important than who is mentioned in that issue.

GitHub API provides the content of an issue in both plain text and HTML formats. The

preprocessing step used the HTML format for practical purposes. The data cleansing

step removed punctuations, numbers, source codes, stop words, and HTML tags from

the dataset. The stop words removal utilised the Natural Language Toolkit library

(NLTK) [134].

Table 4.1: Content types found in issues and their abstractions

Content Type Description Abstr. String
Mention A reference to another contributor’s username

[135] (e.g. @username)

^mention^

Issue number A reference to a relevant issue number [95]

(e.g. #123)

^issue^

Commit A reference to a relevant commit [95]

(e.g. a2c1423)

^commit^

Image An image posted in the issue ^img^

URL A link posted in the issue ^url^

Email An email address posted in the issue ^email^

4.2.2 Feature Extraction

This study used two types of features, namely, statistical features and sentiment fea-

tures. These features were extracted from the title and all posts of an issue (including

the �rst post by the reporter). The issues were tokenised by words before the feature

extraction. Those features are described in the following subsections.
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4.2.2.1 Statistical Features

The statistical features used in this study were based on the occurrence of words in

each classi�cation unit (e.g. an issue or post). This study used two statistical features,

namely, bag of words and TF-IDF. These two features have been used in previous stud-

ies for human values classi�cation and their related concepts in software engineering

(e.g. [60, 72, 117, 122]). These features are explained as follows:

• Bag of Words (BoW) is a feature where the text in a classi�cation unit (e.g.

documents or issues) is represented as terms and their number of occurrences in

that classi�cation unit [136]. Here, the BoW feature serves as the ‘quantitative

digest’ of that classi�cation unit [136]. Each classi�cation unit is represented by

a vector of its terms’ occurrences in this feature.

• Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is a feature that

considers the importance of each term based on the frequency of the classi�ca-

tion unit (e.g. documents or issues) [136]. In this feature, rare terms that are

present in fewer classi�cation units are considered more important. For each

term t in a unit of classi�cation d , the TF-IDF is calculated as follows [136]:

TF-IDFt,d = tft,d × log

N

dft

,

where:

– tft,d is the term frequency of a term t in a classi�cation unit d ,

– N is the number of classi�cation units in a dataset, and

– dft is the number of classi�cation units in the dataset that contains the

term t .

This feature represents each classi�cation unit as a vector of the TF-IDF values

of the terms found in the whole dataset.

In this study, the BoW feature collects the occurrences of each word in the dataset.

Meanwhile, to obtain the TF-IDF feature, the number of occurrences of each word in

the dataset (i.e. the term frequency – TF) is multiplied by the inverse of the number of

issues or posts where each word is present (i.e. the inverse document frequency – IDF).
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4.2.2.2 Sentiment Features

As discussed in Section 3.4.6, the criteria to determine the presence of values (De�ni-

tion 3.1) corresponds to the presence of sentiment. For example, the privacy value is

considered present in an issue if in that issue, users express their appreciation towards

the privacy features provided by an application. This study investigated whether the

use of sentiment features in�uences the performance of the classi�cation.

A sentiment feature is a feature that captures the results of the sentiment analysis

of each classi�cation unit. Sentiment analysis is commonly used to ‘analyse people’s

opinions, sentiments, and emotions towards entities (e.g. products)’ [137]. Sentiment

analysis produces a level of positive, neutral, or neutral sentiment from a text [137].

This feature represents each classi�cation unit with the sentiment score of its text

contents.

To determine the sentiment score of each classi�cation unit, this study utilised Sen-

tiStrength [138] for the following reasons: �rst, SentiStrength supports sentiment anal-

ysis in informal text communication [138]. Second, the SentiStrength tool
2

provides

two sentiment strengths, namely, positive and negative sentiment, in accordance with

the appreciation and dismay criteria from the empirical study (see De�nition 3.1). Re-

cent studies have used SentiStrength to analyse sentiments in the software engineering

domain with reasonable results (e.g. [139]). Furthermore, using software engineering-

speci�c sentiment analysis tools, such as SentiStrengh-SE [140], ‘may lead to contra-

dictory results if di�erent levels of unit of analysis are considered’ if they are used ‘o�-

the-shelf’ [141]. To achieve better results, Novielli et al. recommended retraining the

sentiment analysis tool for each case [141]. Therefore, for practical reasons, this study

decided to use the regular SentiStrength as a preliminary. In SentiStrength, negative

sentiment is scaled from -1 (not negative) to -5 (extremely negative). Meanwhile, posi-

tive sentiment is scaled from 1 (not positive) to 5 (extremely positive). In this study, the

sentiment scores calculated from the dataset were normalised to their absolute values

(e.g. 1 to 5).

4.2.3 Classi�er Learning

This study formulated the detection of human values as a binary classi�cation problem

to identify whether there are any human values present in the issues. The study started

2
http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/

http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk/
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with binary classi�cation for the presence of any values rather than for speci�c values

because the dataset contains a small number of cases for each value (see Figure 3.7).

Furthermore, the dataset is quite imbalanced, with the number of issues wherein values

were identi�ed being only one-third of the total issues in the dataset (see Figure 3.6).

This study considered these dataset characteristics in the evaluation experiments.

The experiments evaluated four well-known supervised learning methods, namely,

support vector machines, random forest, multi-layer perceptron, and logistic regres-

sion. This study used these methods because of an earlier study of identifying human

values in text documents that reported that a deep learning approach has lower perfor-

mance in smaller datasets and ‘achieve[s] good results in data-rich settings’ [63]. All of

these methods have been used in prior studies to classify the content of GitHub repos-

itories [131, 142–148]. The experiments used the implementation of those methods in

the scikit-learn library [149]. These classi�cation methods are described as follows:

• Support vector machines (SVM) is a supervised learning technique applica-

ble to classi�cation and regression problems [150]. The SVM method aims to

separate the training set using hyperplanes that maximise the distance to the

nearest cleanly split examples [150]. For classi�cation, the SVM maps the input

vectors of the new data in the N-dimensional space and decides on which side

of the trained hyperplanes the new data should be located [117]. This method

allows for specifying a kernel function as the decision function that calculates

the similarity between the clusters of the training set and the new data [150].

This study experimented with several kernel functions (see Section 4.2.4.4) for

detecting human values in issues.

• Random forest (RF) is an ensemble classi�er that uses multiple decision trees

to vote for the most popular class for the new data [151]. This method randomly

generates vectors from the training set and builds decision trees from those vec-

tors. New data are classi�ed by running the data through the decision trees. The

�nal class for the new data is the class that receives the majority of votes by the

trees. This study experimented with di�erent numbers of decision trees and a

few measurement functions that determined the tree split (see Section 4.2.4.4).

• Multi-layer perceptron (MLP) is a neural network-based classi�er [152] that

‘made up of layers of nodes with connections between layers’ [144]. A node or per-

ceptron is a linear classi�er that uses an activation function that determines the

class of an input if the output of the function satis�es certain thresholds [144].
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In the training process, a loss score is calculated by comparing the predicted

and the actual output. The next iteration of the training attempts to reduce this

loss by updating the weight throughout the networks [144]. This study exper-

imented with various activation and solver functions for weight optimisation

(see Section 4.2.4.4).

• Logistic regression (LR) is a binary classi�cation method that uses the logistic

function [153] to estimate the probability of a class based on ‘a linear combination

of the input features’ [143]. First, the input features are formulated into a logistic

model. Then, this classi�cation method estimates the weight parameters for the

features using optimisation algorithms. This study experimented with several

optimisation algorithms to determine the one with the best performance (see

Section 4.2.4.4).

4.2.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the classi�er, this study utilised 10-fold cross-validation.

This technique is commonly used to evaluate classi�cation methods, including those

in software engineering research (e.g. [124, 127]). In the 10-fold cross-validation, the

dataset was split into 10 equal-sized parts. Then, a classi�er is trained using nine

parts and evaluated using the remaining one. The training and evaluation process is

repeated 10 times such that each part was evaluated once. For the �nal score, the

average and standard deviations of the performance of each fold were calculated.

This study used precision, recall, F1 score, and Matthew’s correlation coe�cient (MCC)

for the performance measures. These performance measures are described as follows:

• Precision is de�ned as the fraction of correctly classi�ed instances for a speci�c

label (tp) to the total of classi�ed instances for the same label (tp + fp) [117, 136]:

P =

tp

tp + fp

A higher level of precision means the classi�er produces a higher number of

correctly classi�ed instances (true positives) and fewer incorrectly classi�ed in-

stances (false positives) for a particular label.
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• Recall is de�ned as the fraction of correctly classi�ed instances for a speci�c

label (tp) to the total number of classi�ed instances for that label (tp+fn) [117, 136]:

R =

tp

tp + fn

A higher level of recall means the classi�er includes a higher number of correctly

classi�ed instances from the total number of classi�ed instances for a particular

label.

• F1 score or balanced F measure is a measure that represents a harmonic mean

of precision and recall [117, 136]. This measure provides a single measure that

balances the weight of the precision and recall:

F1 =

2PR

P + R

A higher F1 score means better balanced performance between precision and

recall.

• Matthew’s Correlation Coe�cient (MCC) is a classi�cation measure that is

similar to Pearson correlation [154] in statistics. This measure uses true pos-

itives (the number of correctly classi�ed instances for a label), true negatives

(the number of correctly classi�ed instances for the opposite label), false posi-

tives (number of incorrectly classi�ed instances for a label), and false negatives

(the number of incorrectly classi�ed instances for the opposite label). This mea-

sure is formulated as follows [155]:

MCC =

tp × tn − fp × fn
√

(tp + fp)(tp + fn)(tn + fp)(tn + fn)

Unlike the other measures mentioned above that have a range between 0 and 1,

an MCC score can range from -1 to +1: A +1 score represents perfect prediction,

a -1 score represents perverse prediction, and a 0 MCC score represents random

prediction [155]. Other scores can be interpreted as follows: [127, 156] an MCC

score below 0.2 is considered as low. An MCC score of 0.2 and less than 0.4

is interpreted as fair. An MCC score of 0.4 and less than 0.6 is interpreted as

moderate. An MCC score of 0.6 and less than 0.8 is considered strong. Finally,

an MCC score of 0.8 and above is interpreted as very strong.
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The precision, recall, and F1 score are three standard performance measures for clas-

si�cation problems (e.g. [117, 124, 127]). The MCC score was included because recent

studies argue that it provides an unbiased measure of performance [154, 155].

The experiments considered four parameters, namely, unit of classi�cation, resam-

pling technique, feature set, and classi�cation method, to address the sub-research

questions. The following subsections explain those parameters in detail.

4.2.4.1 Unit of Classi�cation

The unit of classi�cation represents the scope of the classi�cation for a particular prob-

lem [157, 158]. An issue discussion starts with a post by a reporter, followed by sub-

sequent posts from either project contributors or the issue reporter. Thus, there are

two possible classi�cation units with a reasonably su�cient amount of information to

identify human values in an issue, namely, issue level and post level. The experiment

considered two values for the unit of classi�cation which are described as follows:

1. Issue level. This parameter value de�nes the use of the entire content of an issue,

from the �rst report to the last post, as the unit of classi�cation. The reason for

considering this classi�cation unit is because the whole issue contains all infor-

mation of that particular issue. However, it is possible that including the whole

issue might provide irrelevant information that makes it harder to identify values.

On the other side, new issues usually still have a small number of posts. For this

classi�cation unit, the experiments used the dataset analysed in Chapter 3.

2. Post level. This parameter value de�nes the use of a post in an issue as the unit

of classi�cation. For this classi�cation unit, the experiments used the annotation

in the post level from the previous empirical study (see Section 3.2.3.2).

4.2.4.2 Resampling Technique

The dataset of human values in issue discussions is imbalanced (see Figure 3.6). An

imbalanced dataset can a�ect the performance of a classi�er towards the majority class

[159]. The experiments investigated the in�uence of an imbalanced dataset using the

following values for the dataset balance parameter:
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1. Without resampling (no sampling). This parameter value de�nes the use of

the whole dataset in the experiments. The distribution of human values present

in this dataset is shown in the Issue Level column of Table 4.2. This column shows

that human values were discovered in one-third (367 out of 1,097 issues) of the

dataset. The 1,097 issues in the dataset comprised 5,615 posts. The post level

unit of classi�cation included the issue title because human values could also be

identi�ed in the title. Thus, the post level classi�cation unit’s total data comprised

6,712 records, including posts and issue titles. The Post Level column in Table 4.2

shows the distribution of human values present in the post level. This column

shows that the distribution is substantially imbalanced (628 records where human

values were present compared to 6,084 records where values were not present).

2. Oversampling. Oversampling is a technique used to balance a dataset by gen-

erating new samples for under-represented classes [160]. In this case, an over-

sampling technique generated new samples for the records that had human val-

ues present. For oversampling, this experiment uses SMOTE (synthetic minority

oversampling technique) [161], which works by generating samples based on ‘the

features of the k-nearest neighbours of instances of the minority cases’ [162]. It has

been used in many classi�cation experiments in software engineering research

(e.g. [143, 162, 163]). The implementation of SMOTE in the imbalanced-learn li-

brary [164] was used for this purpose.

3. Undersampling. Undersampling is a technique used to balance the dataset by

selecting a subset of a class with a majority number of samples [160]. In this

case, the undersampling technique was applied to samples that had no human

values present. Undersampling has also been used in recent studies in software

engineering as an alternative way to handle imbalanced datasets (e.g. [165, 166]).

To this end, here, this technique selected a random subset of samples using the

RandomUnderSampler implemented in the imbalanced-learn library [164].

Table 4.2: The distribution of values present in the dataset

Values Presence Issue Level Post Level
Yes 367 6,084

None 730 628

Total 1,097 6,712
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4.2.4.3 Feature Set

As discussed in Section 4.2.2, the study used two types of features from the dataset.

The experiments speci�ed four parameter values for the feature sets. The �rst two

feature sets used only the statistical features, namely BoW and TF-IDF. The other two

feature sets involved both statistical and sentiment features. This combination resulted

in BoW+Sentiment and TF-IDF+Sentiment feature sets for the experiments.

4.2.4.4 Classi�cation Method

To detect the presence of values in issues, the study experimented with SVM, RF, MLP,

and LR. To obtain the best parameter for each classi�er method (hyper-parameter tun-

ing), the grid search process was used on a limited set of values for the methods’ pa-

rameters. This approach has been used in previous work (e.g. [142, 143, 148]) for clas-

si�cation experiments. The arguments and their values used in the experiments are

shown in Table 4.3. The experiments then compared the performance of each classi�er

with its best hyper-parameter results.

Table 4.3: Arguments for the classi�cation methods

Method Arguments Description Values
SVM kernel Kernel function for the SVM al-

gorithm

(polynomial, rbf,

sigmoid)

RF

max_depth The maximum depth of the tree (4, 5, 6, 8, 100)

criterion The function to measure the

quality of the decision split

(gini, entropy)

n_estimators The number of trees in the ran-

dom forest

(10, 100, 1000)

MLP

activation Activation function for the hid-

den layer

(identity, logistic,

tanh, relu)

solver The solver function for the

weight optimisation

(lbfgs, sgd, adam)

LR solver The algorithm to use in the op-

timisation problem

(newton-cg,

lbfgs, liblinear,

sag, saga)
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4.3 Results

This section describes the results of the classi�cation experiments using the parame-

ters described in Section 4.2.4. These experiments involved four parameters, namely,

unit of classi�cation, resampling technique, feature set, and classi�cation method. Ta-

ble 4.4 shows the list of experiments that included all evaluation parameters. The

inclusion of two parameters, feature set and imbalanced handling, on the left side of

the table resulted in 12 classi�cation experiments. Adding two other parameters, unit

of classi�cation (i.e. issue level and post level) and classi�cation method (i.e. SVM, RF,

MLP, and LR), resulted in a total of 96 experiments. The experiments used the F1 score,

which provides ‘the balance between precision and recall’ [143] as the primary metrics

to determine the performance of the classi�er. The remaining metrics were used to

provide di�erent perspectives on the classi�cation results. This approach is consid-

ered common in classi�cation studies, including those in software engineering (e.g.

[126, 131, 143]). The complete results for the experiments are provided in Appendix A.

This section presents the results in charts to assist in comparing the results. This sec-

tion discusses the experiment results from each parameter’s perspective to answer the

sub-research questions.

Table 4.4: Experiments using all the evaluation parameters

No. Feature Set Resampling . . . Class. Unit Methods
1 BoW No Sampling . . . Issue level SVM

2 TF-IDF No Sampling . . . Issue level RF

3 BoW Oversampling . . . Issue level MLP

4 TF-IDF Oversampling . . . Issue level LR

5 BoW Undersampling . . . Post level SVM

6 TF-IDF Undersampling . . . Post level RF

7 BoW + Sentiment No Sampling . . . Post level MLP

8 TF-IDF + Sentiment No Sampling . . . Post level LR

9 BoW + Sentiment Oversampling . . . . . . . . .

10 TF-IDF + Sentiment Oversampling . . . . . . . . .

11 BoW + Sentiment Undersampling . . . . . . . . .

12 TF-IDF + Sentiment Undersampling . . . . . . . . .
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4.3.1 Unit of Classi�cation (RQ2.1)

To determine how the unit of classi�cation a�ects the performance of the detection

of human values, the best F1 performers from each classi�cation method on the is-

sue level dataset and the post level dataset were compared. Figure 4.2 shows the top

F1 score results from each classi�cation method applied in the whole dataset without

any resampling techniques. The �gure shows that the classi�cation on the issue level

dataset performed better than that on the post level dataset. The much smaller num-

ber of cases where human values are present in the post level dataset (see Table 4.2)

was suspected to contribute to the lower F1 scores. An alternative explanation is that

the larger number of text contents in the issue level dataset provided more apparent

evidence to detect the presence of values.
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Figure 4.2: The top F1 score of each method for the imbalanced dataset

comparing issue level with post level

The results of the oversampled and undersampled approaches in Figure 4.3 and Fig-

ure 4.4 also demonstrate that the issue level dataset outperformed the post level dataset.

These approaches had substantially lower performance than using the original dataset.

Section 4.3.2 describes these results from the use of resampling techniques perspective.

The results showed that the classi�cation using the issue level dataset performed

better than that using the post level dataset among all classi�cation methods and

feature sets.
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Figure 4.3: The top F1 score of each method for the oversampled dataset

comparing issue level with post level
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Figure 4.4: The top F1 score of each method for the undersampled dataset

comparing issue level with post level

4.3.2 Resampling Technique (RQ2.2)

To address the e�ects of resampling techniques on the human values detection perfor-

mance, the best classi�er performances with and without resampling techniques were

compared. For this parameter, the evaluation focused on comparing the top F1 scores

for the issue level dataset because this classi�cation unit performed better than the

post level dataset (see Section 4.3.1). Figure 4.5 shows these scores for the SVM and RF

classi�cation methods. The oversampling and undersampling approaches generally
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resulted in higher top F1 performances except for the TF-IDF (with and without senti-

ment) feature sets for the SVM method. The oversampling approach mostly performed

better among the feature sets for the SVM method. The di�erence in performance

could reach 0.09 points (using the BoW feature).
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Figure 4.5: The top F1 score of the SVM and RF methods for the issue level dataset

comparing the use of oversampling and undersampling techniques

For the RF method, Figure 4.5 shows that using oversampling and undersampling

methods showed an increase of the top F1 scores for the BoW (with and without sen-

timent) feature set. In this feature set, classi�cation using oversampling methods pro-

vided the best performance for the RF method. However, this is not the case with the

RF method using TF-IDF feature sets. In TF-IDF (with and without sentiment), the

oversampling method delivered worse performance than that without any sampling

approach. The use of the undersampling approach for the RF method in the TF-IDF

feature set o�ered the best performers of the F1 score. Similar to the SVM method

case, the RF method’s di�erence in performance could achieve 0.14 points (using the

TF-IDF feature set).

The best F1 scores for the MLP and LR are presented in Figure 4.6. In the MLP method,

the best F1 performances were slightly worse for the BoW features but better for the

TF-IDF features than the original dataset. However, applying an undersampling tech-

nique in the MLP method provided the best performances of the F1 score. Neverthe-

less, the performance di�erences among those best F1 performances were less than

0.05 points.
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Figure 4.6: The top F1 score of the MLP and LR methods for the issue level dataset

comparing the use of oversampling and undersampling techniques

For the LR method, the right side of Figure 4.6 shows that the best performances that

used oversampling techniques were worse than the performances using the original

dataset. However, the undersampling technique o�ered the best performances for the

LR method for all feature sets. Similar to the results of the MLP method, the di�erences

in the performances were also less than 0.05 points.

The e�ects of using oversampling and undersampling techniques were varied

for each classi�cation method and feature set. For the SVM and RF, the dif-

ferences in performance were less substantial than those for the MLP and LR

methods.

4.3.3 Sentiment Features in the Feature Set (RQ2.3)

To investigate whether the sentiment features in�uenced the classi�ers, the evaluation

compared the performance of the classi�ers using the regular BoW and TF-IDF features

against the same features with the addition of sentiment features. Figure 4.7 shows

the perspective of feature sets for the SVM and RF methods. The �gure shows that the

feature set that o�ered the best performance for the SVM method was TF-IDF without

using the sentiment feature. The addition of the sentiment feature provided better

performances for the BoW feature but not for the TF-IDF feature. For the RF method,

adding sentiment features generally led to better performance on both the BoW and
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Figure 4.7: The top F1 score of the SVM and RF methods for the issue level dataset

comparing di�erent feature sets

the TF-IDF feature sets. The results also showed that the TF-IDF feature performed

better than the BoW except when using oversampling techniques in the RF method.

Di�erent feature sets in these two methods could result in 0.15-points performance

di�erences (found in the SVM without any resampling techniques and the RF with

oversampling technique).

Figure 4.8 shows the results of the MLP and LR methods from the feature set perspec-

tive. For the MLP method, the TF-IDF feature performed better than the BoW feature.

The addition of the sentiment feature led to worse performance in the BoW feature
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Figure 4.8: The top F1 score of the MLP and LR methods for the issue level dataset

comparing di�erent feature sets
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but better performance in the TF-IDF feature. However, the performance di�erences

were less than 0.05 points for this method.

For the LR method, Figure 4.6 shows that the TF-IDF feature provided better perfor-

mance than the BoW feature. The sentiment feature also performed better than the

feature set without sentiment in all cases of the resampling technique. Similar to the

MLP method, the performance di�erences were less than 0.6 points.

To understand these results, the strength of the sentiment for each case of values pres-

ence in the issue dataset was investigated. Figure 4.9 shows this distribution of sen-

timent strength. The vertical axis denotes the negative sentiment strength (-1 to -5),

while the horizontal axis represents the positive sentiment strength (1 to 5). The �g-

ure shows the number of issues wherein ‘no value’ cases (cases where values were not

present) were more prevalent on the upper left area of the chart. In the lower right of

the �gure, where the sentiments were stronger, the number of cases wherein values

were present were much higher.

Figure 4.9 could mean two things. First, the cases where values were present might

have had stronger sentiment than the cases where values were not present. However,

because there were also many cases where values were present when the sentiment

strength were low (upper left side of the �gure), the classi�ers could not utilise the

sentiment features to detect the human values presence. Second, the �gure demon-

strates that human values are di�erent from sentiments. Human values can be present

anywhere, even if the sentiment strength is low.
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Figure 4.9: The distribution of sentiment strength in issues
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In the majority of the cases, the TF-IDF feature performed better than the BoW

feature. There are also varying e�ects from the use of sentiment features on

the performance of the classi�er methods. Similar to the resampling technique

perspective, the performance di�erences in the SVM and RF methods are more

substantial than those in the MLP and LR methods.

4.3.4 Classi�cation Methods (RQ2.4)

To determine which classi�cation method performed the best, the best performers in

each classi�er method were selected and compared. Here, the evaluation focused on

the issue level dataset because of its better performance than the post level dataset (see

Section 4.3.1). Table 4.5 shows the best F1 performers of each classi�cation method on

the issue level dataset. The best performance of the SVM method was demonstrated

using the undersampling technique and the TF-IDF feature with kernel parameter ra-

dial basis function. The BoW with sentiment features and the oversampling technique

performed best for the RF method. The hyper-parameter setup for this performer used

the entropy information gain and 1,000 decision trees for the RF method. The best F1

performers for these two methods had the same F1 score (0.619). However, the RF

method o�ered better precision but slightly lower recall than the SVM method.

Table 4.5: The best F1 performance for each classi�cation method

Method Imb. Handling Feature Precision Recall F1 MCC
SVM Undersampling TF-IDF 0.575±0.051 0.676±0.059 0.619±0.038 0.407±0.064

RF Oversampling BoW+Sentiment 0.637±0.063 0.610±0.085 0.619±0.058 0.438±0.078

MLP Undersampling TF-IDF 0.582±0.043 0.741±0.062 0.650±0.032 0.451±0.053

LR Undersampling TF-IDF+Sentiment 0.570±0.045 0.757±0.047 0.649±0.035 0.445±0.059

For the MLP method, Table 4.5 shows that the best performance used the undersam-

pling technique and TF-IDF feature. The best hyper-parameter setup for this method

was using the hyperbolic tan function (tanh) for the activation function and the L-

BFGS (Limited-memory Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb-Shanno) solver. Similarly, for the

LR method, the best performer was using the undersampling method and the TF-IDF

but with sentiment feature with the stochastic average gradient (SAG) solver. The F1

scores for the MLP and LR were very close (0.001 di�erence). However, the precision

of the MLP was slightly better than that of the LR method. Conversely, the recall of

the MLP was slightly lower than that of the LR method.
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Comparing the precision for all methods, Table 4.5 shows that the RF method was the

best. As for the recall, the LR method had the best score. The MCC score was aligned

with the performance rate of the F1 scores. The MCC score for the RF method was

higher than that of the SVM method, although the F1 scores were the same. This con-

dition means the RF method o�ered a better overall prediction than the SVM method.

Nevertheless, the MLP method was still the best performer among all these methods,

with the highest F1 and MCC scores.

Table 4.6: The average values of confusion matrix of all folds in the MLP

(Precision=0.58, Recall=0.74, F1=0.65, MCC=0.53)

Predicted
Total Actual

Values found Values not found

Actual
Values found 27 10 37

Values not found 20 53 73

Total Predicted 47 63 110

Table 4.6 shows the average values for confusion matrix of all 10 folds in the top per-

former of the MLP classi�er mentioned in Table 4.5. The Total Actual column of this

table shows the imbalanced nature of the testing set (i.e. 36 values issues : 73 no val-

ues issues). This means the undersampling was only applied in the training set. The

confusion matrix shows that the MLP classi�er correctly identi�ed the majority of the

issues where values were found (i.e. 27 out of 37 issues). However, this classi�er had

lower performance in detecting issues where values were not found (i.e. 53 out of 73

issues). The classi�er incorrectly identi�ed 20 issues to have values (i.e. false posi-

tives). Meanwhile, only 10 issues were incorrectly identi�ed to have no values found

(i.e. false negatives). This results in a higher recall (0.74) and a lower precision (0.58).

The multi-layer perceptron method performs the best compared to the random

forest, support vector machine, and logistic regression methods in this study.

However, the di�erence observed was not large across the classi�cation meth-

ods.

4.4 Discussion

This section discusses the results of the evaluation experiments of human values de-

tection in issue discussions. This section also discusses the challenges in automating
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human values detection for issue discussions.

4.4.1 Factors that In�uence Human Values Detection

The results demonstrated that the issue level dataset as the classi�cation unit gen-

erally performed better than the post level dataset. These results might have been

in�uenced by the substantially imbalanced number of cases in the dataset of the post-

level classi�cation unit (see Table 4.2). The use of resampling techniques in�uenced

the performance of the classi�ers on the imbalanced dataset. Although the outcomes

varied, the best performers in each classi�cation method used one of the resampling

techniques (see Table 4.5). The performance of the classi�ers while using sentiment

as an additional feature varied. However, this feature o�ered the best performance in

the RF and LR methods. The use of SentiStrength may (partially) have contributed to

these variations. The sentiment strength distribution shows that the cases wherein

human values were present in the dataset had stronger sentiments but did not in�u-

ence the classi�cation much. Further studies could provide a higher weighting scheme

to the stronger sentiment. Although SentiStrength can provide positive and negative

sentiment, it is not speci�cally designed for software engineering discussions. Future

studies could experiment with sentiment analysis tools developed for software engi-

neering or consider other additional features.

The imbalanced nature of datasets was also found in earlier studies that investigated

human values in text documents. These studies (e.g. [65, 66, 167]) also reported low

performance for speci�c values with a low number of occurrences in the datasets. Nev-

ertheless, these �ndings showed that the detection of human values in issue discus-

sions could be automated to some extent. To improve detection performance, some ap-

proaches could be used, such as experimenting with various classi�cation techniques

or increasing the size of the dataset using cost-e�ective annotation schemes [63, 167].

Using emerging approaches, such as word embedding or deep learning, could be a po-

tential direction for future research. However, the datasets may need to be expanded

to cater to such approaches. Alternatively, other methods that do not require large

datasets, such as keyword-based or rule-based approaches could also be utilised. For

instance, keywords could be collected from literatures [25, 56], both from social sci-

ences and software engineering, related to each speci�c value.
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4.4.2 Limitations of Automated Human Values Detection

The experiments indicated that the best F1 performance was 0.65. The best perfor-

mance of each classi�cation method, in general, provided higher recall scores than

precision scores (0.61 to 0.75). This means that the automated approaches managed

to �nd 60 – 75% of the issues where values are found. The results also show a higher

number of false positives than false negatives. The MCC scores ranged from 0.407 to

0.451 for the best performance of each classi�cation method. These MCC scores could

be interpreted as moderate scores [127, 156]. Recent studies on the detection of human

values in text documents initially reported low performance (F1 score of 0.45 [60]), but

this was improved by a series of studies in the following years [61, 64, 66] resulting in

better performance (F1 score of 0.74 [67]). These studies demonstrated that developing

automated detection of human values is not a trivial task. Abstract concepts of human

values may contribute to this challenge. Future studies are needed to improve the per-

formance of the classi�ers (see Section 4.4.1). Meanwhile, the understanding of how

usable these performance results are in practise is still limited. Software practitioners

may also have preferences for some metrics in their real-world settings. To obtain this

understanding, another study is essential that involves software practitioners.

This study is also limited in determining whether human values are present in issue

discussions. Current classi�ers are not designed to detect speci�c human values (e.g.

conformity or face). This limitation came from the limited number of cases wherein

speci�c values were discovered (see Figure 3.7). The imbalanced nature of datasets was

also found in previous studies of the analysis of human values in text documents (e.g.

[60, 61, 64]). Future work could expand the datasets for speci�c values by targeting

speci�c types of applications. For example, the hedonism value could potentially be

discovered in issue discussions of computer games. Nevertheless, at this stage, there is

still limited knowledge on how human values detection results could be used to sup-

port software development. Therefore, a study with software practitioners is required

to investigate how the detection of human values could be helpful in practice.

4.4.3 Potential Uses of the Automated Human Values Detection

Automated human values detection indicates the presence of human values in issue

discussions. Displaying the detection results with the corresponding artefacts has been

one common use of automated classi�cation in previous software repository studies
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(e.g. [126, 168]). In this way, the detection results help software practitioners decide

what they should do with these values-related issues. However, software practitioners

may not be familiar with using an automated detection tool. To this end, to be practical

and helpful, the automated detection tool needs to be integrated into the software

development tool chain such that software practitioners can use it in their development

activities. To this end, further research involving practitioners is needed to understand

their perceptions of human values and how a values detection tool could help them

during software development.

The experiments showed that the detection of values works best at the issue level.

This result provides a higher level of indicator (i.e. issue level instead of post level)

where values are detected in a values detection tool for software development (e.g. a

dashboard). This means that software practitioners are required to read through the

whole issue. Alternatively, a classi�er trained using the issue level dataset could also

be used to detect the presence of values in the post level. However, more studies are

required to investigate the impacts of this �nding in the industry settings.

4.5 Threats to Validity

This section discusses possible threats to the validity of this study in automating the

detection of human values in issue discussions. A possible threat to the construct va-

lidity came from the use of performance measures in the evaluation experiments. This

study used several evaluation metrics to investigate the performance of the parame-

ters in the experiment from several di�erent angles. These metrics have been used in

many text classi�cation studies in software engineering. Another potential threat may

come from the use of non-software engineering-speci�c sentiment analysis tool in the

study. The use of such a speci�c tool may result in better classi�er performance.

A threat to the internal validity came from the analysis process when developing the

datasets. This threat was mitigated by conducting a pilot study and involving three

validators in the main study, as described in Section 3.5.

Regarding threats to the external validity, the results might have been di�erent if

this study had included all issues when developing the dataset. However, 1,097 issues

represents a statistically signi�cant sample size (see Section 3.5). These experiments

also cannot be generalised to other software artefacts in the GitHub repository. Each

artefact may have di�erent characteristics in issue discussions. Moreover, there is
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no guarantee that the results of the experiments can be transferred to other projects.

Using a di�erent set of projects may result in di�erent results.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

This chapter describes the investigation to address the second research question of this

research: to what extent can the detection of human values be automated? This study

consists of a series of experiments involving several evaluation parameters, such as

classi�cation unit, resampling technique, feature set, and classi�cation method, to au-

tomate the detection of the human values. The best classi�er for the detection of the

human values was the multi-layer perceptron method with random undersampling

and TF-IDF feature in the issue level dataset with a precision of 0.582, a recall of 0.741,

an F1 of 0.650, and an MCC of 0.451. This study also revealed that the issue level

dataset performs better than the post level. Furthermore, this study found that the

resampling techniques and sentiment features had varying e�ects on the classi�cation

results. Further studies could improve the performance of the detection using senti-

ment analysis tools designed for software engineering and incorporating other feature

sets.

To understand how automated values detection could be useful in software develop-

ment practice, a study involving software practitioners is needed. Moreover, further

study is required regarding the perceptions of software practitioners towards the per-

formance of the automated detection approaches. To this end, a study involving soft-

ware practitioners was conducted and is described in Chapter 5.





Chapter 5

A Human Values Dashboard for
Software Development

There is a growing awareness of the importance of human values in software systems.

However, there are limited tools available to support the integration of human values

during software development. Most of these tools are focused on concepts related to

speci�c human values that are well known in software engineering (e.g. privacy and se-

curity). This chapter describes a study on developing a human values dashboard to (par-

tially) address the gap. As described in Chapter 1, the human values dashboard proposed

in this research uses issue discussions as its source. The case study described in Chap-

ter 3 showed that human values are present in issue discussions. Additionally, Chapter 4

demonstated that the detection of human values can be automated. The human values

dashboard proposed in this research uses the automated detection approach as one of

its components. However, to understand how such a tool could support the consid-

eration of human values in software development, this chapter describes a multistage

study conducted to develop the dashboard. First, an exploratory study was performed

by interviewing 15 practitioners to investigate the possibility of using the dashboard to

help address human values in software development and its potential bene�ts. Second,

the dashboard was developed using the automated approach discussed in Chapter 4 as

one of its components. Finally, a study involving 10 other practitioners was performed

to investigate the usefulness of the dashboard and their perceptions of the automated

approach utilised in the dashboard. The �ndings of this study highlight the potential

bene�ts and challenges of and suggestions for improving the dashboard.

85
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5.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 1, several approaches have been proposed to support soft-

ware practitioners in addressing human values in software. These approaches are

commonly proposed in the form of frameworks, techniques, practices, and guidelines,

such as value-based requirements engineering [15], value-sensitive design [13], and

continual values assessment [11]. However, these approaches aim to consider human

values at a speci�c phase of software development, such as the requirements or design

phase, and satisfy a speci�c type of practitioner (e.g. system analyst). Furthermore,

these approaches are not necessarily equipped with a tool to understand and consider

human values during software development. Some tools are available for concepts

similar to speci�c human values that are well known in software engineering, such

as privacy or security. Nevertheless, general tools that cover the full range of human

values are quite limited (e.g. [113]). Bridging this gap, this research proposes a hu-

man values dashboard as a tool to help software practitioners understand and address

human values during software development (see Chapter 1). This human values dash-

board uses issue discussions as its source for human values (see Chapter 3) and utilises

the automated approach described in Chapter 4 to detect human values.

In software development, dashboards are commonly used to support decision-making

[77, 78], promote awareness within a project [79, 80], and monitor development activ-

ities [83]. It is common for a dashboard in software development to use development

artefacts as its source. For instance, Leite et al. developed a dashboard that used commit

history to detect unusual events [83]. Several other dashboards have also been devel-

oped using artefacts from software repositories [85–88]. In terms of values in software

development artefacts, previous studies have investigated a few values, such as secu-

rity [20, 22, 23, 56], privacy [18, 19, 24, 57–59, 68], and energy e�ciency [25, 26]. Al-

though these works did not speci�cally address security, privacy, or energy e�ciency

as values, the works showed the possibility of discovering values in the artefacts. A

dashboard is suitable for supporting the consideration of human values in software

development because it allows information to be displayed visually to ‘facilitate un-

derstanding’ [75]. A dashboard can help clarify the lesser-known and abstract concept

of values [7, 10] to software practitioners.

This chapter describes an attempt to support human values considerations by develop-

ing a human values dashboard and investigating how it could be helpful for software
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development (RQ3). The contributions of the study described in this chapter are as

follows:

1. This study captured software practitioners’ perceptions on human values in soft-

ware development.

2. This study identi�ed six high-level requirements for the development of a human

values dashboard.

3. This study developed a human values dashboard based on issue discussions using

the automated approach described in Chapter 4.

4. This study compiled suggestions from software practitioners on the dashboard’s

bene�ts in various software development roles and phases.

5. This study gathered feedback for the improvement of the human values dashboard.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.2 discusses the sub-

research questions and methodology of the study. Section 5.3 presents an exploratory

study to understand how a human values dashboard could be useful for practition-

ers. Section 5.4 explains the development of the human values dashboard. Section 5.5

presents a study conducted to investigate participants’ perceptions of the dashboard.

Section 5.6 discusses the �ndings. Section 5.7 discusses the possible threats to the va-

lidity of the study. Finally, Section 5.8 concludes this chapter with potential future

directions for the research.

5.2 Methodology

To address the third research question of this research, how can a human values dash-

board be useful in software development?, this study was conducted in three stages,

namely the exploration, dashboard development, and feedback stages. Figure 5.1 presents

the methodology for this study. In the �rst stage, an exploratory study that included

developing a dashboard prototype and interviews was performed. The results of this

stage comprised a set of practitioners’ perspectives on the envisioned human values

dashboard. In the second stage, the results of the �rst stage were incorporated to de-

velop a human values dashboard. Finally, an interview study was performed to obtain

feedback from software practitioners to improve the human values dashboard. Sec-

tions 5.3 to 5.5 describe each stage in more detail.
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Figure 5.1: Methodology to answer RQ3

5.3 Exploration Stage

To make the detection of human values useful for software practitioners, this study

argues that the detection results should be presented and incorporated in a tool used

in software development activities. This approach has been used in previous studies to

make the study results useful for practitioners [69, 126]. A human values dashboard is

envisioned to be such a tool. Figure 5.2 presents a large vision of a that uses software

development artefacts as its data source and displays identi�ed human values in the

artefacts. This research proposes that such a dashboard consists of a back end and

a front end. The back end of the dashboard provides functionality to identify values

from software development artefacts. Although the identi�cation of values could be

done manually (e.g. by the development team), it would require considerable e�ort

by the development team (see Section 4.1). Thus, this research proposes the use of

an automated approach. The back end is necessary because these artefacts naturally

do not have values identi�ed in them yet. The dashboard’s front end displays values

identi�ed from various artefacts in di�erent views (for di�erent roles). This thesis uses

the terms human values dashboard and values dashboard interchangeably.

To understand how a human values dashboard could support the consideration of hu-

man values during software development, it is �rst necessary to understand whether
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Figure 5.2: Human values dashboard

software practitioners consider human values important such that a tool is necessary.

Then, it is necessary to explore the possible bene�ts of that tool for di�erent roles in

software development. As the dashboard uses software development artefacts as its

source, it is also important to understand which artefacts are considered by practi-

tioners as the most suitable. Finally, because software practitioners are the end-users

of the dashboard, it is also necessary to know what they need to be implemented in

the dashboard. Based on these, the following sub-research questions were developed:

RQ3.1 What are the perceptions of practitioners towards human values in software

development?

RQ3.2 Who will bene�t from and what are the potential bene�ts of a human values

dashboard?

RQ3.3 Are software development artefacts suitable for identifying values for the

dashboard? If so, which artefacts?

RQ3.4 What is needed for a human values dashboard to be helpful in software de-

velopment?

This exploration stage used semi-structured interviews supported with prototyping to

answer those sub-research questions. The interview method was chosen as the data

collection method because it could provide insights and opinions about the object of

interest from the participants [169]. Additionally, prototyping is commonly used for

requirements elicitation to ‘provide users with an idea of how a systemwill behave’ [170].

Developing an artefact as a prototype to accompany an interview is also commonly

used in the �eld of information systems [171] and considered as the �rst iteration in

design science research methodology [172–174]. Prototyping helped communicate the

idea and obtain feedback from the interview participants to develop a human values

dashboard here. This stage involved developing a prototype of the dashboard and

interview questions. The following subsections describe these two processes in more

detail.
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5.3.1 Prototype Development

The prototype of the human values dashboard was developed to communicate the

idea of such a dashboard. The development of the dashboard prototype started with

examining the literature, especially the studies related to dashboard development (e.g.

[76, 77, 79, 84, 175]). Furthermore, existing dashboards for software development [85–

88] were examined to discover how they display information to support software de-

velopment. These examinations revealed the following points:

(E1) Existing dashboards for software development have a common main objective to

monitor the software development process, such as by determining how many

activities are happening or how many remaining issues to be addressed. This

functionality allows the development team to be aware of the status of the project.

This �nding resulted in the hypothesis that displaying values in a dashboard

could be bene�cial to promote awareness of values to the development team.

(E2) Software practitioners prefer to use a dashboard to support their operational

tasks [77], and these tasks can be di�erent for each role. Thus, this �nding sug-

gested that it is necessary to develop several dashboard views to cater to various

roles in software development.

(E3) Artefacts from software repositories can be used as the data source for a dash-

board [85, 86]. This �nding suggested that the vast amount of data in repositories

is suitable for a dashboard. Furthermore, practitioners are accustomed to repos-

itories in their daily activities.

These �ndings were used to guide the decisions in developing the prototype of the

human values dashboard. As a starting point, the issues artefact (i.e. GitHub Issues)

was chosen as the source for the values identi�cation to be displayed in the dashboard

prototype (E3). This decision was made because issues represent tasks that need to be

addressed by the development team [30, 176]. Furthermore, this is a place where dis-

cussion about values happens (Figure 3.7) as demonstrated in the previous case study

(see Chapter 3). E1 and E2 suggested that the prototype could display issues and their

identi�ed values to support practitioners in addressing those values during develop-

ment activities. Moreover, the dashboard identi�ed and displayed which values were

found and in which issues, and the number of issues wherein values were discovered

in the software projects. These measures were regarded as su�cient to cater to various
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roles in software development (E2). For instance, information on which values where

identi�ed and in which issues they were identi�ed could help developers and testers.

Furthermore, the number of issues wherein values were discovered could be useful

information for a project manager to ensure those issues are appropriately addressed.

Therefore, it was argued that these measures could help practitioners address these

values during development activities (E1 and E2).

Following this, a number of issues from a random open-source project repository were

sampled and labelled with values. The prototype then included three static web pages

to display those issues and their values labels (Figure 5.4):

1. Summarised values overview (OV). This view displays the number of issues con-

taining each speci�c value (e.g. accessibility, pleasure) identi�ed in a project. This

view is commonly provided to facilitate a quick understanding of the metrics of in-

terest [85, 86, 175]. A radar chart was used to display the number of issues where

each value was identi�ed to enable practitioners to compare values that need to be

addressed in a project. Figure 5.3 shows this dashboard view. The upper part of this

prototype view simulates the presence of six values (e.g. privacy, security, wealth,

universalism, pleasure, and freedom) in two di�erent projects. The values for this

view were chosen randomly to illustrate the capabilities of comparison between

values. This chart shows the number of issues where a speci�c value was present.

For example, privacy was detected in 27 issues of Project A as shown in the upper

left of Figure 5.3. The lower part of this prototype view illustrates a comparison of

the presence of values in two di�erent projects.

2. Values-labelled list (LI). This view (Figure 5.4a) displays a list of issues with their

corresponding value labels. This view is an adaptation of how GitHub displays

issues but with labels or tags speci�c to human values. For this prototype, the

values are labelled manually. The colour of each values label is used to distinguish

one value from the other. Software practitioners are already familiar with this view

(F3) because it can be found in repository platforms. Similar work has used this

approach [126] to present the result of automated classi�cation on an artefact from

repositories.

3. Values-labelled timeline (TM). This view (Figure 5.4b) presents the identi�ed

values chronologically based on when the issues are posted in the repository. The

colours in this view represent whether an issue has been closed (green) or not (red).

Timeline had been used in previous works [84, 177] to visualise software evolution.
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This view was used to explore whether the emergence order of values during de-

velopment could bene�t software practitioners.

Privacy

Security

Universalism

Freedom

Pleasure

Wealth

Privacy

Security
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Freedom

Pleasure
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Privacy

Security

Universalism

Freedom

Pleasure
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Project A Project B

Figure 5.3: Summarised values overview (OV)

(Boxes in the red outline are not part of the dashboard)

5.3.2 Interview Guide Development

An interview guide was developed in line with the sub-research questions in Sec-

tion 5.3. The semi-structured interview consisted of three parts. The �rst part of the

interview asked for the demographic information of the participants, such as their

roles and experiences. In the second part of the interview, the concepts of human val-

ues and Schwartz’s model [1, 28] were explained. Then, practitioners were asked to

share their opinions regarding the consideration of human values in software develop-

ment. The last part of the interview presented the prototype to the participants. The
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(a) Values-labelled list (LI)

(b) Values-labelled timeline (TM)

Figure 5.4: Dashboard view prototype

(Boxes in the red outline are not part of the dashboard)

participants were asked about its usefulness and what they could suggest for the dash-

board to be helpful for them. This interview guide was adjusted based on the feedback

received from the supervisory team and other group members.

Before the actual interviews, a trial interview was performed with two software prac-

titioners to simulate and re�ne the interview guide. Note that the trial interviews

were not included in the data analysis. A note was prepared to capture ideas from the

participants to adapt the questions. Some adjustments from the trial interviews were

incorporated into the �nal interview questions. The interview questions are available

in Appendix B.
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5.3.3 Data Collection

Participants were recruited based on the two criteria described below. Then, an inter-

view session was arranged for each participant. The remainder of this section describes

the process in more detail.

Participant selection criteria. The criteria for recruiting the interview participants

were software practitioners who (1) had been involved in a software development

project and (2) were familiar with software development artefacts, including arte-

facts from software repositories. The rationale for the criteria came from the objective

of helping practitioners integrate human values during software development with a

dashboard.

Participant recruitment. The recruitment of participants involved emailing an in-

vitation to open-source project contributors on GitHub. These email addresses were

made available by the contributors themselves on their GitHub pages. Interested par-

ticipants were asked to reply to the invitation email. The participation invitation was

also published on our group web page and social media sites, such as LinkedIn and

Twitter. Additionally, some of our colleagues were asked to spread the invitation

to their networks. Interested practitioners were asked to inform us of their emails

through our colleagues or an online form. The participant candidates were then con-

tacted through email to request their consent and arrange an interview session.

Pro�le of the participants. Table 5.1 shows the pro�les of the participants involved

in this exploration stage. The participants had various roles, such as project manager,

product owner, system analyst, developer, and user interface (UI) designer. Most of

them had less than 10 years of experience in software development. Four had more

than 15 years experience. The participants were spread across four continents, but

most of them were located in Asia.

Interview protocol: Before the interview session started, the participants were re-

quested to read the explanatory statement and �ll out the interview’s consent form.

The interviews consisted of three parts. In the �rst part, the participants were asked

about their professional backgrounds. The second part started with a short expla-

nation of human values in software development. Examples of the consideration of

human values in software development were also given. Then, the interview sought

the participants’ perceptions of human values and whether they considered any hu-

man values when developing software (e.g. ‘Based on our examples, do you have any
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Table 5.1: Pro�le of the participants

ID Role Experience (years) Location
P01 Developer 18 Europe

P02 System Analyst 21 Europe

P03 Project Manager 6 Asia

P04 System Analyst 5 Asia

P05 Developer 12 Australia

P06 Developer 3 Europe

P07 Developer 6 Asia

P08 UI Designer 21 Asia

P09 Developer 2 Asia

P10 Project Manager 14 Asia

P11 Developer 3 Asia

P12 Developer 8 Asia

P13 Developer 4 Australia

P14 Product Owner 30 North America

P15 Developer 7 Asia

similar experience when developing software?’). In the �nal part of the interview, the

proposal of developing a human values dashboard using software development arte-

facts was presented. More speci�cally, the presentation �rst showed some examples of

values discussions in GitHub Issues. Then, the prototype (Section 5.3.1) was presented

and described to the participants. Finally, the interview probed for requirements and

insights from the participants on how a values-driven dashboard should look to bring

about bene�ts for software development (e.g. ‘Is there anything you want to have on

the dashboard to make it more useful for you?’)

This exploration stage recorded the interviews using a video conference system with

the participants’ permission. The number of interviews was not speci�ed in advance.

Instead, the recruitment and interviews continued in parallel with the analysis of the

data until data saturation was reached [178, 179]. The convergence of answers and

ideas became more apparent in the data analysis after 15 interviews. The mean dura-

tion time of the interviews was 47 minutes and 7 seconds. Professional transcription

services transcribed all audio recordings of the interviews.
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5.3.4 Data Analysis

The thematic analysis approach [180] was used to analyse the interview data. The

present author conducted a large portion of the analysis. Analyses that primarily in-

volve one analyst have been used in previous research [125, 181] by including reviews

and discussions with other people. In the analysis of this stage, the supervisory team

was consulted in the event of any doubts or di�culties and involved in reviewing the

analysis results. Following the thematic analysis approach steps, the present author

familiarised himself with the interview data by reading the transcriptions and listen-

ing to the audio recordings. Then, the present author analysed the transcriptions,

generated codes, and organised them into themes. Following this, several meetings

were organised with the supervisory team to review the identi�ed codes/themes and

determine their relations. Finally, the present author assigned a name and de�nition

for each theme based on the discussions. The resulting themes were presented to the

supervisory team and the other group members to obtain feedback. This feedback was

then incorporated to create the �nal themes.

5.3.5 Results

This section presents the results of the exploration stage. The �rst subsection describes

the practitioners’ perceptions of human values. The second subsection presents the

bene�ts of a human values dashboard, and the following subsection lists software de-

velopment artefacts suitable for the dashboard. Finally, the practitioners’ needs in a

human values dashboard are presented.

5.3.5.1 Practitioners’ Perceptions of Human Values (RQ3.1)

To understand the practitioners’ perceptions of human values (RQ3.1), the interviews

involved presenting 58 human values from Schwartz’s model. It was observed that

the �rst three participants were overwhelmed by the number of values being pre-

sented. Therefore, it was decided for the remaining interviews to only present a set of

six values chosen randomly that included both well-known software engineering (e.g.

privacy, security, and e�ciency) and lesser-known ones (e.g. independence, wealth,

and sense of belonging). Afterwards, the interviews presented some examples of the

consideration of human values during software development. Then, the interviews
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probed whether the participants had similar experiences in their software develop-

ment activities.

The analysis of the interviews indicated that the participants did not understand some

values well. The participants also argued that they had already considered some of

the values during software development. It was also found that some values were

considered more important than others. The remainder of this section describes these

�ndings in more detail.

Some values were not well understood by the practitioners. Many participants

asked for an explanation for some values. The values that they questioned were the

ones that are less known in software engineering, such as achievements, capable, or

pleasure. A developer mentioned:

Ë ‘I am a bit unsure about this area of the achievements and capable means ...’. (P01 –

Developer)

To explain the values that the participants asked about, the interview used de�nitions

from Schwartz’s model [1]. After the explanation, some participants tried to interpret

those de�nitions in software engineering contexts. For example, a developer attempted

to relate wealth with development activities:

Ë ‘I would say wealthy it is a bit confusing ... for example, in terms of development

activities wealthy can be treated as [paused] so you are writing something, you pro-

grammed something, and you were unnecessarily adding something which is going

to cost something from the user.’. (P05 – Developer)

Somehumanvalues are already considered during software development. Some

of the practitioners argued that some human values were already considered during the

development of their applications. These values were not only the ones that are well

known in software engineering, such as privacy or accessibility, but also the lesser-

known ones, such as inclusiveness, independence, and sense of belonging. For ex-

ample, a system analyst mentioned that they developed their project by taking into

account the regions, languages, cultures, and education of their users:

Ë ‘We may develop software for a particular region, a particular crop, maybe a particu-

lar season. We integrate all these things during design. ... We consider their language,
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their education, their culture, their �nancial capacity, how they can a�ord.’. (P04 –

System Analyst)

Some values are more important than others. The analysis of the interviews

showed that many participants agreed that human values need to be considered in

software development. A UI designer suggested that a software developer should fo-

cus not only on the functionality but also on the user of the application:

Ë ‘It should not be only functional, it should be human also, because, at the end of the

day, humans will use this software, right? ’. (P08 – UI Designer)

Some practitioners also believed that some human values are more important than

others depending on the nature of the application being developed. For instance, a

UI designer mentioned that if an application is made for the elderly or people with

disabilities, then accessibility is more important than the other values:

Ë ‘... Some project, accessibility will be the number one priority; like if you say projects,

with disabled people or aged people, their accessibility should be the number one.’.

(P08 – UI Designer)

However, in general, many practitioners highlighted that some values are always more

important regardless of the application functionality. These values are those that are

well known in software engineering, such as privacy and security.

Many participants deemed human values to be important in software develop-

ment. However, their understanding of values was limited to those well known

in software engineering.

5.3.5.2 Practitioners’ Perspectives on Bene�ts of a Human Values Dashboard

(RQ3.2)

To understand who will receive the bene�ts of the dashboard and what the bene�ts

are (RQ3.2), the dashboard prototype was demonstrated to the participants. Then, the

interviews asked for the participants’ opinions on the prototype. The analysis of the

interviews suggested that the identi�cation of human values can generally bene�t all
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Table 5.2: Roles and bene�ts of the dashboard for those roles

Role Bene�t Soft. Dev. Phase

All Roles

Align which values are necessary in the project Inception

As a knowledge base for the next stage or future software

development

End of development

Project Manager

Support value-based task prioritisation and allocation in

project management

Sprint planning

Monitor the progress of each values-related issue/task End of Iteration

Communicate values with stakeholders Release

Requirements Engineer

Identify necessary values before starting the implementa-

tion

Requirement

Ensure identi�ed values are administered correctly Testing

System Analyst Inform which values are necessary to be taken into consid-

eration

Analysis and design

Developer

Support decisions in selecting values-speci�c tasks Sprint planning

Ensure which values are addressed during development Implementation

Tester Ensure all values-related issues/tasks are addressed before

release

Testing

Product Owner Support decisions in which values are the priority in soft-

ware

Inception and release

General Audience (e.g. in

open-source projects)

Provide information about the focus of values of a software

project

Any phases
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roles in software development. Table 5.2 presents the roles and the possible bene�ts

of human values identi�cation for these roles. These roles came from the participants

themselves. The bene�ts spanned from the initial stage to the later stages of software

development.

In the initial stages of a project’s life cycle, being able to detect values potentially helps

the whole development team (i.e. all roles) become aware of which values need more

attention in the project:

Ë ‘So from the beginning, everybody will be in line that on this project, security is our

most important concern.’. (P08 – UI Designer)

During development (‘mid-�ight’), the identi�ed values in the dashboard can help a

project manager to allocate and prioritise tasks based on values:

Ë ‘Well, management would use this to see what needs to be done. ... Decision on what

to do is done by the management. So, they would use this to prioritise what needs to

be done �rst ’. (P06 – Developer)

Furthermore, they can potentially help requirements engineers, system analysts,

developers, and testers become aware of which values need to be addressed in their

respective tasks. Information about values also helps a project manager to commu-

nicate with stakeholders (e.g. the product owner). The product owner can then make

an informed decision about the values’ priority and the focus of the project:

Ë ‘That is basically what it is up to the program owner to decide the direction the project

will take. If [they] get all the �re because the application is not stable, probably we

want to focus on stability’. (P02 – System Analyst)

Even after the project development ends, the values information in the software de-

velopment artefacts is still bene�cial as a knowledge base for future software devel-

opment. For instance, a value identi�ed in an issue could inform the development

team on how to address similar cases in the future:

Ë ‘And as I mentioned, these kinds of things also useful for learning for future projects.’.

(P09 – Developer)
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The interviews also revealed the dashboard’s bene�ts for open-source projects. Be-

cause the development artefacts are publicly available, general audiences who are

interested in an open-source project could use the dashboard to determine which val-

ues have become the focus of a project. For example, a user who wants to be a con-

tributor could �gure out the extent to which a project cares about a particular value:

Ë ‘... And then when it comes to a person who is outside of a repo, ... they will also get

an insight on this. You [are] like, this is very informative and from a perspective of

a person who wants a clear summarisation on what is happening inside a repository,

and what are the areas that it is being the main focus’. (P07 – Developer)

A values dashboard is considered useful for various roles in various phases of

software development. It can be used to determine values-driven priorities in a

project and raise the development team’s awareness of values.

5.3.5.3 Practitioners’ Suggestions on Suitable Artefacts (RQ3.3)

To answer the question of which artefacts are suitable for the dashboard (RQ3.3),

the interviews presented some examples of how values are discussed in a GitHub Is-

sue. The interviews then probed the participants with other artefacts that are gener-

ated during software development, and then the interview asked which artefacts they

thought were suitable for the identi�cation of values.

Table 5.3: Potential artefacts for human values identi�cation

* denotes more suitable

Artefact Soft.Dev. Phase
Market research documents Beginning of the project

Requirements documents* Requirements

Design documents Analysis and Design

Features speci�cation documents Analysis and Design

Issue discussions* Implementation

Pull request discussions Implementation

Table 5.3 shows the software development artefacts that the participants thought were

suitable as a source for the identi�cation of values. These artefacts are generated in

di�erent phases of software development. Some of them are not necessarily created in

every software project. It depends on how the development team manages the project.
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For instance, an open-source project may not consider market research documents as

necessary. On the other hand, some artefacts, such as issue discussions, are generated

when the development team contributes to the software repository.

Reasons for selection. The analysis revealed that many participants chose the arte-

facts in Table 5.3 for two main reasons. The �rst reason was that values can be

identi�ed within the artefacts. For example, a UI designer believed that market

research documents that are written before application development should capture

the values of the users:

Ë ‘So, it will be in the research report, and that will honour the values of the user.’. (P08

– UI Designer)

Other artefacts, such as pull requests, have a discussion functionality that captures

the conversations between stakeholders. A developer mentioned that it is possible to

identify values in these conversations as well:

Ë ‘So, pull requests are the areas that we are having most of the conversations as well. ...

Like if we are having pull requests with security issues all the time.’. (P07 – Developer)

The second reason many participants chose those artefacts was because the artefacts

are used and referred to during so�ware development. Many participants agreed

that identifying values in these artefacts would support them in addressing values in

software development. For example, a developer mentioned that the identi�cation of

values in issue discussions would bene�t them:

Ë ‘[The repository] is the place where most developers, especially us, [are] busy with

almost the day, every day. So, if we see this kind of issue tracking, that kind of thing

happening in the [repository] site, I think it would be, especially for developers, it

would be good.’. (P05 – Developer)

Another practitioner also mentioned that the identi�cation of values in design docu-

ments could assist in planning the software development:

Ë ‘So, at the design level, we can target those areas where the accessibility issues can be

pointed out so that the things are more planned accordingly in terms of accessibility.’.

(P10 – Project Manager)
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Suitability for the identi�cation of values. The interviews also asked the prac-

titioners if some artefacts were more suitable as the targets of values identi�cation.

Some practitioners argued that requirements documents are more suitable. The rea-

son for choosing this artefact was that these documents are created at the initial stage

of development such that the identi�cation of values can inform the next development

stages as well:

Ë ‘I think it will be better to run this on requirements because then we can identify

everything at the initial stage.’. (P13 – Developer)

However, a developer remarked that a bias might exist in the requirements documents

because they are usually developed by only one person or a few people:

Ë ‘... Like for the requirements and stu�, it will be most probably one person who is

getting involved. ... That will be pretty biased.’. (P07 – Developer)

Another more suitable artefact was issue discussions. A reason for this opinion was

that such discussions are the places where stakeholders and contributors discuss dif-

ferent aspects of an application:

Ë ‘Actually, I would say it would be issues and the public’s comments. ... those are the

basis that people engage from di�erent aspects.’. (P07 – Developer)

Furthermore, the identi�cation of values in this artefact would help developers identify

the impacts of an issue that needs to be addressed:

Ë ‘... Until that point, whatever we did, is there any sort of violation, is there any sort

of lacking that we may be unconsciously generated or produced? So, we can take that

from there. ... We can concentrate, we can �x that before the release, for example’.

(P05 – Developer)

A wide range of software development artefacts can be used as a data source for

a values dashboard. However, many participants mentioned that requirements

documents and issue discussions are the most suitable sources.
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5.3.5.4 Practitioners’ Suggestions on Requirements for a Values Dashboard

(RQ3.4)

To answer the question of what is needed for a human values dashboard to be helpful

in software development (RQ3.4), the prototype was used as a trigger for a discussion.

The discussion concerned what is required for a human values dashboard to support

various roles in conducting their software development activities.

Table 5.4: Proposed requirements for the dashboard

Requirements

R1 The identi�cation of values in the dashboard shall be conducted automati-

cally.

R2 It should maintain the traceability between the identi�ed values and their

artefact source.

R3 It shall allow the development team to determine the values priority of a

project.

R4 It shall display the artefacts based on the values priority determined in a

project.

R5 It shall inform the latest update on the artefacts where values are identi�ed

in a project.

R6 It shall provide di�erent views for various roles to support addressing values

in software development.

Table 5.4 shows what the practitioners believe is required for the dashboard. Their

suggestions were formulated during the analysis as requirements using imperative

words [182]. For the �rst requirement (R1), some participants believed that it would be

helpful if the identi�cation of values were conducted automatically. This functionality

would reduce their e�ort in manual identi�cation and provide third-party opinions on

the work:

Ë ‘I know in [repository], they also have worked with, try to tag issues and categorise

them manually, but that often either is forgotten or it somehow fails. ’. (P01 – Devel-

oper)

Surprisingly, although some participants were aware of the limitations of automated

approaches, they were still interested in using it:

Ë ‘Also, even though machine learning is not always correct, you might also �nd that

it sees things that you do not.’. (P01 – Developer)
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For the second requirement (R2), some participants asked for navigation to the arte-

facts where values are identi�ed:

Ë ‘If we have a report mentioning all the details, at least the �le where it is happening

right now would be good for us.’. (P05 – Developer)

This functionality would particularly helpful if the dashboard and the artefacts were

in di�erent systems.

Many participants believed that some values are more important than others. There-

fore, they requested a functionality to specify which values they consider important

for their project (R3). This functionality would help them to support value-driven

decision-making, such as by prioritising which values that they want to address:

Ë ‘As I said, I want to prioritise security number one, visibility number two, pleasure

number three, wealth number four. This is very important.’. (P08 – UI Designer)

In R4, many participants wanted the dashboard to display the artefacts based on the

priority of the values determined for a project. This functionality would help them to

focus on speci�c values and reduce information overload:

Ë ‘But as I said before, I like the idea of adding the feature that you could pick, which

tag [of values] you are interested in and then only see them.’. (P06 – Developer)

A values dashboard must also inform the development team if there is a change to

an artefact where values are identi�ed (R5). This information will keep the team up

to date with the current status of values identi�ed throughout the application devel-

opment. This functionality could be implemented by displaying the last activity or

sending a noti�cation when there is an update on an artefact:

Ë ‘I mean, you could also add a noti�cation. It is just my guess, I mean, if it is a security

thing that has been noti�ed somewhere, or somebody wrote something that �ags a

security issue, you would want to know, put that right away’. (P06 – Developer)

Many participants agreed that a values dashboard should cater to various roles in soft-

ware development (R6). The multiple views that were provided in the prototype (Fig-

ure 5.4) could support these roles in addressing values during software development.
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For example, the summarised values overview (OV) provided in the prototype (Fig-

ure 5.3) informs a project manager about the state of values identi�ed in a project

before going into the details:

Ë ‘As a team leader or a project manager, I would prefer the second one [OV] because I

will be going through the tickets all the time. ... So, I will just get an overview of what

I am working on.’. (P07 – Developer)

The list view or LI (Figure 5.4a) would help system analysts, developers, and testers to

ensure values are incorporated in the project:

Ë ‘And after that, they will also use this information [LI] for their QA [quality assur-

ance]. And they said, okay, we have to test this thing. Okay. Is this a security issue?

Is accessibility issue or anything else? They can use all this information.’. (P11 –

Developer)

Testers can use the timeline view or TM (Figure 5.4b) to monitor the artefacts where

values are identi�ed before conducting their tasks:

Ë ‘For a tester, I would say a timeline is best. ... They can use the timeline to see what

issues are currently in progress and what are closed and ready to test.’. (P13 – Devel-

oper)

The �rst two requirements (R1 and R2) help the development team to identify values

and their corresponding artefacts e�ciently. The following two requirements (R3 and

R4) utilise values as prioritisation criteria in the development activities. Meanwhile,

the remaining requirements, R5 and R6, are in line with the bene�t of the dashboard

in promoting the awareness of values among software development teams.

Six high-level requirements were suggested for a human values dashboard.

These requirements were considered to help various roles to address values dur-

ing software development.
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5.4 Dashboard Development Stage

This stage involves developing a human values dashboard as a proof of concept. The

results of the exploration stage were considered during the development of the dash-

board. The development of the dashboard used the views from the prototype (Fig-

ure 5.4) as a base. This stage started with designing the components and functionality

of the dashboard. Then, the dashboard was implemented and populated with an arte-

fact from open-source projects hosted in GitHub.

5.4.1 Analysis and Design

The analysis considered the practitioners’ perspectives on what is required of a human

values dashboard from the exploration stage (Table 5.4). The analysis of those high-

level requirements is described as follows:

R1 The identi�cation of values in the dashboard shall be conducted automati-

cally. To address this requirement, a human values detector is used as a component

in the back end of the dashboard. To support automatic detection, the human val-

ues detector utilised the machine learning model that was developed in Chapter 4.

R2 The dashboard shouldmaintain the traceability between the identi�ed val-

ues and their artefact source. This requirement was addressed by storing the

web page URLs of the artefacts in a database. These URLs would be displayed in

the front end along with the artefacts. Using this approach, practitioners could use

the URLs to refer to the actual location of the artefacts in the repository.

R3 The dashboard shall allow the development team to determine the values

priority of a project. The machine learning model from Chapter 4 is used to

detect the presence of human values in artefacts. At the time, this model could only

detect the presence of any human values without specifying the speci�c values

(e.g. privacy or inclusiveness). Because of this limitation, it was assumed that the

presence of any human values is the priority in the dashboard.

R4 The dashboard shall display the artefacts based on the values priority de-

termined in a project. As explained in the previous requirement, the presence of

any human values was assumed to be the priority. To address this requirement, the

dashboard provided a �ltering mechanism in the front end. This �ltering allows
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the dashboard to display only the issues that had been identi�ed to have values

present. To inform the latest update on the artefacts, the dashboard displayed the

date and time the artefacts were reported and closed. The dashboard also has no-

ti�cations to inform users when the human values detector found human values

in an artefact.

R5 The dashboard shall provide di�erent views for various roles to support

addressing values in software development. In the dashboard prototype (Fig-

ure 5.4), the dashboard provided three views for various roles in software devel-

opment. The development of the dashboard included these views with some ad-

justments based on the availability of the artefacts (i.e. issue discussions) and the

capability of the human values detector (i.e. in detecting whether any human val-

ues were present).

Figure 5.5: The human values dashboard and its components

After considering the high-level requirements from the practitioners in the exploration

stage, this stage continued with designing the components of the human values dash-

board. Similar to the prototype, the human values dashboard was designed to have

a back end and a front end. The back end provides an automated downloading of

artefacts from project repositories and automated labelling of human values in the

artefacts. The dashboard’s front end provides three views similar to those on the pre-

vious prototype with some adjustments based on the practitioners’ suggestions in the

exploration stage. Figure 5.5 shows the components of the human values dashboard.

The �rst component in the back end, the artefacts downloader, allows development

teams to specify repositories’ URLs and download the corresponding artefacts. The

downloaded artefacts are stored in a database. The human values detector could

then be used to automatically detect the presence of human values in the downloaded
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<<device>>
Database Server

<<executionEnvironment>>
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Issues and Values Storage
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<<artifact>>
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<<device>>
Web Server

<<executionEnvironment>>
Web Application

<<component>>
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<<component>>
Issues Downloader

<<artifact>>
Pre-trained Model
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GitHub API

Back End

Front End

<<http over internet>>

<< database connection>>

Figure 5.6: Deployment diagram of the human values dashboard

artefacts. It uses pre-trained models from the human value detection experiments

(Chapter 4) and stores the results in the database mentioned above. The views in

the front end provide visualisations of the detection results and their corresponding

artefacts.

After conceptualising the components of the human values dashboard, the analysis

continued by developing the deployment, component, and sequence diagrams for the

dashboard. The deployment diagram shows ‘the communication links between the phys-

ical machines and process’ [183]. Meanwhile, the component diagram shows the de-

pendency and interaction between components of a system [183]. These two diagrams

were used to model the physical hardware and components of the dashboard and their

interactions. Additionally, the sequence diagram was used to model the issues down-

load and human values detection.

Figure 5.6 shows the deployment diagram of the human values dashboard. The back

end of the dashboard, that consists of the querying for view component, the issue

downloader and the human values detector, is deployed in a web server. This web

server is connected to a database server that stores the issues and their human values

labels. The web server is connected to the GitHub API for issues download. The front
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end of the dashboard provides a viewer to to display the issues and their values detec-

tion results. The front end of the dashboard could be accessed using a web browser on

the user’s device.

GitHub API

<<component>>
Dashboard User Interfaces

<<component>>
Issues and Values Viewer

<<component>>
Data Downloader and Values Detector

<<component>>
Issues Downloader

<<component>>
Human Values Detector

<<artifact>>
Pre-trained Model

<<component>>
Querying for View

<<component>>
Issues and Values Storage

Back End

Front End

Figure 5.7: Component diagram of the human values dashboard

Figure 5.7 shows the component diagram of the human values dashboard. The issues

downloader component in the back end connects to GitHub API for downloading is-

sues and stores them in the issues and values storage. The human values detector

component uses a pre-trained model to detect the presence of human values in issues

and stores the results in the issues and values storage. The dashboard’s user inter-

faces provide a viewer to display the issues and values using the querying for view

component in the back end.

User

Issues
Downloader

GitHub API Issues and
Value Storage

specify issue numbers

submit download job

request issues

issues

insert issues

see download status

download status

Figure 5.8: Sequence diagram of downloading issues from GitHub
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Figure 5.8 shows the sequence diagram of downloading issues from GitHub. The pro-

cess starts when users specify the range of issue numbers that they want to download.

Issue numbers are the numbers of the �rst to the latest issues incrementally assigned

by GitHub for each issue submitted to the project. Because the downloading process

may take a while to complete, the issues downloader then submits a download job to

be executed as a background process in the web server. This download job requests

issues from the GitHub API and inserts the downloaded issues to the database. The

users then can see the status of the download job that they submitted.

User

Human Values
Detector

Issues and
Values Storage

specify issue numbers

load issues

load pre-trained model

issues

run detection job

insert detection results

see detection status

detection status

Figure 5.9: Sequence diagram of detecting human values in issues

Figure 5.9 shows the sequence diagram of detecting human values in issues. The

process starts with users specifying the range of issue numbers that they want to

be identi�ed by the human values detector. Then, the human values detector loads

the requested issues from the database. Afterwards, the human values detector loads

the pre-trained model and submits the detection job as a background process in the

server. This background process runs the detection and inserts the detection results to

the database. Later on, the user can see the status of the detection job.

The conceptual model design for the database component of the dashboard is presented

in Figure 5.10. The database consists of several entities, described as follows:
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execute

Figure 5.10: Database Conceptual Model for the Dashboard

• The Project entity stores the software project information, including the name and

the location of the project in the repositories. This entity was necessary because

it is common for a company or an organisation to have more than one software

projects. This would also allow for comparisons between projects.

• The Issue entity stores the issue information that belongs to a project, including

the title, reporter, and status of the issue.

• The Post entity stores information about posts in an issue. This information in-

cludes the content of the post that would be examined for human values.

• The Value entity stores human values information, such as the name and descrip-

tion of those values. However, this version of the dashboard only used this entity

to indicate whether human values were present.

• TheDownloadJob entity stores the jobs that were submitted to the server to down-

load the issues from project repositories.

• The Classi�cationJob entity stores the jobs that were submitted to the server to

detect the values in the issues.

• The ValueAnalysis entity stores the results of the values detection in each issue.
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5.4.2 Implementation

The dashboard was implemented using Flask
3
, a web framework written in Python.

A Python-based framework was chosen to facilitate the integration of the human val-

ues detector into the back end. The implementation of the dashboard focused on the

use of issue discussions, as suggested by the empirical �ndings of Chapter 3 and the

practitioners in the exploration stage (Section 5.3.5.3).

Figure 5.11: Dashboard summarised overview (OV)

(Boxes in the red outline are not part of the dashboard)

The front end’s views were developed using the Chart.js library
4
. The three views

proposed in the exploration stage were retained because the software practitioners

considered those views useful for various roles in software development. However,

due to the limitation of the machine learning approaches used (Chapter 4), some ad-

justments were made to the three views, which are explained below:

3
https://�ask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.0.x/

4
https://www.chartjs.org/

https://flask.palletsprojects.com/en/2.0.x/
https://www.chartjs.org/
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Figure 5.12: Dashboard values-labelled list (LI)

(Boxes in the red outline are not part of the dashboard)

1. Summarised values overview (OV). This view displays the numbers of issues

where human values were present and not present in a pie chart. To allow for

comparisons between projects, this view provides two of these pie charts side by

side. This view also displays the number of issues where values are detected based

on the status of the issues (i.e. open or closed). This view aims to provide insights on

the number of values-labelled issues that need to be addressed. Figure 5.11 shows

the implemented OV in the dashboard.

2. Values-labelled list (LI). This view shows a list of issues similar to how issues

are displayed in GitHub. This view displays a label as the result of the human

values detector indicating the presence of human values in a particular issue. An

issue is labelled with either the ‘Values’ label if the human values detector �nds

human values in that issue or the ‘No Value’ label if the human values detector does

not �nd human values in that issue. This view also includes information on when

the issue was opened, by whom, whether it is open or closed, and the number of

posts. There is a �ltering capability for the issues and a link to the original webpage

of the issue, as suggested in the exploration stage (Section 5.3.5.4). The �ltering

feature allows software practitioners to view the issues wherein human values are

identi�ed. Figure 5.12 shows this view in the dashboard.

3. Values-labelled timeline (TM). This view shows the issues chronologically based

on the date the issues were opened. This view displays a bar chart showing the

monthly number of open and closed issues where values are present (Figure 5.13a).
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(a) Monthly issues

(b) Timeline view of the issues

Figure 5.13: Dashboard timeline (TM)

(Boxes in the red outline are not part of the dashboard)

At the bottom, this view presents a timeline of issues where values are present, with

two di�erent colours to indicate whether the values are open (orange) or closed

(yellow) (Figure 5.13b). Figure 5.13 shows both visualisations in the timeline view.

In the back end, there are two interfaces used for the artefacts downloader and hu-

man values detector components. The �rst interface allows the development team to
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(a) Issue downloader

(b) Issue detector

Figure 5.14: User interfaces for the dashboard’s back end

specify a range of issue numbers that they want to download from the project repos-

itory (Figure 5.14a). The issue downloader was implemented using GitHub API and

the github3.py
5

library. The second interface enables the development team to specify

a range of issue numbers to be detected by the human values detector (Figure 5.14b).

This range of issues is then used as a parameter to run either the download or de-

tection as a background task on the server. Figure 5.14 shows those interfaces for

the dashboard back end. In this version, the developed dashboard limited download

and detection to 100 issues at a time. Users could repeat the download and detection

process. This limitation could be easily removed by subscribing to the GitHub API ser-

vices and increasing the server resources used to analyse the issues. Two open-source

5
https://github3.readthedocs.io/

https://github3.readthedocs.io/
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projects, namely, Signal Android and K9 Mail, were used as examples in the feedback

stage. This human values dashboard is available online
6
.

5.5 Feedback Stage

This stage involved presenting the human values dashboard developed in the previous

stage to gather feedback from the software practitioners. It focused on obtaining feed-

back from the practitioners and determining whether the human values dashboard is

useful. Additionally, because the human values dashboard used an automated tech-

nique to detect human values (i.e. a human values detector – Figure 5.5), it is also nec-

essary to understand the practitioners’ opinions on the performance of the detector.

Therefore, for this feedback stage, the following sub-research questions were de�ned:

RQ3.5 To what extent do practitioners �nd the human values dashboard useful?

RQ3.6 How do practitioners perceive the performance of the automated human

values detection?

In addition to the answers to these sub-research questions, the participants’ sugges-

tions were also collected to improve the dashboard in the future.

5.5.1 Interview Guide Development

An interview guide was developed for the feedback interview to obtain the practition-

ers’ feedback and suggestions on the human values dashboard. This semi-structured

interview consisted of two parts. The �rst part of the interview asked for the demo-

graphic information of the participants, such as their roles and experiences. The sec-

ond part of the interview started with an introduction on human values concepts and

a demonstration of the values dashboard. Then, the second part continued by asking

the practitioners’ opinions regarding the dashboard and its usage. This part also asked

questions related to the human values detector, e.g. a component to automatically de-

tect the presence of values. This interview guide was discussed with the supervisory

team and other group members, resulting in several suggestions. Several adjustments

were made to the interview guide by incorporating these suggestions.

6
https://dashboard.ovis-classi�cation.cloud.edu.au

https://dashboard.ovis-classification.cloud.edu.au
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5.5.2 Data Collection

Participant selection criteria. The selection criteria used in this stage were similar

to those used in the exploration stage (Section 5.3.3). This interview sought for prac-

titioners who had been involved in a software development project and were familiar

with artefacts from software repositories. This stage involved a new set of participants,

i.e. practitioners who had not been involved in the exploration stage. This choice was

made to investigate whether di�erent practitioners viewed the human values dash-

board as acceptable.

Participant recruitment. The recruitment of the participants was done by inviting

contributors of open-source projects hosted in GitHub via email. The email addresses

of these contributors were made available by them on their GitHub pages. Interested

participants were asked to reply to the email invitation. An invitation to participate

was also published on the group web page and LinkedIn. In addition, our colleagues

were asked to broadcast the invitation to their networks. Interested practitioners were

asked to inform us of their emails through our colleagues or �ll out an online form on

the group web page. These candidates were then contacted via email to request their

consent and arrange an interview session.

Pro�le of the participants. Table 5.5 shows the pro�les of the participants for the

feedback interview. The participants mostly had developer roles. Most of them had

less than 10 years of experience in software development; 4 had 10 or more years of

experience. The participants were mostly located in Asia, with one participant located

in Europe and another in Australia.

Table 5.5: Pro�le of the participants

Code Role Experience (years) Location
P16 Developer 3 Asia

P17 Project Manager 16 Asia

P18 Developer 4 Asia

P19 Developer 8 Asia

P20 Developer 5 Asia

P21 Developer 6 Australia

P22 Software Architect 10 Asia

P23 Developer 12 Asia

P24 System Analyst 16 Europe

P25 Developer 6 Asia
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Interview protocol. Before the interview session, the participants were requested to

read the explanatory statement and �ll out the interview consent form. The interview

consisted of two parts. The �rst part focused on obtaining the participants’ profes-

sional backgrounds. The second part started by explaining human values’ concepts

and the study. This was followed by a demonstration of the developed human values

dashboard (Section 5.4.2). Then, the participants were asked for their perspectives on

the usefulness of the dashboard (e.g. ‘Would the dashboard be useful for you in software

development?’) and on the performance of the values detection (e.g. ‘At what level

is the dashboard accuracy tolerable for you?’). This second part of the interview also

asked for their suggestions and feedback for the dashboard (e.g. ‘Does the information

provided in the dashboard prototype su�cient to help you?’). The interview questions

for this study are available in Appendix C.

The interviews in this stage were recorded using a video conference system with the

participants’ permission. Similar to the the exploration phase, the number of inter-

views had not been set in advance. The recruitment and interviews were conducted in

parallel with the data analysis until data saturation was reached [178, 179]. The conver-

gence of answers and ideas became apparent in the data analysis after 10 interviews.

The mean duration of the interviews was 30 minutes and 49 seconds. Professional

transcription services transcribed all audio recordings of the interviews.

5.5.3 Data Analysis

The interview data were analysed using the thematic analysis approach [180]. Similar

to the data analysis in this work’s exploration stage and other previous studies [125,

181], the present author performed a large portion of the analysis, which was followed

by reviews and discussions with other people. In this analysis process, the supervisory

team was also consulted in the event of any doubts or di�culties. The present author

started familiarising himself with the interview data by reading the transcriptions and

listening to the audio recordings. Then, the present author generated codes and themes

from the analysis of the transcriptions. Following this, the present author had several

discussions with the supervisory team to review the identi�ed codes and themes and

determine their relations. The present author then assigned a name and de�nition to

each theme. The resulting themes were presented to the supervisory team and the

other group members for feedback. The themes were then adjusted by incorporating

the feedback.
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5.5.4 Results

This section presents the results of the feedback stage. First, this section describes

the usefulness of the human values dashboard and the challenges of deploying it in

a company. Second, this section presents the practitioners’ perceptions of the human

values detector. Finally, this section lists suggestions from the practitioners to improve

the dashboard further.

5.5.4.1 Usefulness of the Dashboard (RQ3.5)

To understand the practitioners’ perspectives on the extent to which the human values

dashboard could be helpful, the interview started with presenting and providing the

dashboard to the participants to explore. Then, the interview asked the participants

about the usefulness of the dashboard to support their development activities. The

analysis of the interviews suggested that all practitioners agreed that the dashboard

could be useful for them. Some participants argued that there would be some potential

challenges for the dashboard to be implemented in their company. These �ndings are

described below.

The human values dashboard was considered useful. All participants agreed that

the human values dashboard could be useful to support them in software development

activities. Identifying the values present in issues would help the practitioners focus

their attention on the issues, which, in turn, would ensure these issues were addressed.

A developer mentioned:

Ë ‘... Developers will pay their attention to that one [the LI view]. So, if we make sure

that we have covered all possible scenarios in the issue list to take down [address] that

human values in those tickets.’. (P16 – Developer)

In addition to focusing the development team’s attention, the participants believed that

the dashboard’s values labels would provide human values perspectives in addition to

the well-known technical perspectives. A developer mentioned:

Ë ‘When we look at an issue right now, so we do not think about any values aspect, like

human values normally. We just think about it from a technical side usually. This

would be helpful to understand there is another aspect for the ticket there.’. (P20 –

Developer)
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The human values perspectives would subsequently help them prioritise their tasks.

This usefulness would be apparent if there were a substantial backlog of issues:

Ë ‘... Especially when there is a huge backlog of issues, I think it is very hard to kind of

prioritise and a lot of issues get lost in the backlog, and we �le it during one time and

then it kind of gets lost and then it does not come up or it just that. So, if there is some

sort lot of, let us say, a subjective value, let us say morals assigned to an issue. I think

it would help to kind of prioritise it. ’. (P22 – Software Architect)

Some participants believed that the dashboard could also inform the team’s perfor-

mance. The dashboard summarised overview (Figure 5.11) could also be used to com-

pare the progress between projects. A developer mentioned:

Ë ‘I have a company, and I am running several projects. Okay. So, I can measure the

team performance by this tool easier, and also the complexity of the project I can

understand from this.’. (P19 – Developer)

A project manager suggested that linking values-labelled issue posts to their contribu-

tors could help identify values champions. The participant referred to a values cham-

pion as ‘anyone who aligns themselves with human values in the organisation’. The

participant mentioned:

Ë ‘In this dashboard, you can see who is the champion of these values or maybe what

is the level of “do not do evil” in the discussion, inside the repository and the issue

tracker. ’. (P17 – Project Manager)

Potential challenges in adopting the dashboard. When the dashboard was pre-

sented, some participants reacted by suggesting potential challenges in adopting the

dashboard in their environment. A developer mentioned that a contributor might not

describe the issue correctly and that this could in�uence the result of the human values

detector:

Ë ‘Because, in my experience, I have gone through some issues that may be the QA de-

velopers, ... I mean, QA when raising these issues, but they are not correctly describing

the issue in the �eld. ’. (P16 – Developer)
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Another challenge concerned the willingness of a company to use the dashboard. Some

participants suggested some reasons that could hinder the use of the dashboard in a

company. First, a company may not be familiar with the concept of human values.

This situation could lead to a lack of awareness of human values in the company and

the company tending to focus on the �nancial aspects of the business:

Ë ‘Although it has some signi�cant impact while I am developing something or not, but

sometimes the management or the [project] plan, and does not bother [with] that type

of issues or that type of thing. They only think about money and business. ’. (P19 –

Developer)

Even if a company is aware of human values, it must decide how to address con�icting

values from di�erent users. An additional e�ort may be necessary to determine what

needs to be done:

Ë ‘These are two issues that we need to prioritise. Are (users from) China our main

priority or (users from) [the] US our main priority? The domain is speci�c. So, how

can I prioritise these two issues by these two (users)? Is it possible? ’. (P19 – Developer)

Second, a corporation could argue that the consideration of human values is not re-

quired because it is unregulated. A project manager suggested that a company itself

is in a position to decide whether it wants to support the consideration of values:

Ë ‘This is [an] area where the company, right now within the US or maybe international

law is not compulsory. It is more like the company does assessments on their inten-

tions, on their diversity, and so on, as a public campaign, but not regulated. ’. (P17 –

Project Manager)

All practitioners in the study considered the dashboard to be useful for focusing

attention and prioritising issues. However, there are some potential challenges,

such as the willingness and extra e�orts required from a company in adopting

the dashboard.
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5.5.4.2 Perceptions of thePerformance of theHumanValuesDetector (RQ3.6)

The use of an automated approach to identify human values in a dashboard has the

possibility of leading to inaccuracies. This interview stage used the term ‘accuracy’ to

simplify the communication with the participants regarding the correct or incorrect

identi�cation of values. To understand how the practitioners perceive the automated

human values detector, the interview probed the extent to which the performance of

the detector was tolerable to the participants.

The analysis of the interviews indicated that many practitioners understood the pos-

sibility of inaccuracies occurring in the identi�cation of human values. However, the

level of tolerance for the accuracy varied among the practitioners. One practitioner

preferred to have 90% accuracy to trust the identi�cation results:

Ë ‘To have that kind of level of trust, I think at least 90% accuracy is needed. Less than

90%, usually we do not trust the tools, we do not put any action point on the tools. ’.

(P17 – Project Manager)

Meanwhile, another practitioner considered 50% accuracy to still be tolerable:

Ë ‘This is a machine learning thing, so there will be some issues. It cannot give an

exact solution, so I think 50 is enough and it will develop after some time. ’. (P18 –

Developer)

The analysis of the interviews also discovered that all participants preferred to have

false positives on the detector than false negatives. This �nding meant that it was

acceptable to have the human values detector identify that an issue had values present

even though that might not be correct. All participants agreed that false positives

were better than missing critical issues because the detector was unable to detect the

presence of the values. A developer mentioned:

Ë ‘It says there is no value, but actually there is a value. We can neglect this since it

noti�es that this has no value, and we neglect it without further investigating the

issue. ’. (P17 – Developer)

Practitioners have di�erent level of tolerance for inaccuracies in the identi�ca-

tion of values. However, false positives were preferred over false negatives.
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5.5.4.3 Suggestions for Improving the Dashboard

To obtain feedback, each view in the dashboard (Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12, and Fig-

ure 5.13) was demonstrated to the participants. Then, the participants were probed for

suggestions to improve the dashboard. The present author, as the main analyst of the

interview, collected the participants’ feedback and suggestions on each view and the

overall dashboard.

Table 5.6: Suggestions for the overall dashboard

No. Suggestion Quotation
G1 Speci�c human values

detection

‘If you can show these (values) categories in the dash-
board, I guess, it would be helpful.’. (P20 - Developer)

G2 Issue management ‘These are my plan[s] to address the issue. So, if we
can enrich this system with our own way of planning,
how to handle them, that would be good.’. (P21 -

Developer)

G3 Colour customisation

for values labels

‘It is in there using the red or the blue, I think I would
suggest a value that would be blue and no value, but I
do not know; we tend to look to red as problem.’. (P24

- System Analyst)

G4 Progress of an issue ‘I think the most important thing for us, in progress
section, because we need to plan our delivery. So, by
seeing this, we can predict when can we deliver this or
not.’. (P19 - Developer)

G5 Customisation for pri-

oritised values

‘I think there should be some sort of weight to our
value because privacy may not be that important to
some application[s].’. (P22 - Software Architect)

G6 Ranking of issues based

on additional criteria

‘So, I think, basically, some sort of ranking for this. I
do not know how urgent or popular this issue is in this
view.’. (P21 - Developer)

G7 Indication of values vi-

olation

‘And of course, as our earlier discussion, the violation
of value that is also pulled in. It has value but in a
negative way. It has violation of value, not just it has
value. That’s also important.’. (P17 - Project Man-

ager)

Table 5.6 shows the feedback from the participants on the dashboard. In G1, some par-

ticipants wanted to have the dashboard display which speci�c values were detected in

the issues. This would provide a development team with an opportunity to address

issues based on their values priorities. One participant also wanted to have function-

ality, such as a to-do list or a planner, to manage the issues that a developer want to
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address (G2). Some of these functions are provided in GitHub [94]. In G3, it was found

that each team or practitioner had a preference on the label colour. A colour customi-

sation feature could be developed to address this suggestion. Some practitioners also

suggested that the dashboard display the progress of each issue (G4). This information

could help them to plan or predict application delivery. Additionally, they wanted the

dashboard to allow them to specify which values they wanted to prioritise (G5). This

suggestion could be addressed by having the human values detector detect the pres-

ence of speci�c values (e.g. privacy or longevity). In G6, some practitioners suggested

having additional criteria for ranking the issues on top of the presence of the human

values. The urgency level or the popularity of an issue could be the indicators for this

ranking. In G7, a practitioner proposed a suggestion to indicate not only the presence

of human values but also the values violations in an issue. This practitioner stated that

this indication would be helpful to prioritise the issues.

Table 5.7: Suggestions for the summarised overview in the dashboard

No. Suggestion Quotation
OV1 Provide additional cat-

egorisation (e.g. issue

type)

‘I mean, for the QA person, we can add some categoris-
ing, (such) as user experience, user interfaces side, and
we can add such things to one category.’. (P16 - De-

veloper)

OV2 Reporting ‘Maybe you have this on your future plans, maybe we
can add some reporting here.’. (P16 - Developer)

Table 5.7 lists the practitioners’ suggestions for the summarised overview (OV) of the

dashboard. In OV1, some participants suggested that the dashboard should have ad-

ditional categorisation based on the type of issues. An example of this categorisation

could be based on the types of roles in the team that could address the issues, such as UI

issues for the UI designer. A practitioner also suggested that the OV have a reporting

functionality to support the decision-makers of a software project (OV2).

For the list view of the dashboard, the practitioners had some suggestions, which are

listed in Table 5.8. For example, a practitioner suggested that the issues’ assignees

be displayed in the dashboard (LI1). A practitioner mentioned that this information

would help �lter out the issues that still need someone to work on them. In LI2,

a practitioner suggested including the topics of the issues. This information would

provide the development team with a quick summary of what all of the issues are

about. Related to the accuracy of the human values detector (Section 5.5.4.2), a par-

ticipant mentioned that it would be helpful if the con�dence level of the detection are
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Table 5.8: Suggestions for the list view in the dashboard

No. Suggestion Quotation
LI1 Assignees’ information

(available in GitHub)

‘I think can it have something like assigned to kind
of thing there? ... I think for me it might make more
sense to look into it if it is not assigned or if nobody is
looking into it.’. (P25 - Developer)

LI2 Topic of the issues (e.g.

word cloud)

‘So, I have just one suggestion, which is to cluster the
issues. ... But I think let’s say if I want to know what
are these all value issues are discussing. They might
be basically three or four topics, right. So, if I want,
you know your points, you know word clouds, right?’.

(P21 - Developer)

LI3 Display of the detec-

tion con�dence level

‘To include the rank of the classi�cation as a values
discussion in the view here so that you can �lter de-
pending on these. ... So, if value is one, let’s say, for
example, it might be 90% prediction or maybe 80%, or
maybe even 51%, right. So, if you show this number
here, ... I will be able to give a priority to the ones that
are highly rank and then just leave those 51% to look
at later.’. (P21 - Developer)

LI4 Suggestions for solving

the issues

‘In your automated tool, using (the) automated tool,
can you search on Google about those issues? It is bet-
ter [if] you can display some more information about
this.’. (P18 - Developer)

displayed on each issue (LI3). This suggestion could help the practitioners prioritise

issues with a higher con�dence level of detection. To further help practitioners in ad-

dressing issues, one participant also requested that the dashboard search and display

relevant solutions from search engines (e.g. Google) or questions-and-answers forums

(e.g. Stack Over�ow) for each issue (LI4).

In the timeline view of the dashboard, the participants provided several suggestions re-

lated to the time perspective, as shown in Table 5.9. First, some practitioners requested

a customisable time range (TM1). The practitioners felt that this customisation would

highlight recent issues depending on the frequency of issues in a project. The remain-

ing two suggestions were related to the duration of time that had passed since an issue

was �rst reported (TM2) and the duration needed for an issue to be completed (TM3).

The former suggestion (TM2) would highlight an issue that had not been addressed for

a period of time, while the latter (TM3) would provide analytics of issue completion

to the project managers.
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Table 5.9: Suggestions for the timeline view in the dashboard

No. Suggestion Quotation
TM1 Customisable time

range

‘Something like last one month or last few
months kind of thing. So that it gives me a real
idea on how things are looking at real. So you
can always change, you can always select all to
view everything. But so as a user, when I see it, if
it gave me the latest data or latest strain over the
week or the month, I think it would be useful.’.
(P25 - Developer)

TM2 Duration of time that

had passed since an is-

sue was �rst reported

‘And it’s hard to �gure out which was created
when, and ... even it to take the immediate action
or not? Since issues (were) created yesterday, (it)
might wait for one or two or weeks, but if it is
already one month, then you might want to take
action and look into it, at least try to solve it.’.
(P25 - Developer)

TM3 Duration needed to �x

the issues

‘Duration. Yeah, yeah, yeah. From open to close.
What I am telling (you) is so, if I am an admin-
istrator or someone who manages everything,
what I want to look is on average, howmuch time
is it going? ’. (P25 - Developer)

Sixteen suggestions to improve the human values dashboard were collected.

These suggestions are not only for each view of the dashboard but also for the

overall dashboard.

5.6 Discussions

This section highlights and discusses the �ndings of the exploratory and feedback

stages. First, this section discusses the �ndings on the awareness of values. Second, it

discusses the possibility of using software artefacts as the source for identifying values

for the dashboard. Third, this section discusses the possibility of providing a human

values dashboard for users. Finally, it discusses the limitations and challenges of the

dashboard.
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5.6.1 Awareness of Values

The analysis in the exploration stage showed that most participants are familiar with

only a limited set of values, such as security and accessibility (Section 5.3.5.1). This

�nding strengthened the �ndings from [10], which highlighted that only a few values

have been discussed in recent academic software engineering publications. This lack

of awareness was also found in the feedback stage as one potential challenge to the

adoption of the human values dashboard in a company (Section 5.5.4.1). One possi-

ble reason for this stems from the fact that there is a lack of understanding of these

values in the software engineering context. Furthermore, participants in the explo-

ration stage thought that the values that they were familiar with were important and

believed that they had already considered these values during software development.

The other values that they were not familiar with became a ‘nice to have’ in an appli-

cation. These �ndings showed the need to increase the awareness of values not only of

practitioners but also of companies. A possible solution could be to provide a contex-

tualised software engineering de�nition for each of these values [7, 10], as presented

in Section 3.3. Additionally, as suggested in the �ndings, a tool, such as a human values

dashboard, could be utilised to introduce and increase the values awareness of compa-

nies and their development teams. These �ndings were in line with a previous study

that suggested that a dashboard has the bene�t of increasing awareness [84].

5.6.2 Practitioners’ Familiarity and the Presence of Values in Is-

sue Discussions

The �nding of familiarity of the participants with human values was not fully re�ected

in the presence of values in issue discussions (Section 3.3.2). Some values with which

participants are familiar, such as privacy or security, were frequently found in issue

discussions (see Figure 3.7). Some other values with which they are also familiar, such

as accessibility, were found to be as frequent as other values with which they are not

familiar, such as independence or wealth. This could happen for at least two reasons.

First, the nature of software projects in the empirical study of issues is di�erent from

those developed by the participants. For example, the projects analysed in the empiri-

cal study are open source, while most of the participants developed projects from their

company. Most companies have their own set of important values, while the values of

an open source project usually depend on their contributors. Second, the issue discus-

sions also include comments or suggestions from users. In this case, users may post
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a comment related to some values that are not necessarily known by the interview

participants. Comparing the familiarity of the participants and the mapping process

of the value themes also showed similar traits. Privacy and security are so well known

that their mapping process is quite straightforward to the Schwartz values. Neverthe-

less, the familiar values are on a much lower level of abstraction (i.e. more technical)

compared to those that are not.

To further investigate the relationship between the familiarity of values and their pres-

ence in issue discussions, a future study could investigate values in issue discussions

of a company. This investigation could then be followed by interviewing the practi-

tioners involved in the issue discussions under study. This kind of study could capture

the perceptions and opinions of practitioners that could help validate and re�ne the

values analysis criteria.

5.6.3 Artefacts as the Source for the Dashboard

The software practitioners in the exploration stage suggested that requirements doc-

uments and issue discussions are considered more suitable for mining human values.

This thesis focused on one of these artefacts, namely issue discussions, as the source for

the dashboard. Future work could extend this research by investigating the presence

of human values in requirements documents. If such a study could �nd the presence

of values in requirements documents, then it could be followed by incorporating the

requirements documents as another artefact source in the human values dashboard.

Based on the results of the exploration stage, a human values dashboard was devel-

oped. This dashboard labels the presence of human values in issue discussions. The

feedback stage found that the participants agreed that the dashboard could be helpful

to focus their attention and prioritise issues. Nevertheless, it is still possible to en-

hance the developed human values dashboard by adding other artefacts. Therefore,

future research could investigate the presence of human values in other artefacts to

incorporate them in the dashboard.

5.6.4 A Human Values Dashboard for Users

The exploration stage results suggested that one of a human values dashboard’s main

bene�ts is promoting the awareness of values. This awareness of values could trigger
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discussions among stakeholders on what values must be considered in an application.

Then, as suggested by the �ndings in the feedback stage, the development team could

focus on the prioritised values and ensure these values are addressed during develop-

ment. This study focused on software practitioners involved in software development.

It did not include end users of an application as one of the stakeholders in software

development. Application users are indirectly involved in application development

by providing feedback. Giving them access to a human values dashboard would help

users evaluate the values of an application [184], which in turn could guide them to

choose their preferred application [5, 6, 185]. However, to understand the dashboard’s

usefulness for users, a future study involving users needs to be carried out.

5.6.5 Limitations and Challenges of the Dashboard

The human values dashboard (Figure 5.5) may have several limitations. First, the dash-

board depends on the availability of artefacts (e.g. issue discussions). A project may

not have all of the artefacts in Table 5.3 depending on how it is managed. Second, an

automated approach has been chosen to identify the presence of values because it can

reduce manual e�orts. Identi�cation using an automated approach has accuracy lim-

itations. Although the tolerance level for inaccuracies varied among the participants,

here the inaccuracies were understandable by the participants. The �ndings also re-

vealed that all practitioners preferred false positives to false negatives. In comparison

with this �nding, the evaluation of the classi�cation methods in Section 4.3.4 show

higher recalls (i.e. lower false negatives) and lower precisions (i.e. higher false posi-

tives). This means that many practitioners could consider the classi�cation methods

evaluated in Section 4.3.4 that provide a recall score of 0.75 to be ‘good enough’ to in-

dicate whether human values are present in an issue. Furthermore, evaluation metrics

that emphasise false positives, such as the F2 score [117], could be used to evaluate

the performance of the automated human values detector. Also, in the feedback stage,

some practitioners (Section 5.5.4.3) suggested displaying the con�dence level of the hu-

man values detection. This information could help practitioners prioritise issues with

a higher level of con�dence. Third, the automated approach used in the dashboard

at this point is only able to detect whether any human values are present, without

specifying which values. This approach could be improved in the future using several

approaches discussed in Section 4.4.2. Another direction to improve the automated de-

tection tool could be asking practitioners, as users of the dashboard, to add or correct
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the labels on the artefacts. These additions and corrections could then be incorporated

as feedback to retrain the classi�cation model to improve the identi�cation over time.

Despite these limitations, the �ndings showed that the dashboard would be bene�-

cial for software development. However, some practitioners highlighted two potential

challenges in adopting the dashboard. The �rst challenge was an unclear or incorrect

description of an issue provided by the reporter. One way to address this challenge

is to provide issue reporting guidelines. Additionally, practitioners could ask for clar-

i�cation in a post on that particular issue. The second challenge was related to the

willingness of a company to adopt the dashboard. To address this challenge, essential

e�orts should be made to increase the awareness of human values. Providing regula-

tions and standards (e.g. GDPR [186]) is one potential way to increase this awareness.

5.7 Threats to Validity

This section discusses the potential threats arising from the research method and the

�ndings. This section uses the following validation criteria, which are considered suit-

able for qualitative research [187–189]:

Credibility: Possible threats to the credibility of this study could arise from the pro-

cedures used to collect data, develop interview questions, or select participants. Al-

though the data collected came from only one source (interviews), the initial step of

examining the literature before developing the dashboard prototype could increase the

plausibility of our �ndings. To mitigate the threats from the interview questions, open-

ended questions were used, and follow-up questions tailored to each participant’s re-

sponses were asked. The use of issue discussions in the prototype of the exploration

stage’s interviews may have introduced bias into the participants’ responses. This

threat was mitigated by probing the participants to consider the possibilities of using

other artefacts as the dashboard’s source. To reduce possible threats stemming from

the selection of participants, this study relied on the criteria for the recruitment of par-

ticipants. The list of participants consisted of software practitioners with diverse roles,

experiences, and work locations. Thus, the participants had the right competencies to

provide insight for the study. To mitigate the uneven number of participants in each

role, the interviews also asked them to share their opinions from other roles’ perspec-

tives. This approach allowed cross-validation of �ndings across di�erent roles. The
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recruitment of participants by inviting practitioners from GitHub via email may in-

troduce another threat to this study. Although the invitation was sent to practitioners

using the email that were publicly available on GitHub, this approach may raise minor

issues, e.g. a few of them complained about their email addresses being harvested.

Con�rmability: A possible threat to the con�rmability of this study could have been

introduced by the de�nitions of human values, which have not been speci�cally de-

veloped for software engineering. To mitigate this, some examples were provided to

the participants to describe what a value could possibly mean in software engineer-

ing contexts (e.g. ‘A user who values privacy may not choose an application with a bad

privacy reputation’). Participants were also allowed to re�ect and translate values into

contextualised software engineering de�nitions based on their experiences. The data

analysis could have introduced another possible threat to the con�rmability, as it was

primarily conducted by the present author. This threat was mitigated by having other

authors review and validate the codes/themes in several discussions.

Transferability: This study accepted that the �ndings cannot be generalised to all

software organisations and practitioners. Di�erent results might have been discovered

if another group of participants were included. However, this threat was reduced by

involving a reasonable number of participants with various development roles and

work locations. Additionally, the data reached saturation during the parallel work of

interviews and data analysis. This study also accepted that the relative importance of

some speci�c values to others cannot be generalised because the whole list of values

was not presented to the participants. This threat was mitigated by concluding that

some values are more important than others.

5.8 Concluding Remarks

This study envisioned a values-driven dashboard and investigated whether it would

help software practitioners to address values during software development. The explo-

ration stage of this study found that, in general, the practitioners acknowledged that a

human values dashboard would be bene�cial for them. The dashboard could raise

awareness of values among development teams and inform values-based decision-

making in project management. Supporting the idea of using artefacts as the dash-

board source, the practitioners suggested requirements documents and issue discus-

sions as the most suitable artefacts for values identi�cation in the dashboard. This
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study also received suggestions as a set of requirements to develop the envisioned

dashboard.

Based on these requirements, a human values dashboard was developed as a proof of

concept. Then, feedback interviews were performed to obtain the practitioners’ opin-

ions on the dashboard. This study found that the human values dashboard could help

focus attention and prioritise issues, in line with the �ndings from the exploration

stage. The practitioners also suggested several potential challenges, such as the will-

ingness and extra e�orts required to deploying the dashboard in a company. Regarding

the performance of the human values detector, the practitioners had di�erent levels

of tolerance, but all agreed that false positives were preferable to false negatives. The

practitioners also made 16 suggestions to improve the dashboard.

The practitioners’ suggestions and the results of this study could further improve the

human values dashboard. Future work could focus on investigating other software

artefacts to be detected in the dashboard. Another direction could be implementing

the dashboard in a company and investigating its acceptance in a company setting.





Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis presents a set of studies to support the integration of human values during

software development. Speci�cally, this thesis aims to evaluate the presence of human

values in issue discussions and provide a tool to make the presence of values useful

in practice. For that purpose, �rst, an empirical study was conducted to investigate

whether human values are present in issue discussions. Second, machine learning ap-

proaches were evaluated with various parameters to automate the detection of human

values in issue discussions. Finally, a human values dashboard was developed, and

qualitative studies with practitioners were performed to understand the dashboard’s

Figure 6.1: Overview of the research phases and their corresponding chapters
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usefulness. Figure 6.1 shows an overview of the phases in the research and their cor-

responding chapters.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.1 presents the answers

provided by this thesis for each research question. Section 6.2 discusses potential im-

plications of the research presented in this thesis. Section 6.3 provides directions for

potential future work based on this thesis.

6.1 Answers to the Research Questions

This thesis addresses the research questions proposed to guide the investigation of

human values in issue discussions and determine how a dashboard that utilises these

insights could support the consideration of human values in software engineering. The

answers to each research question are presented below.

RQ1 To what extent are human values present in issue discussions?

• This research developed de�nitions to determine whether human values are present

in issue discussions, which could support the analysis of human values in issue dis-

cussions.

• This research discovered 20 value themes that could be divided into two categories:

human value themes and system value themes. For the human value themes, this

research found that 10 themes could be mapped to 7 out of 19 of Schwartz’s values.

The remaining 10 themes were system value themes because they were important

but could not easily be mapped to Schwartz’s values. These value themes could

provide human values perspectives on a software development project.

• This research proposed contextualised software engineering descriptions for each

of the value themes that were found based on the empirical evidence from the

issue discussions. These descriptions could better explain the abstract concepts of

human values to software practitioners.

• This research provided empirical evidence that human values were present in one-

third of the analysed issues. This research also identi�ed a statement of supporting

human values and the functionality of an application as two factors that in�uence

the presence of values.
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RQ2 To what extent can the detection of human values be automated?

• This research observed that the classi�cation using the issue level classi�cation

unit performed better than the post level classi�cation unit. The much smaller

number of cases of posts compared to issues wherein human values were present

was suspected as the cause for these results.

• This research found that using the multi-layer perceptron method with undersam-

pling and using the TF-IDF feature performed the best for identifying human val-

ues.

• This research discovered that the e�ects of using resampling techniques varied

with each classi�cation method and feature set. However, the best performer in

each classi�cation method was found to use a resampling technique.

• This research found that the TF-IDF feature performed better than the BoW feature

for the majority of the cases. Using the sentiment feature from SentiStrength in the

classi�cation had varying e�ects on the classi�cation performance.

RQ3 How can the automated detection of human values be useful in software

development?

• This research revealed that software practitioners agree that human values are im-

portant. However, the current understanding of values in software engineering is

limited to well-known values.

• This research highlighted for di�erent roles and in various phases of software de-

velopment a human values could be useful. These �ndings could be used to intro-

duce the human values dashboard in industry settings.

• This research identi�ed two software development artefacts, namely, requirements

documents and issue discussions, as the most suitable sources for detecting human

values. These �ndings could be incorporated into the development of the dash-

board.

• This research elicited 6 high-level requirements suggested by software practition-

ers to a human values dashboard.

• This research developed a human values dashboard as a proof of concept based on

the requirements suggested by the software practitioners.
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• This research revealed that the dashboard could be useful, especially to focus atten-

tion on and prioritise the issues during software development. Potential challenges

in deploying the dashboard in industry settings were discovered, such as the will-

ingness and extra e�orts by a company when deploying the dashboard.

• This research revealed that software practitioners vary in their level of tolerance

regarding the performance of the detection of human values. The practitioners

preferred to have false positives over false negatives.

• This research listed 16 suggestions to improve the human values dashboard, which

could help software practitioners integrate human values into software develop-

ment.

6.2 Implications

From an empirical point of view, this research aimed to assess whether human values

are present in GitHub issue discussions. Developing a human values dashboard to

highlight these values could promote the awareness and consideration of values during

software development. This research has several implications for industry practice and

researchers, which are described in the following subsections.

6.2.1 Implications for Industry Practice

This research provides empirical evidence that human values are present in issue dis-

cussions. The dashboard presented in this research could be used as a tool to support

the consideration of human values during software development. Because the human

values dashboard uses GitHub Issues, the dashboard could be used during the devel-

opment, maintenance, and release phases of software development. This means any

software project that has issues in their repository could utilise the dashboard even if

their software or application has been released.

The use of GitHub in the human values dashboard allows for immediate deployment

and utilisation of the dashboard for software projects hosted in GitHub. The dashboard

enables project stakeholders to assess values at any point in the software development.

Moreover, the cross-referencing between issues and other artefacts (e.g. pull requests

and source code commits) of GitHub [95] could also indirectly indicate the presence
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of values in those artefacts. Including other artefacts available through GitHub in the

dashboard would allow project stakeholders to have a complementary view of values

to the technical aspects of application development.

A human values dashboard can promote the awareness of human values within a soft-

ware development team. This will encourage the team members to discuss values

and their considerations during software development. Additionally, if the discus-

sion’s participants are recorded, the organisation could identify values champions

(i.e. ‘team members who actively advocate for values inclusion’ [190]).

An organisation may have more than one project hosted on other repositories, such

as GitLab or BitBucket. These projects could also bene�t from the human values dash-

board. These collaborative repositories are known to have similar functionalities to

GitHub. Thus, implementing a human values dashboard for these repositories is pos-

sible with some modi�cations in the developed dashboard. The dashboard is designed

to accommodate numerous projects (Section 5.4.1). An organisation could specify its

projects to be included in the dashboard. This feature allows for comparison of projects

and could potentially bene�t higher-level management, who oversee many software

projects within an organisation.

Organisations or project owners need to adhere to the following practices to reap the

bene�ts of a human values dashboard. First, they should allow and encourage dis-

cussion within a project’s repository. Although not compulsory, involving end users

of a project in issue discussions will complement the human values dashboard with

the users’ perspectives of the application. Second, they should use project reposito-

ries to store artefacts generated during software development. These artefacts include

requirements speci�cations, design documents, and the like. Having all these arte-

facts assessed for values and displayed in the dashboard will provide a holistic view of

values in the software project.

From an end user point of view, a human values dashboard allows users to assess how

a software project addresses values-related issues. Furthermore, the dashboard can be

used as a base for human values auditing and certi�cation. This could enable users to

make informed decisions on the application that they want to use.
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6.2.2 Implications for Researchers

The �ndings of this research could enable further research to obtain a deeper under-

standing of human values in software engineering. For instance, the value themes

descriptions (Section 3.3.1) could be used as a base to perform qualitative and quanti-

tative analyses to develop and re�ne human values de�nitions in software engineering

contexts. These descriptions could also facilitate bridging the gap in understanding of

software practitioners by involving them in evaluating and improving the human val-

ues descriptions for software engineering.

The automated human values detection in this research could facilitate further re-

search of automated detection for other software development artefacts. The criteria

developed to identify the presence of values could enable researchers to build a larger

dataset to accommodate each value in Schwartz’s model. This larger dataset would

allow further performance improvement of the human values detection.

The feedback from software practitioners regarding the human values dashboard could

enable further studies to improve the dashboard. The human values dashboard itself

could allow for a study involving software practitioners to evaluate the dashboard in

a real development environment. Such a follow-up study could provide insights into

how useful the dashboard is in actual software development practice.

6.3 Potential Future Work

The research in this thesis presents a step towards supporting the integration of human

values in software development. Although this thesis o�ers signi�cant contributions,

some areas and challenges require further work. The following subsections present

potential future work to address these challenges.

6.3.1 Extending the Empirical Study of Values in Software Arte-

facts

The �ndings of this research (Section 3.3) suggest an opportunity for researchers to

investigate software development artefacts other than issue discussions. Pull requests

and source code commits on GitHub are two artefacts with a similar discussion feature.
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GitHub Issues and these two artefacts are commonly used in software maintenance

and evolution research (e.g. [191, 192]). Thus, these two artefacts would provide a

dataset that allows human values research from software maintenance and evolution

perspectives. Furthermore, investigating other software development artefacts, such

as requirements, design, or code of conduct documents, could potentially lead to a

more comprehensive study of human values throughout the software development

life cycle.

The �ndings of this research (Figure 3.7) also show that the presence of speci�c values,

such as dignity or wealth, in the three applications is very low. Further work could

examine other categories of applications on a larger scale, with many projects to ex-

tend the dataset for particular values. In addition, examining a speci�c category of

applications, such as computer games or educational applications, might lead to the

discovery of new value themes. This direction could also contribute to the incremen-

tal re�nement and development of human values de�nitions in software engineering

contexts.

The analysis of software development artefacts and other application categories could

be performed using the thematic analysis method. Future research in this direction

could use and re�ne the criteria presented in Section 3.2.2.2 to better capture the pres-

ence of human values in natural language-based software development artefacts. To

support the analysis of human values on a larger scale, future studies could develop

and use keywords related to human values to shortlist artefacts before the following

manual analysis.

6.3.2 Improving and Expanding the Detection of HumanValues

The performance of detecting human values could be improved by expanding the

dataset and experimenting with other detection methods. Future studies could use

the cost-e�ective approaches proposed in recent studies [63, 167] to reduce e�orts to

manually expand the dataset. Alternatively, another study could examine the use or

re�ne other available datasets for speci�c values, such as security (e.g. [70, 72]) or di-

versity (e.g. [193, 194]), to improve classi�cation performance. For detection methods,

future studies could evaluate other approaches, such as deep learning or keyword- and

knowledge-based methods, or newer classi�cation features, such as word embedding,

to determine whether they could improve the classi�cation.
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Another possible line of research involves the development of classi�ers for speci�c

values, such as face or hedonism. This direction could be achieved by implementing

multilabel classi�cation, as demonstrated in previous studies on text documents (e.g.

[61, 64]). Alternatively, each classi�er could be developed for each speci�c value. An

interview study could be conducted involving software professionals to help prioritise

the speci�c values classi�er to be developed. This research direction may require an

extension to the dataset to detect particular values. Therefore, this research direction

could be a continuation of studies that expand the investigation of human values in

software development artefacts (Section 6.3.1).

6.3.3 Evaluating the Human Values Dashboard in Practise

This thesis presents the evaluation of the human values dashboard through interviews

with software practitioners. This evaluation results in feedback to improve the dash-

board. Future research could use this feedback before evaluating the dashboard in

industry settings. An evaluation study could compare the development process be-

fore and after deploying the dashboard. For example, whether it is useful for software

development and how the development team interacts and uses the dashboard. This

evaluation could be performed using an observational study or a controlled experi-

ment. In an observational study, the human values dashboard could be injected into

the software development of a project. The study then observes how the team uses

and interacts with the dashboard. Meanwhile, a controlled experiment may involve

providing the dashboard to some members of the development team, while others re-

main as usual. These studies can then be followed up by interviews with members of

the development team. For example, whether the dashboard is useful or whether the

dashboard is ready for practical use in the industry. Furthermore, this direction could

investigate the possible challenges of adopting the dashboard and the possible uses of

the dashboard in a company. For example, how software development teams could

include the use of the dashboard in their development activities, what the challenges

are, and what other possible uses of the dashboard are for management.
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6.3.4 Investigating the Relationship between Human Values in

Issues and the Software Development Process

Analysis of issue discussions shows that human values are discussed in a software

project. A potential future direction of this study is to investigate whether the presence

of human values a�ects how the software is developed. For example, an analysis could

examine whether the development team solved issues with values faster than those

that were not present. Another empirical study could analyse whether values-related

issues attract more attention, resulting in a higher level of activities (e.g. comments,

pull requests, or commits) related to those issues. This analysis could be followed

by an interview study to explore how the software development team addressed these

issues. For example, how they make decisions regarding these issues and whether they

handle them di�erently from any other issue. This research direction could potentially

provide the level of awareness and importance given by the development team toward

human values during software development.

This study also shows that having human values in the discussion of issues can mean

that values are present or absent in the software. Future studies could examine whether

values-related issues result in code changes (e.g. commits or pull requests) and soft-

ware releases. Furthermore, further studies could reveal which features of the soft-

ware corresponded to human values. This study could be followed by an interview

with software practitioners and users to validate the �ndings and develop a list of

mappings between values and features.

6.3.5 Investigating theRelationship betweenHumanValues and

the Development Team Dynamics and Composition

This thesis presents human values perspectives in software development. Meanwhile,

previous work has investigated other social aspects of software development. For ex-

ample, recent studies have investigated the impacts of team dynamics (e.g. politeness

[195, 196]) and composition (e.g. diversity [197] or gender [194]) on the development

process and team productivity. Therefore, further studies could investigate the re-

lationship between human values and these social aspects of software engineering.

Quantitative analysis of software repository artefacts could examine if there is co-

occurrence between the presence of values and the team dynamics and composition.

For example, whether the diversity of the team in a project co-occurs with presence
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of inclusiveness value in the issue discussions. The following qualitative analysis can

investigate whether there is a connection between them. For example, a team of dif-

ferent nationalities may initiate conversations about cultural considerations during

software development. The results of both analyses could be complemented with an

observational and interview study involving members of the development team.



Appendix A

Automated Human Values Detection
Results

Table A.1: Best performers of the evaluation experiments using issue level dataset

without any sampling techniques

No. Resampling tech. Feature set Method Precision Recall F1 MCC

1 No Sampling BoW SVM 0.607±0.078 0.365±0.067 0.453±0.068 0.288±0.084

2 No Sampling BoW RF 0.653±0.083 0.477±0.065 0.548±0.059 0.381±0.084

3 No Sampling BoW MLP 0.635±0.046 0.597±0.076 0.612±0.048 0.431±0.063

4 No Sampling BoW LR 0.445±0.040 0.885±0.077 0.589±0.017 0.327±0.045

5 No Sampling TF-IDF SVM 0.573±0.038 0.646±0.069 0.606±0.044 0.393±0.066

6 No Sampling TF-IDF RF 0.684±0.068 0.499±0.075 0.573±0.063 0.419±0.078

7 No Sampling TF-IDF MLP 0.647±0.037 0.581±0.071 0.610±0.043 0.433±0.054

8 No Sampling TF-IDF LR 0.603±0.056 0.638±0.071 0.616±0.042 0.418±0.066

9 No Sampling BoW+Sentiment SVM 0.626±0.082 0.406±0.069 0.490±0.070 0.324±0.093

10 No Sampling BoW+Sentiment RF 0.649±0.087 0.517±0.067 0.572±0.057 0.397±0.092

11 No Sampling BoW+Sentiment MLP 0.633±0.056 0.583±0.091 0.605±0.065 0.423±0.087

12 No Sampling BoW+Sentiment LR 0.485±0.054 0.803±0.098 0.597±0.018 0.348±0.037

13 No Sampling TF-IDF+Sentiment SVM 0.514±0.036 0.578±0.064 0.543±0.040 0.295±0.056

14 No Sampling TF-IDF+Sentiment RF 0.658±0.095 0.531±0.085 0.585±0.081 0.415±0.113

15 No Sampling TF-IDF+Sentiment MLP 0.665±0.056 0.578±0.063 0.615±0.041 0.447±0.057

16 No Sampling TF-IDF+Sentiment LR 0.603±0.059 0.681±0.069 0.637±0.050 0.442±0.074

145
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Table A.2: Best performers of the evaluation experiments using issue level dataset

and an oversampling technique

No. Resampling tech. Feature set Method Precision Recall F1 MCC

17 Oversampling BoW SVM 0.556±0.078 0.554±0.084 0.546±0.042 0.322±0.071

18 Oversampling BoW RF 0.620±0.052 0.618±0.095 0.615±0.067 0.428±0.079

19 Oversampling BoW MLP 0.591±0.068 0.599±0.040 0.593±0.042 0.385±0.074

20 Oversampling BoW LR 0.477±0.029 0.738±0.100 0.575±0.037 0.312±0.052

21 Oversampling TF-IDF SVM 0.606±0.071 0.580±0.082 0.590±0.063 0.393±0.091

22 Oversampling TF-IDF RF 0.604±0.073 0.395±0.088 0.473±0.080 0.302±0.090

23 Oversampling TF-IDF MLP 0.649±0.043 0.586±0.077 0.613±0.051 0.438±0.063

24 Oversampling TF-IDF LR 0.622±0.054 0.602±0.071 0.608±0.046 0.419±0.064

25 Oversampling BoW+Sentiment SVM 0.552±0.083 0.545±0.085 0.539±0.045 0.313±0.079

26 Oversampling BoW+Sentiment RF 0.637±0.063 0.610±0.085 0.619±0.058 0.438±0.078

27 Oversampling BoW+Sentiment MLP 0.579±0.052 0.597±0.034 0.586±0.033 0.374±0.059

28 Oversampling BoW+Sentiment LR 0.492±0.039 0.705±0.073 0.577±0.038 0.318±0.063

29 Oversampling TF-IDF+Sentiment SVM 0.562±0.054 0.578±0.085 0.566±0.059 0.348±0.079

30 Oversampling TF-IDF+Sentiment RF 0.631±0.067 0.422±0.084 0.503±0.080 0.338±0.088

31 Oversampling TF-IDF+Sentiment MLP 0.654±0.053 0.597±0.072 0.623±0.056 0.449±0.076

32 Oversampling TF-IDF+Sentiment LR 0.613±0.045 0.643±0.077 0.625±0.049 0.434±0.067

Table A.3: Best performers of the evaluation experiments using issue level dataset

and an undersampling technique

No. Resampling tech. Feature set Method Precision Recall F1 MCC

33 Undersampling BoW SVM 0.597±0.085 0.414±0.067 0.487±0.068 0.305±0.091

34 Undersampling BoW RF 0.581±0.049 0.602±0.064 0.589±0.041 0.378±0.063

35 Undersampling BoW MLP 0.558±0.038 0.739±0.084 0.633±0.045 0.422±0.073

36 Undersampling BoW LR 0.584±0.062 0.643±0.061 0.608±0.042 0.399±0.072

37 Undersampling TF-IDF SVM 0.575±0.051 0.676±0.059 0.619±0.038 0.407±0.064

38 Undersampling TF-IDF RF 0.584±0.037 0.640±0.076 0.609±0.048 0.402±0.065

39 Undersampling TF-IDF MLP 0.582±0.043 0.741±0.062 0.650±0.032 0.451±0.053

40 Undersampling TF-IDF LR 0.575±0.044 0.709±0.062 0.632±0.032 0.424±0.054

41 Undersampling BoW+Sentiment SVM 0.605±0.087 0.422±0.064 0.495±0.067 0.315±0.092

42 Undersampling BoW+Sentiment RF 0.574±0.050 0.615±0.073 0.592±0.052 0.379±0.074

43 Undersampling BoW+Sentiment MLP 0.557±0.041 0.711±0.086 0.622±0.039 0.407±0.061

44 Undersampling BoW+Sentiment LR 0.584±0.062 0.654±0.063 0.615±0.048 0.406±0.081

45 Undersampling TF-IDF+Sentiment SVM 0.509±0.036 0.591±0.059 0.546±0.038 0.295±0.056

46 Undersampling TF-IDF+Sentiment RF 0.574±0.046 0.640±0.082 0.603±0.055 0.392±0.078

47 Undersampling TF-IDF+Sentiment MLP 0.575±0.055 0.738±0.062 0.644±0.045 0.439±0.074

48 Undersampling TF-IDF+Sentiment LR 0.570±0.045 0.757±0.047 0.649±0.035 0.445±0.059
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Table A.4: Best performers of the evaluation experiments using post level dataset

without any sampling techniques

No. Resampling tech. Feature set Method Precision Recall F1 MCC

49 No Sampling BoW SVM 0.390±0.042 0.559±0.102 0.458±0.062 0.401±0.072

50 No Sampling BoW RF 0.408±0.031 0.490±0.050 0.445±0.038 0.384±0.042

51 No Sampling BoW MLP 0.455±0.073 0.350±0.081 0.394±0.075 0.345±0.079

52 No Sampling BoW LR 0.406±0.074 0.430±0.085 0.416±0.075 0.355±0.082

53 No Sampling TF-IDF SVM 0.284±0.023 0.637±0.061 0.393±0.032 0.337±0.043

54 No Sampling TF-IDF RF 0.423±0.025 0.490±0.054 0.454±0.035 0.395±0.038

55 No Sampling TF-IDF MLP 0.462±0.069 0.341±0.068 0.391±0.067 0.344±0.070

56 No Sampling TF-IDF LR 0.345±0.030 0.623±0.076 0.444±0.043 0.389±0.053

57 No Sampling BoW+Sentiment SVM 0.381±0.035 0.580±0.097 0.458±0.055 0.402±0.065

58 No Sampling BoW+Sentiment RF 0.385±0.029 0.527±0.065 0.444±0.042 0.383±0.047

59 No Sampling BoW+Sentiment MLP 0.476±0.086 0.326±0.062 0.387±0.070 0.344±0.077

60 No Sampling BoW+Sentiment LR 0.416±0.069 0.443±0.087 0.427±0.075 0.368±0.081

61 No Sampling TF-IDF+Sentiment SVM 0.346±0.025 0.675±0.053 0.457±0.033 0.410±0.041

62 No Sampling TF-IDF+Sentiment RF 0.397±0.024 0.525±0.039 0.452±0.027 0.392±0.031

63 No Sampling TF-IDF+Sentiment MLP 0.472±0.065 0.363±0.070 0.408±0.061 0.361±0.064

64 No Sampling TF-IDF+Sentiment LR 0.359±0.036 0.653±0.063 0.463±0.045 0.413±0.054

Table A.5: Best performers of the evaluation experiments using post level dataset and

an oversampling technique

No. Resampling tech. Feature set Method Precision Recall F1 MCC

65 Oversampling BoW SVM 0.104±0.020 0.473±0.070 0.171±0.030 0.030±0.052

66 Oversampling BoW RF 0.087±0.010 0.498±0.063 0.148±0.015 -0.027±0.038

67 Oversampling BoW MLP 0.244±0.043 0.330±0.059 0.280±0.049 0.196±0.055

68 Oversampling BoW LR 0.202±0.034 0.303±0.051 0.241±0.039 0.149±0.045

69 Oversampling TF-IDF SVM 0.313±0.034 0.503±0.083 0.385±0.048 0.317±0.056

70 Oversampling TF-IDF RF 0.393±0.027 0.376±0.030 0.384±0.028 0.322±0.030

71 Oversampling TF-IDF MLP 0.301±0.027 0.648±0.069 0.410±0.038 0.357±0.049

72 Oversampling TF-IDF LR 0.369±0.051 0.573±0.089 0.448±0.062 0.390±0.072

73 Oversampling BoW+Sentiment SVM 0.498±0.230 0.151±0.101 0.187±0.066 0.194±0.073

74 Oversampling BoW+Sentiment RF 0.081±0.013 0.446±0.084 0.136±0.022 -0.045±0.043

75 Oversampling BoW+Sentiment MLP 0.229±0.038 0.334±0.056 0.272±0.043 0.185±0.050

76 Oversampling BoW+Sentiment LR 0.155±0.024 0.371±0.069 0.218±0.036 0.113±0.046

77 Oversampling TF-IDF+Sentiment SVM 0.472±0.041 0.441±0.065 0.454±0.045 0.402±0.047

78 Oversampling TF-IDF+Sentiment RF 0.386±0.046 0.382±0.049 0.384±0.046 0.321±0.050

79 Oversampling TF-IDF+Sentiment MLP 0.304±0.023 0.672±0.065 0.418±0.032 0.369±0.042

80 Oversampling TF-IDF+Sentiment LR 0.385±0.040 0.597±0.074 0.467±0.050 0.412±0.058
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Table A.6: Best performers of the evaluation experiments using post level dataset and

an undersampling technique

No. Resampling tech. Feature set Method Precision Recall F1 MCC

81 Undersampling BoW SVM 0.332±0.039 0.517±0.089 0.397±0.034 0.334±0.036

82 Undersampling BoW RF 0.295±0.023 0.659±0.052 0.407±0.030 0.356±0.039

83 Undersampling BoW MLP 0.296±0.027 0.667±0.052 0.410±0.032 0.359±0.039

84 Undersampling BoW LR 0.280±0.019 0.694±0.056 0.399±0.026 0.352±0.035

85 Undersampling TF-IDF SVM 0.234±0.012 0.758±0.048 0.357±0.018 0.318±0.027

86 Undersampling TF-IDF RF 0.294±0.023 0.693±0.058 0.412±0.032 0.366±0.041

87 Undersampling TF-IDF MLP 0.224±0.012 0.753±0.039 0.345±0.015 0.303±0.022

88 Undersampling TF-IDF LR 0.238±0.012 0.764±0.041 0.362±0.017 0.324±0.024

89 Undersampling BoW+Sentiment SVM 0.316±0.025 0.621±0.084 0.416±0.027 0.361±0.035

90 Undersampling BoW+Sentiment RF 0.294±0.023 0.659±0.063 0.407±0.032 0.355±0.042

91 Undersampling BoW+Sentiment MLP 0.297±0.025 0.713±0.066 0.419±0.033 0.376±0.042

92 Undersampling BoW+Sentiment LR 0.286±0.016 0.718±0.040 0.409±0.021 0.366±0.027

93 Undersampling TF-IDF+Sentiment SVM 0.322±0.035 0.521±0.047 0.398±0.038 0.331±0.044

94 Undersampling TF-IDF+Sentiment RF 0.291±0.025 0.678±0.059 0.407±0.033 0.358±0.044

95 Undersampling TF-IDF+Sentiment MLP 0.242±0.018 0.739±0.051 0.364±0.025 0.321±0.034

96 Undersampling TF-IDF+Sentiment LR 0.245±0.020 0.753±0.050 0.369±0.028 0.330±0.038
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Topics for Interviews – Human Values Dashboard

Software Practitioners

Estimated time: 40 - 60 minutes

Introductions: Introduce myself, my research area and the topic of ‘human values’.

Part 1 – Demographic Information

Questions:

1. Are you involved in a software project? Which project are you working on (open 

source/industrial/proprietary)?

2. What is your role in that project?

3. How long have you been involved in that project? How long is your experience in software 

development?

4. Are you familiar with software development artefacts? Are you familiar with GitHub or other 

software repositories?

Part 2 - Human Values Perceptions and Experiences

The next scenarios are some examples of how values may play a role in the development or selection of 

software.

Triggering Case Scenario

1. App-selection/User perspective: 

A user who does not want to install or use Facebook because of its poor reputation (e.g., 

Cambridge-Analytica case) in protecting the privacy of its users. (Privacy)

a. A user wants to check the way an app addresses privacy before installing an app, or for 

choosing between apps.

2. Developer perspective:

a. A software designer designs a language selection feature for the user interface in a 

system used by multinational users. (Universalism)

b. A software developer carefully chooses background and font colours for a mobile 

application to support colour-blind users. (Accessibility)

Questions:

1. Do you have any similar experience during developing software? 

a. Do you consider any particular value(s) important? 

b. How do you consider/deal with that particular value(s) when you develop/use 

software?

c. How does your company view values in software development?

2. Human values are something that people consider important and guide their decision. From a 

model here (show the participant a human value model), which ones raise your interest?



Part 3 –Human Values Dashboard for Software Development

Summarised Values Overview



Values-labelled List



Values-labelled Timeline

Questions:

1. From the cases above, which one do you prefer? Why?

2. Will this dashboard be useful in software development?

a. What role in software development do you think will benefit from this dashboard? 

How/Why? (users – developer – designer – project manager – product owner)

b. Which software development task do you think will benefit from this dashboard? 

How/Why? (requirements – design – implementation – evaluation)

c. How will you use this dashboard?

d. How should the identification of values be embedded into the dashboard?

3. To/In which artefacts should the identification values carried out?

4. Are there anything you want to have on the dashboard to make it more useful to you?
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Topics for the Feedback Interview

Software Practitioners

Estimated time: 30 minutes

Part 0 – Professional Backgrounds

1. How long have you been involved in software development projects?

2. What is your usual role in software development projects?

3. Do you have any experience using software repositories in the projects (e.g., GitHub, Bitbucket, 

etc.)?

Part 1 – Human Values Dashboard Demo

Demonstration of the Human Values Dashboard to the participants





Part 2 – Interviews for Feedback 

Questions about the Dashboard

1. Does the dashboard show the information that you expect?

2. In the context of your current software development project, would this dashboard be useful?

3. Does the accuracy of the automated human values detection matter for practical use?

a. Do you prefer to have an issue labelled as value-theme, but it is not (false positives) or 

do you prefer to have issue labelled as no value present, but it actually values are 

present (false negatives)?

b. At what point the results is tolerable to you?

4. Do you have any suggestions to improve the dashboard?

a. in terms of functionality?

b. in terms of layout?

c. any other ….
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